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MISSING PRINT 
The g-valuc f:'.nd line width varia.t ions of the electron 
resonance spectrum, from single cIyst " l s of acid met nrroglobin, 
r.ave been measured in both I high spin' slld ' levr spin' 
derivat ive form. The g-value variation is discussed in conjunc-
tion with the present structural knOfrledge of the nrroglobin 
molecule obtained from X-ray measurements . Directions in the 
crystal, of importance in the e l ectron r esonance stud,y are 
fO'lIDd to be clos e:l¥ :parallel to features in the molecular 
structure . It is found that the direction of the maxim.1rn 
g·-value in the azic1F derivat ive, whic. is also the direc'cion 
of the crystD..llinc electric field at the iron atom, rrakes an 
anglc of 90 with the normal to the haem plane as calculated 
from electron r eson'll1.ce and X-ray llEasurerrents on the t high spin' 
complex. This point is discussed in connection with a possible 
process whereby mlecu1ar groups llla¥ be exchanged at the such 
coordination point of the iron atom. 
The line 'wi dth variation of from 4-0 to 800 gauss has been 
explained in terms of a scatter in the o:dentation of the 
prin'Jipal g values, due to some form of disorder in the crystal 
structure . On this hypothesis, theoretical line width variations 
have been fitted to the experimentally observed line width 
variations . Values for the standru. .. a deviation in the 
orientation of the principal axes have been obtained in this 
way . 
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Chaptar 1 
INTRODUCTI(]{ 
The work described in this thesis concerns the ~tuctr of CM 
of the iron-ccmaming haemoproteins, using the teohpiques of 
electron resonance. These proteins are of sufficient biological 
importance to justifY theu- study by all n.vailable means, whilst 
the magnetic complex is of oonsiderable interest in itself'. In 
order, therefore, to relate the two aspects of the work, a very 
general discussion follows which aims at introducing the magnetio 
stu~ of haeIOOproteins in a. logical fashion. 
1.1. The IIlEl.gnetic properties of matter 
Mare than one hundred years ago, Faraday concluded that all 
matter has magnetic properties . These have subsequently been 
explained in terms of two basic magnetic effects, diamagnetism 
and paramagnetism, which are atomio or JlX)lecular in origin. 
Diamagnetism is present in all matter but the term 11 diamagnetic" 
is reserved for substances in which it is the predominant magnetic 
effect. The presence of paramagnetic icns or nolecules in a 
substance can lead t o various mn.gnetic properties depending on the 
degree of magnetic interaction between them. If' the interaction 1& 
"~eak, the substance is cleased as paramagnotio, whilst strong inter-
octions lead. to forromognet1c. antiforromo.gnetic and i'err:i.ma.gnetio 
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effects. For the purpose of this thesis t he case of strong 
interactions will not be considered. A description of diamagnet-
ism and paramagnetism will show ha." the measurement of the magnetic 
properties of a substance can give information of direct interest 
in connection with chemical structur-e. 
1.2 Diamagnetism and Paramagnetism 
Classically considered, diamagnetism arises :from the orbital 
acceleration or Lnrmor Precession of an electron due to a magnetic 
field. Thus an increase in magnetic field increases the angl..uar 
momentum of the electron. A cC!t'responding magnetic mOIrent is 
induced, the direction of which opposes the applied field. The 
diamagnetic contribution to the magnetic susceptibility is negative 
and te~erature independent to a f:irst approximat i on. From this 
reasoning every electron orbit should contribute to diamagnetism 
through the Lnrmor ~~ecession and all matter should therefore be 
diom.agnetic . 
An atomic electron has an angular momentum due to its orbital 
motion, Dnd an intrinsic angular momentum lmOlffi as its spin. Each 
of these has its corresponding magnetic moment, both of the same 
order of magnitude . An assembly of non-interacting atoms, each 
possessing a magnetic moment, would not shcw{ a permanent magnetic 
moment in the absence of an external magnetic field, due to the random 
orientation of the magnetic dipoles . However a magnetic field 
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induces a bulk mngnetic moment, due to its orienting effect on 
the magnetic dipoles, which is parallel to the magnetic lield. 
This paramagnetism vrill be temperature dependent as thermal motion 
wi:I.l be the chief dc-orienting agent . 
Terrpcr ature dependent parrunagnetism can only be found in sub-
stances whose molecules possess a magnetic moment. Such substances 
ere rclatively rare, because in most corrpounds the electron spins 
are paired with opposite orientations, '7hile the orbits tend to 
form closed shells . The total IUlgular momentum and therefore the 
magnetic moment is then zero. The ma.gnetic rroroont possessed by 
certain ~uelei is alilays very nuch smaller than that due to the 
electron and is detected M a hyperfinc splitting in the paramagnetic 
rusonance spectrum to be discussed later. 
1.3 Chemical Structure 
The previous discussion described the close relationship 
existing between the pr'csence of unpa:ired t:lectrons in a substance 
and its magI1ctic properties . It w'as llX3ntioned that in a closed 
atomic shell, the electron spins are paired with opposite spin 
oriento.tions so that the magnetic effects of the:ir spins cancel_ 
At the same time the orbital angular momentum of a closed shell is 
zero and there is no orbital contribution to the magnetic moment. 
Atoms and ions with this rarc gas cOlli'iguration nrust therefore be 
diamagnetic. Conversely it nrust be thc valence electrons of most 
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atoms which provide the magnetic properties. 
Though the interaction of atoms in m:>lecules or in solids is 
not essentially inrlucnced by magnetic effects , the spin plays an 
iJr!portant part because opposite spin orient at ions for two electrons 
aD.ow them to occupy the same orbit. Thus in a "covalent" bond. 
the electron ::.pins will cancel with a consequent reduction in the 
magnetic mOlIDnt. 
Mngnetic measurements on the various chemical corrpounds forned 
by an element can therefore give information directly concerning 
chemical structUl~e. The magnetic effects of the orbital motion 
complicate this sit~ation considerably, but the same effects may 
yield valuable in!'ormation about the electron orbits. 
MruW atoms and ions have incorr;>lete electron shells and henoe 
a perffi9.l1ent magnet ic moment. How"ever, compounds containing these 
atoms are often diamagnetic because the valence electrons have 
formed bonds in which the spins are paired. There are t wo major 
exceptions to this general rule, (i) atoms:in which the shells 
inside the valency electrons are not filled and (ii) cOl1!Pounds in 
which s orne of the normal bonds have been broken or modified to 
leave unpaired electrons scattered throughout the sample. 
The second of these groups contains such eases as organic f'ree 
radicals, irradiated crystals and structures with marl3 dislocations 
or breaks, and will not be considered in this thesis. Thc first 
comprises the so-called' transition elements ' • 
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1 .4 The Trnnsition Group Elements 
As stuted above the requ:irement of an incOllJ>lete electron 
shell, r estricts the occurrence of puramo.gnetism in normal eonpounds 
to certuin well-defined regions of the periodic table, knC)!.vn as the 
transitions groupso In these elermnts therc is an incoIlY?lete shell 
sepurc.ted by onc or more compl c te shells from the surroundings of 
the ut om. The electrons in these shells are therefore not necessariJvr 
involved in the chemical bonding . 
The iron group elements have an incol'J!)lete 3d shcll so that the 
magnetic electrons will plaJr a greater purt in the chemical bonding 
here than in the r are eart.l elezrents . In the 1n.st named group there 
is an incol'J!)lete 4-f shell separated from the surroundings by two or 
three cOIlY?lcte shells . It is not surprising therefore that the 
magnctic propertics of the rare earths resemble those of free atoms 
and ions . 
The magnetic properties of these two groups have been extensiveJvr 
studied but much less is mown about those of the palladium (4d), 
platinum (5d) and uranium (5f - 6d) groups . 
Salt. s of the iron grou;p elerrents with which this thesis is 
primari1¥ concerned, exhibit rather unexpected magnetic properties . 
These arc more like those which would result from electron spin only 
rather than from an agglolmration of free :Lons. This lack of an 
orbital contribution to the magnetic Ironxmt is known as orbital 
" quenching" and will be discussed at a later stage. However, it 
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may be ll1<:311tioned that this is due to the presence of strong 
crystn,lline eleotric fields into which the orbital IlX)tion is locked. 
It is then unable to IOOke its p:coper contribution to the magnetic 
susceptibility. ~nother effect is tllat the magnetic field associated 
with t h o orbital m.)cion vliU have directional. properties determined 
'!Jy the crystallin.) .::lectric field. A competition then arises 
between this magnotic field and the external magnetic field for the 
orientation of the spin magnetic molOOnt . This magnetic moDlent sets 
it~elf along the resultant of the two and magnetic anisotropy results. 
MellSuremcnts on single crystals vlill therefore yield more dotailad 
information than powders or solutions in which the: anisotropy vdU 
be averaged out . 
1.5 Magnetic Measur_~lCnts 
The main phenomenon in aIJY pnramagnetic substance is its 
susceptibility, y{hich is defined by the relation 
I = xH 
where I is th.:: intensity of magnetization or magnetic moment per 
unit voJUlIJ'::, xbhe susceptibilit3~ p-:xr unit -volume, and H the 
magnetic fiold. 
Susceptibility is essentially a bulk property and is a measure 
of th.:;; net effects of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions . 
The latter is itself a sum of the contributions from the magnetic 
mOlWnts due to the electron orbital motion, electron spin, and 
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nuclenr spin. However, far salts of the iron group, the orbital 
motion is lcrgely quenched. Ignar:ing the small contribut ion from 
the diamagnetism und nuclenr spin the susc~ptibility may then be 
compa.rcc1 with that cxpected f'r0ffi electron spins only. In this wCW 
un estimate of the number of unpaired electrons present can be 
obtained. 
~vo facts often prevent susceptibility measurements f'rom 
yielding precise expcrim:mtal data. Firstly except at temperatures 
belm'T 1 0 K a nwnber of levels are populated and the susceptibility is 
an average o-ver these levels . Secondly the unit cell :in a single 
crystal may contain several paramagnetic ions whose axes of anisotrop,y 
arc differently oriented. The net anisotropy is then a sum of the 
individual contributions. 
Bearing in mind these two problems therefore, it follows that 
~ techniq~e vlhich yields information on the magnetic electrons in 
the ground statc o..'1d can give precise data far each ion will be of 
Such 0. technique is ~~gnetic Resonance . 
1 .6 Magnetic Resonance 
Magnetic Resonance may bc roughly divided into four types :-
nuclear, ferromagnctic, o.ntiferroIlk.'"1.g!letic o.nd electron resonance . 
As the nam'3 implics nuclear rcsonance is concerned with nuclear 
dipoles~ whilst the others arc concerned with electronic dipoles. 
Ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic resonance is observed in magnetic 
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systems in which thc clectronic dipoles arc strongly coupled to-
gether by exchru1ge fClr'ees . However electron resonance , with which 
this thesis will be concerned, is confined to loosely coupled systems 
where the p aramagnetic units may be regarded as individuals . 
Tho t erm 11 resOl"wnce" refers to the analogy betv{een a microscopic 
magnetic carrier, with an angular monentum precessing about the 
magnetic field direction, and the numerous macroscopic examples of 
resonance . In the latter a system performing a periodic motion 
ab~orbs power from n. periodic driving fClr'ce; this is great est when 
the frequency of the driving force n.nd. the natural frequency of the 
system m 'e equa.l . lf the magnetic carrier is an electron situated 
in a constant mn.gnctic fieli then its periodic motion is the Larmor 
precessiC"n. The driving force in magnctic resonance is a periodic 
magnetic field n.pplied at right angles to the constant magnetic field . 
Wh en the frequency of the driving force approaches that of the La.rmor 
precession, povrcr YTill be absorbed from it . 
In. spectroscopic terms the principle of the method is again 
v ery s:irr:plo . A constant magnetic, field is applied to the paramagnetic 
ions and the electronic energy levels undergo Zeeman splittings . 
Simultaneous ly, a small radio-frequency magnet ic field is also applied. 
The splittings can be measured directly and very accurately by finding 
the frequencies ~hich induce transitions between the Zeeman levels . 
The technique of parumagnetic resonance h us proved v ery valuable 
in the stua,y of transition group ions , giving four main types of 
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information: 
( i) As mentioned earlier, the bulk properties pI' single 
crystals, tl1at is the susceptibility and specific heat, are averages 
aver severe.l populated. energy leve ls at normal temperatures. At 
very low t emperatures, these properties depend only on the cnergy 
leve ls within a fcv.r cm -1 of thc ground level . These are the 
levels studied by electron resonance, so tho.t information obtained 
can be used when stuqying the bulk properties at lov{ te~eratures . 
( ii) The magnetic anisotropy in a single crystal has a 
symmetry related -Cc that cl' the crystalline electric field . This 
in turn ~ s relo.ted tc.. the symmetry of the environment of the para-
magnetic ion in the crystal . The electron resonance results will 
reflect the magnetic anisotropy and hence can pravide informatiOT- on 
the symmetry of the surrounding of each ion; also about the nature 
and strength of the binding between the ion and its diamagnetic 
neighbours. 
( iii) The broadcning of electron resonance absorbtion lines can 
occur in a. variety of' ways , the majority of Yfhich can be divided 
roughly into trIo groups . The first being those whieh broaden the 
actual energy levels between 'which the resonance absorbtion takes 
place . The second being macroscopic effects , such as the spatial 
variation of the external constant magnetic field over the para-
magnetic sample. 
The broadening of energy levels is closely related to the 
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relaxation time of the level by Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. 
Line w"idth measurements cnn therefore give information on the 
various interactions between the 1IlD.gnetic carriers und the crystal 
lattice, and be~vecn the mngnetic carriers themselves . 
(iv) Vf.hilst electron resonance concerns electronic transitions , 
the intero.ction betrreen the electrons and nucleus can cause a. 
splitting of the electronic energy levels. From measurements on 
such splittings, information on the nucleus of the paramagnetic ion 
ca'1. be obtained, for example ; tl:e nuclear spin and approximate 
values for thc nuc2.ear magnetic dipole und electric quadrupole 
moments . 
1.7 Transition Group Studies 
In a studJt" 0:' the magnetic properties of the trn.nsition group 
eleroonts the pnrnmo.gnetic ions are usually inserted as impurities 
into diamagnetic single crystals. This magnctic dilution allm"ffi 
better resolution of the spectrum, "which irl the undiluted crystal 
is bron.dencd by dipolar interactions. 
The commonest method has been to grow mixed crystals such as 
potassium zi~c sciphate [K2zn( SOL) 2' 6H20J. The zinc ions can 
then be replaced by paramagnetic ions to give the required paramagnetic 
concentration. In the majority of the crystals which have been used 
in the study of the tronsition group ions, the magnetic complex nuw 
be regnrded as approxirno.tely octahedral . The central paramagnetic 
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ion is surrounded by six neighbours , for example wo.t er molecules 
in the o.bove salt . Another salt used with the iroll group is 
potMsium coba lti cynnide [~300( ON) 6 J . Here the trivalent coba lt 
ion has no parrurngnetic moment due to its 3d6 electrons being poired. 
The po.raTru:'.gnetic ion to be investigated can be substituted, ond in 
this cOIf!Plex ,viII be surrounded by un oetc.hedron of ON molecules . 
The nature of the six surrounding o.toms or molecules will 
govern the strength of the crystn.llinc electric field 1,7hich the 
po.~nmagnctic ion expericnces~ ~o study the effect of this on the 
!IlD.gnetic pr()pertie~ it is therefore necessary to grow two different 
crysto.l ~losts fCll:' the same.; clement . 
Whilst a lrnoY/ledge of the host lnttice from X- ro.y rensurements 
aids the interpretation and understanding of the resonance resul~s , 
the lo.tter are so sensitive to the symmetry of the mo.gnetic cOIf!Plex 
toot distortions cnn be detected Ylhich are not observable v/ith X-.cays . 
1 . 8 The Haemo-Proteins 
A slightly Uifferent situation is fo.ced in the study of the 
haemo-proteins . These are large protein molecules known to con-
to.in iron in nn octahedral environment . Single crysta.ls can be 
gr'm-m f'rom thcse proteins but unlike the crystnls mentioned above , 
the magnetic dilution is fixed. Hcwfevcr, there is in fo.ct sufficient 
dilution for the pora.magnctic ions to be only loose ly couplcd. 
The detailed structure of the hnerno-protcins is larely unknown 
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with the notuble exceptions of Sperm Vl hale 1Woglobin and Haemoglobin. 
Even the structure of these was as yet incompletely determined when 
the first electron resonance ll~vestigations began. In this case 
therefore the resonance measurements were able to provide structural 
information from their symmetry which supplemented the X-ray rroasure-
ments . Now, however , detailed structural information from X-rny 
measurements is avnihble for Myoglobin "'hich greatly aids interpreta-
tion of the rCSOr.k~ce results . 
lA. peculiarity of cryst c..ls 0:' the hnemo-proteins is their loose 
Ylater filld. struc ture . Due to this , chemico.l changes may bc made 
to the :::urroundings of the iron utom rJithout disturbing the overull 
crysto.l struetut'e . In f ar::t the ligand o.t the sixth co-ordination 
point mDy be exchc..nged for vDrious moleculnr groups with subseqt.'(!nt 
cho.nges in thc crysto.l field and bonding of the iron ntom. Any 
consequent locnl structural changes will a lso b e d.ctected in the 
resonance results . 
It cnn be seen f'rom this description toot the haemo-proteins 
form an interesting system for investigation on purely academic 
grounds . HOiycver, the ho.emo-proteins are of great interest 
biologically. Haemoglobin itself is the pigment r esponsible for the 
colour of red blood corpuscles. The JOOst important function of 
haemoglobin is thnt of combining Y/ith oxygen ut the lungs and 
releasing oxygen Hherever it is needed. This reaction is a 
bonding of the oJ-.'Ygen molecule to the iron atom which is the pm"'a-
- 13 .. 
magnetic unit studied by electron resonancc . The effects of 
vorious reactions of thc iron atom yrhich ore of such grent inter0st 
biologically can thus bo studied minutely whilst ignoring the 
grenter pn.rt of the dirunngnctic protein molecule. 
.. 14 ~ . 
Chapter 2 
Basic . Theory 
2.1. The Free Ion 
Historically it was found necessary to add the property of 
spin to the fundamental electronic properties of mass and charge, 
in order to ex-Flain such features as nrultiplet splittings in 
atomic spectroscopy. Spin corresponds to the classical conception 
of a material partivle rotating on its axis . This rotation gives 
rise to a sp~.n aneular mommtum, Vlhilst the rotation of the charge 
gives rise to a magnetic moment . III addition, an electron 
belonging to an atom or ion will have an orbital angular momentum 
and magnetic moment . The electronic state is then labelled by the 
qus.ntum nurr;bers L ancl S , which represent the angular momentwn 
measured in unit 5 of lY21T. The corresponding magnetic moments are 
= - {3E and = 2.1 
where p ~s the Bohr magneton eh - , and the factor g is the Lanae 
4-mnc 
11 gl1 factor , first introduced in conn6ction with the anomalous 
Zeeman effect . The 11 gf! factor has the v alue 2 ( more precisely 
2 . 0023) for electron spin only and 1 for orbital motion only . 
These magnetic moments will interact with an external magnetic 
field H, the total interaction being 
2.2 
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In order to derive the resonance condition, the simplest 
possible situation to consider is that of an electron in an S 
orbital, as in the hydrogen atom. Here there is no orbital angular 
momentum.~ so that the interaction is just &6ii .S. If tue magnetic 
field is in the z direction the interaction can be ~vritten gpH S . 
z z 
The spin quantum number of an electron is i , and its spin component 
in the direction of the magnetic field has the €ligen values M of 
s 
1 d 1 
'2 an ~. The magnetic energy of the electron is then -i~ or z 
ig.BH , Ylhich corresponds to the e}.ectron spin being aligned parallel 
z 
or anti- parallel to the field . The energy of the parallel or (a) 
spin is ] ry.-rered by ~'g1JI , whilst the energy of the anti-parallel or 
z 
(fJ) spin is raised by tg.6H· The energy difference between the two 
z 
spin levels is then gf3H. . In the case of a hee ion the splitti'1.g 
z 
is independent of th0 direction of the applied magnetic field, and 
it may therefore be yrritten as F!f3H . 
Magnetic dipole transitions can be induced bctW';)Cll thesc levels 
by applying an oscillating magnetic field in a direction perpendicular 
to the main field H , yrith a frequnncy v suc;h that 
z 
hv = gBH. 
The selection rule fo:..' the transition is that toM = + 1 . 
s 
the general resonance condition. 
This is 
The frequency of resonance is thus proportioned to the magnetic 
field, so that either mny be varied to achieve resonance . In 
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practice it is more convenient to vary t r.a m~gnctic fi0ld and to 
Keep the frequency constant. The spt.:ctrurn is then prcncnted as 
a relation betvrcen absorpt ion und magnetic field for a given 
f'requcncy. 
Thc spectrum for atomic hydrogcn, the simple casc under dis-
cussion, actually shows tvlO elcctron resonance lines . This is 
due to the spin of the proton which, like that of the e l ectron, 
has a magnitude of ~. Due to the greater mass, hovrever, the 
-~ 
magnetic moment of the proton is rmly about 10 .J Bohr magnetons . 
This magnetic momeni; interlcts both ~vith the external fie ld and 
-vrith the magnetic field of the electron, the latter int er action 
being considerably larger than the former . The proton spin is 
usually denoted by I, the total magnetic interaction being of the 
form 
E,DH.s + AS .r + BiLr 
where B depends on the ID!l.gnetic moment of the proton, and it 
depends n.1so Oh tl e quantum mechanical probability of the electron 
being at th(~ position of the proton. 
As with the electron spin t.he nuclear spin is quantized by the 
external magnetic fic~d. The spin component in thc z direction 
having 'Jigen yalucs l~ = -t ~, the magnetic energies of the electro:1 
are then 
.1.n-t.:1H + 2~ Z 
--ig,BH + 
z 
M 
tA 
+ .1.BH 2 z 
-
.1.BH 
2 Z 
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and .1.", (3l -20 Z ~ - .1.BH 2 Z 
and 
--igpr ifA z + 1 2~Z 
Neglecting the term BH in comparison i"/ith A, tvm transitions 
z 
occur vvith the selection ruleE fillS = t 1 and ~ = 0, as shO'.m 
in the diagram Fig. ( 2.1). 
The resonance conditions far the two transitions are 
hu = g.8H1 + ~ and hu = f!PH2 - ~. 
The separation bet,rccn the t VI"O transitions corresponds to 0. field 
ch.o.nge of 
= 2.5 
The splitting of the rr~sonance spectnun is lmovm as Hyperfine 
Structure~ In general , if the nuclear spin of (1 parrunagnetic atum 
or ion is I, the nucleus has 2I + 1 orientations in the magnetic 
field produced by each of the 2S + 1 orientations of the elcctronio 
moJ11Gnt . Each electronic energy level is therefore subdivided into 
2I + 1 conwonents , giving 2I + 1 equally spaced lines of equal 
intensity, as lor.g as the external field is very much greater than 
that produced by the nucleus . 
So far the discu..c::sion has considered 0.11 electron in an S orbit, 
having no orbital angular momentum. If the electron has 1 I 0, 
it has two types of angular momento. represented by the quantum 
numbers s and 1 . The int craction between the corresponding spin 
M= + 1/ 5 2 
M=-I/ S 2 
FIG. 2.1. 
M 
+ 1/2 
- I/l 
- 1/ 2 
I 
1/2 g~Hl + 1/-4 A 
1/2 gl3 Hz 1/4 A 
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and orbital magnetic moments, kno'Tn as spin-orbit interaction, 
couples these together, to fonn a resultant total angular morrentum 
J . ,-
\ 21T 
For more than one electron the total apgular morrentum . (h) 
can 'be derived using the Russell-8aund.ers c01.tpling, which supposes 
that the individual spin momenta couple, to form a resultant spin 
angular momenttUll 8, and the orbits to form a resultant L . 'rhese 
then cou~le to forra a total resultant angular momentum J = E + S 
where J can have all the values 
CL + S) ; CL + S - 1); CL + S - 2); ••• (L - S). 
Associated with this total angu1.ar momentum the free atom or 
ion will have a magnetic moment . This will be given by an analogous 
e~ession to that of an e lectron, that is , ~J = - g~j. In 
caluulating the ma~netic moment it is the value of J corresponding 
to 'the lowest energy C lowest J in a regular multiplet ) which is 
usually mos'" important , since the lowest levels have the greatest 
population at norlTlb.l tem,Peratures . CallinG this value of the 
total 8liguler momentum J , the associated magnetic moment can be 
o 
written as 
2.6 
:.< 
"NOl'E : ~he qUWltum nunibers 1, s and j ore the projections of the 
precessing vectors (",f(1-:;1), -(se s + 1) and "JO+1), a10ng the 
z direction. The value of the total angular momentum, therefore, 
should really bc 'written as ..fJTJ+l) 1/ 21T , but the single letters 
are used for convenience. 
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but the magnetic moment of the free atom may be ;vritten as 
Remembering that 
ilL = -(3L 
and 
I1S = - 2pS 
it is evident that as 
-
- f3(f., 28) J1 = + 
and 
J = L + 8 
J.l 0rumot be parallel to j ( or to iiJ ), but can b e considered as 
precessing unifurmly around j . 
{riting ii ti . .L ' wher e ii" and 111.. are components 
2 . 7 
2 .1 
2.8 
2. 9 
respectively parallel and perpendicular to j, it can be seen from 
the diagram, Figure ( 2 . 2), that 
w'here 
iill = ilL cos (L, J) + I1S cos(S, J) = - gj3J 
s e 8 + 1) - Le L + 1) 
2J(J + 1) 
gJ ' the Lande " gl! factor has the value 2 \Then L = 0, and 1 wht.;n 
2 .10 
2 .11 
S = O. However , it may be noted that gJ need not lie bety;e~n 
these values; for example , in a :;'1 state g = 32 and in a 4p1 state 
2 2 
11 ~ , 
I I \ ' 
I I , " 
I 
I \ , 
~ll I \ .... \ , , 
I \ 
~s 
.... 
\ .... 
\ 
" 
" \~ 
\ 
.... 
~II I 
I 
.• - - - - - - - -
I ~l. 
FIC,.2.2 
C.OUPLlNG OF SPIN AND ORBITAL ANGULAR HOHENlA 
IN A FREE ATOM OR I ON 
8 g- -
- 3 • 
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The time ::..verage of J.lJ.,. vanishes due to the ·.mif'orm precession 
of ~ about J , so that the time average of ~ is given by ~fI • 
The interaction of the magnetic moIrent J.l J and an e'Cternal 
magnetic field H is 
z 
2 . 12 
The total angulnr momentum is now quantized, so that its components 
in the fie ld direction h3.ve the magnetic q'..l.antum m.unbers : -
11,r = J j J - 1 ; J - 2 ; . . . -J • 
There are thus 2J + 1 energy levels having values of gj3HMJ. These 
correspond to the picture of' the angular momentum vector J taking 
on ( 2J + 1) discreet orientations to the field direction. Magnetic 
dipole transition:; are allowed between the levels with the selection 
rule tMJ ± 1, which is imposed by Quantum Mechanical and Group 
Theoretical considerations . The transitions will b e accomparied 
by the emission or absorption of electra-magnetic radia.tion 
follmving the condition 
2 .1 3 
The electron resonru~ce spectrum will , therefore , consist of one 
line only . 
Free atoms and ions nre not found naturally but can be produced 
in discharge tubes , the dissociated atoms being passed in 0. stream 
through an electron resonance absorption cavity. 
.. 2i .-
202 . The Para.m9.gnctic Ion in a Crystal Lattice 
When the paramagnetic ion is situated in a crystal lattice , 
the bonding, vhich takes place between i t and the neighbouring 
diamagnetic ions , must ?ffect profoundly the energies o~ the 
orbital l evels involved. In t he iron group transit ion metals 
therefore , the effects are most pronounced upon the 3d and 4s 
orbitals. The relative energies and the seporations between 
these orbi~al levels are, therefore, of fundamental importance in 
determining the electron distribution ben.een the levels, and the 
subsequent spin pairing in a part icular cOTl';plex . 
~vo main theorieR, the Electrostatic Crystal Field Theory and 
the Molecular Orbital Theory, have becn developed to predict the 
orbital energies in cOJ~lexes. 
The first of these theories considers only the effect on the 
paramagnetic ion of the electrostatic field produced by the ligands; 
no other participation of the ligand electrons is considered. The 
second theory, harrover, atterrpts to find orbitals fulfilling the same 
function for molecules as the s , p , d orbitals do for atoms . The 
electronic structure of a n!olecule is then described by assigning 
electrons , both central at on! and ligand; two at a time, to the 
orbitals, in order of increasing energy. The ligand e lectrons 
are thus considered as participating in the bond, which makes this 
theory rarticularly suitable for the description of covalent bonding . 
Conversely, thc Electrostatic Theory is best suited to the description 
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of ionic bonding. H~vevcr, since few complexes can b e classed as 
~ely ionic or purely covalent , both theories dhould really be 
considered for the best description of a complex. The naroo Ligand 
Field Theo~J i s uscd fo~ such a discussion using both C=ystal Field 
and WiOlecular Qr'bital Theories. In qualitutive discussions the 
process is simplified, because the principal features of the (d) 
orbital energy level diagram at"e the same in both electrosta.tio 
and molecular orbital theory . 
The effeot of the crystalline field on the orbitals of the 
central atom is similar to that of the Stark field in o.tomic 
spectroscopy. Thc discussion, thereforu, cxtends fl.~om that of 
the free ion, in t!1.e previous section, to that of the ion perturbed 
by an e l ectros tatic field . The actual behaviour of the ion will 
depend upon the r ~lutivc strengths of the..; crystallin\:: field and the 
inter-electronic couplings . 
On this basis the complexes can be divided into three broad 
classes . 
(1) weak fields - e . g . hydrated 4f group ions . 
The magnetic 4:f electrons lie well ir..side the ion, and are 
thus Rhiclded from the crys~alline electric field. This field 
interact ion with the magnetic electrons is then weaker than the 
Russell- Sa-..mders ( s . s and 1 . 1) coup ling and the spin orbit (L.S) 
-coupling, so that J has the same importo.nce as in the f r ee i on; 
that is, J is still a good quantum number . The effect of the 
crystalline field is to lift the lli.r degeneracy either wholly or partly . 
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(2) Medium fields - e . g . most hydrated 3d group ions . 
The magnetic electrons are in 3d orbits , which approuch the 
negutive ligunds fuirly closely , exposing them strongly to the 
crystullinc electric fi~ld. The interaction of this with the 
magnet ic electrons is no~ sufficiently strong to uncouple L and 
S, but not to overcome the (s . s and 1 . 1) coupling . Thc crystalline 
field can then int eract directly with L, so leading to a quenching 
of the orbital magnetic moment . The factors uffecting thc removal 
of the overa ll orbital degenerucy of un ion by a crystalline field 
will be discllSsed ut a lat'3r stage . 
(3) Strcng fi e ld, or covUlent bondll1g - e . g . the cyanides of 3d 
group ions. 
Here , the internal fie l ds ore sufficiently strong to prevent 
the formation of L a~d s. This r esults in El r e duced spin magnetic 
moment from that of the f'roe ion, in addition to the r eduction in 
orbital magnotic mOID::)nt. 
Thesc cla~sifications consider the effects of fie lds ~hich 
differ only in intensity, so that -I;he effec'~ on the orbit ul cnergies 
is only a matter of degree . The important property of the field 
in determining the type of splitting of the orbital l evels, is 
t he symmetry. The (2L + 1) -fold degeneracy of multiplet terms , 
and the (21+ 1)-fold degeneracy of orbitals is closel y connecte d 
vrith tho:) assumption of spherical symmctry, surroundipg a g~\se :)llS 
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atom or ion. The symmetry of mos t crystalline fie lds vfill be 
considerably lar/er t hnn s pherical, so tha t the spntio.l degener acy 
of the orb itals will be r emoved. H~vever . it i s useful to dis-
cuss the effect on d orbitals , of fields of f airly high symmetry 
in p\ll.~ely physic['.l terms . Such a discussion al~7s ma.I\Y of the 
propertie s of trruwition ions in complexes to be understood. 
In +'hc ma jority of t he crystals which hav e b een used in the 
electron resonance s t uqy of 3d group ions , t he magnetic comple x 
m.:.'1,y be r egarded as 2.pproximately Jctahedra l , v/ith the cent r a l atom 
( M) surround~d by s.i..x neig~lbours eX). In some complexes , ( for 
exrurrple , Ju2+), the cnemiea l evidence suggests a plnnar complex 
of four ne ighbours instead uf six, me aning tha t t wo ne ighbours 
are som.evr'1.at mor e distant from the centra l ion than the othcr foue . 
Their effect could, there fore , b e n~glected in the first approxima-
tion. Hov{f!ver, this c ould still b e r egarde d in t erms of a dis-
torted octahedron and, in f act , the interpretation of the resonance 
r esults. in lnont cases , favours the concept of an octahedra l 
corr;plex . 
In the Electrostatic Crysta l Field The ory, the six nearest 
ne ighbours ( negativ e ~_ons ) are regarded as point charges , or dipole s 
with th0ir necative ends pointed towards the c entra.l ion. The 
symmetry of the crysto.lline f i eld so produced at the cent r a l ion, 
ther e fore , deper .:1s on the distortion of the array from that of a 
r egular octruledron. 
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If the central ion ( M) is at thc origin of a Cnrtesian 
system of coordinates (x', y ', zt ), the six neighbours can be given 
the coordinates (:!:p, 0, 0), (0, ± q, 0), (0, 0, 2"r). The various 
symrnetries of the eOlT!Plex arc then:-
(1) Cubic. 
p = q = r , giving a regular octahedron. 
(2) Tetragonul. 
p = q " r, giving an elongation or compression of the 
octahedron along the z ' axis. 
(3) Trigonal . 
The octnhedron is stretched or compressed along a line 
through the centre of opposite f'aces - e . g . along [111] • 
(4) Orthorhombic . 
p I q I r . 
(5) Lorrer than orthorhombie. 
Such distortions m~ arise, if the ctom or molccule , at say 
(+p, 0, 0), is not at the same distance from M as that 
approxil1lD.tely at (-p, 0, 0), or if they lie off the axis, or 
if they arc not of the same nature . 
In order to sce the ef'feet of the e~stalline field on the 
d orbital energies , the simplest casc of cubic symmetry will be 
considered. 
Thf:;! f'ive 3d orbitnls of M have thc form indicated in the 
diagram, Figure (2.3), in which the coordinate axes lie along the 
• 
z 
• 
y 
--~Ol. \---0. . 
X 
z 
dXz. 
z 
f lr. . 2.3 CH AR GE CLOUDS ASSO(.IATED \WH d- O ~8ITAL~. 
y 
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MX bond directions. It can be seen that the d and d 
ze , x 2_y2 
orbitals have substantial amplitudes in the dir~ction of the ligands, 
but that the orbitals d , d and d tend to avoid them. It 
xy yz zx 
follows that the energy of an electron, in the d 2 or d 2 2 
z x -y 
orbitals, 'will be substantially raised by the repulsive field of 
the ligands , whereas the energy of an electron, in the d ,d , 
xy xz 
~z orbi~als, vlill be little affected in comparison. It is 
apparent from the syrrunetry that the last three orbitals remain 
degenerate in a cubic field and, although it is not obvious by 
inspection, group the ory CM show t hat the d 2 and d 2 2 orbitals 
z x -y 
also remain degenerate . This simple argument shOifs that the five 
d orbitals split into a 1000v'er group of three and un upper group of 
tv70 . The triplet and doublet levels are referred to variously by 
their group theorp.tical classifications as t 2g and e g or YS and Y3 
respectively; the terms de and dy are also used by some authors . 
1'he energy level diagram for octahedral complexes of 3d. group ions 
can, therefore, be dravm as in Figure (2.4). The energy difference, 
or splitting, between the doublet and triplet is given the symbol 6. 
On the basis of this lesult alone , several of the magnetic 
properties of 3d group ions can be discussed. 
A physical description of the quenching of orbital moments ean 
be given, taking a 3d
1 (that is, one 3d electron) complex, such as 
Ti}f-, as an example . In the 3round state the d elec~ron will be in 
the t 2g levels, thus having a three-fold orbital degeneracy . This 
':RH ION 
, 
OCTAHEDRAL 
COORDINATION 
F IG5. 2.-4& 2.5 
\ , 
ENERGY LU/H SCHEMES 
SQUARE 
PLANAR 
COORDINATION 
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implies an orbital moment of l ' = 1 where 21 ' + 1 = 3 , l ' being 
called the "effectivell CXl:'bital moment . The orbital moment has 
been effectively 10l.Yered or partially quenched. For the case of a 
3d1 complex, there should b e an electronic transition, in which the 
electron is trrmsferred from the t2 to the less stable e orbital; g g 
this should occur at a frequency corresponding to the separation 
6 between the hvo types of orbital. In fact, there is a single 
absorption b~d in the visible spectrum of r Ti( H20) 6 J 3+ occurring 
at 5000A (1), and t his has been iaentified as the t2 ~ e transition. 
-1 
'rhis correspC'nds to a valuu for 6 of 20, 000 cm • 
g g 
If 6 were smaller 
it would ",)e less corr~ct to think of thc electron as beinG confined 
to the t 2g orbitals , with tte result t hat its effective orbital 
momentum will be reduced less or more neerly the'~ of the f'ree ion. 
2 In a 3d conrplc :>.. thc ground stat.e is given by Huni' s Rule, which 
can be stated as saying that the lovfest energy state is tha t w'ith 
thc highest spin, t hat is , the g reatest number of electrons with 
paralle 1 spins . Ther e are two f actors which cause the spins to 
align themselves in this way . On~ is the Coulomb repulsion be~ffeen 
charged particles , ...-rhich causes two electrons to avoid each other, 
as fill as possible ; ;~his they c an do by entering different orbits . 
The other is the Quantum Exchange Interactior., which tends to keep 
the spins of neighbouring electrons aligned parallel . (This 
interaction vill be discussed at a later stage .) 
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and 3d3 complexes the electrons will be in separate members of 
the t 2g level. The effective orbital mOlrent of a d
3 complex 
will depend on the size of A. If A is large the orbital dcgeneracy 
is 1 , as there 17i11 be three electrons in the t 2g levels; if A is 
small the degeneracy is that of the £'ree ion. 
Hovfever, the fourth electron in 3d4 co~lexes has a choice of 
tvfO possibilities . To obey Hund' s Rule requires raising the 
e lectron into the e level . g This con only be done if the Coulomb 
and Exchange ~nergies are greater than A; otherlinse, the fourth 
electron must remail: in the t 2g level with its spin anti-parallel 
to the th~ee alreaqy ·~here . Thus, the result ing spin can be , in 
the first case, 4 >< t and, in the second, 2 x t . The same cases 
occur for 3rP complexes with two possible spins of i and t , and 
similarly for 3d6 and 3d7; but vrith 3d8, 3d9 and 3d10 co~lexes 
there are respectively two, three and four electrons in the e g 
level, and Hundf s l~le again applies . 
The Vivo types of complex possible in 3d4, 3d5, 3d6 and 3d7 
compounds are knovm as "high spin" and 11 loi'! spin" complexes . In 
octahedral compounds of lowcr symmetry an intermediate configura-
tion can occur, in which 3d5 and 3d6 complcxes have three and Vivo 
unpaired spins respectively . Electron Resor~ce studies have 
shovm tho. t in Ferric Porphyrin Chloride the central ion has only 
. . ( 2) (3) 
three unpa:u-ed SplllS . 
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For a particular ion, high spin or low spin complexes will 
result according to the strength of the crystalline field . Since 
this is produced by the ligand ions , it is interesting to see which 
ions are associuted with the ll'lrgest splittir.gs . In the case of 
the ferric ion (4), for example , the complex [FeF6-,3- has been 
shOl-m to have a high spin 1 Y/i th 6 = 10, 000 cm - 1 , whilst 
2 
r Fe( CN) 6] 3- has a low spin t vii th 6 = 30,000 cm- 1 
'-
In the 
Ferric Haemoglobin anCl. lvt,·oglobin co~lexes the ion is surrounded by 
five nitrogen atoms , thc sixth ligand being interchangeable . llith 
0. water molecule in this position a spin of ~. is found, whilst with 
0. cyanide group there is a spin of ~. 
It has been found empirically that many of the more frequent 
liga.nds CWl be arr anged in a series , such that 6 increases along 
thc s eries for a particular central metal atom. This is known as 
the 11 spectrc.:)hemical" series which is , in order of increasing 6 , 
The examples abovc fit into this series in order. 
Whilst discussing the high and loY". spin classification of 
compounds , it is rclevant to mention Paulll1g ' s iagnetic Criterion 
for Bond Type . Pauling classified the higl: and lo '{ spin compounds 
as "essentially ionic!! und 11 essentially covalent" • He argued that 
the filling of thc t 2g orbitals , at the expense of reducing the spin, 
can only be enforced by the use of the e g orbitals in covalent 
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bonding. This argument cannot, of course, apply to octahedral 
~ons with less than four, or more than seven, d elec~rons . 
This sharp division betrreen ionically and covalently bonded 
compounds is u neccssary r esult of the Valence Bond The0ry. Suoh 
0. division aoes not correspond to the situation as ravealed by 
experiment! which shoY/S a more gradual transition. However, the 
clo.ssific.;n.tion of 101"l spin complexes as 11 covalentll is not 'without 
some foundfttion . In the Elee'crostntie Theory the absence of e g 
electrons exposos the ligunds more completely to the metal ion, and 
so increases the extent to which their (J" electrons are polarized. 
This is the closcst 0) i.)ron.ch in an electrostatic theory, to t he idea 
of a more 11 covalent.\! bond. 
It can b e seen, from the above discussion, that not only is 
thero no sharp cli"ision bet'YE:n 11 ionictl und 11 covo.lent" complexes, 
but a ls0 there is no sharp division ben/een 11 ionic" and 11 cova.lentn 
bonds . It is customary to nscribe a degree or percentage of 
covalency to 0. pal~iculnr bond. The experi~ntal quantity most 
closely rclated to this is the electron density distribution, a high 
degree of electron delocal~zation being the physical property 
describe d by the term 11 covalentn . 
One of the most useful methods for determining the degree of 
electron d01ocalization is that of electron resonance. '1'he 
spectrum of single crystals of eopper phthalocyanine , for example , 
SilOVfS a h;yperfine structure, due to the nuclear spin of the copper . 
. , 
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but, in suitab~ diluted ~stals , there is a second hyperfinc 
structure from the nuclear spin of the surrounding four nitrogen 
atoms in the planar rrolecule . Such an effect can oply result if 
the magnetic electrons are delocalized, to a considerable extent , 
from the central atom onto the ligands , where they can interact 
vi th the nuclear spins. At the same time, their interaction 
with the nuclear spin of the central atom should be reduced. 
The appearance of this double byperfine structure is , therefore , 
a strong justification for classifying the bonding of a complex 
as 11 covalent\! • Converselv, when other information points to 
covDlent bonding, byp'3rfine structure from the liganda might be 
expected in the e10ctron resonance spectr~. 
So far , no further splitting of the d orbitals , other than t~at 
by a cubic field, haR been considcred. For ions other than those in 
vrhich the effective orbitul momentum is zero ( L ' = 0), the t 2g 
degeneracy is reduced by small components of the crystal fie lJ., 
that are of lowcr syrnrootry, and spin orbit coupling . Before the 
expected electron resonnnce spectrum can be discussed for Cl par-
ticular complex, the orbital splittings ru!d remaining degeneracy of 
the ground statcs must be Imovrn. 
Two theorems are very helpful in determ:ining the degeneracy of 
the ground state of the ion. 
(i) Krruner' s Theorem. (5) 
This theorem states that in a system containing an odd number 
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of electrons, an electric field, no matter what its symmetry, 
UD.nnot comp letel y lift the degeneracy of the system. 
J.co.vo each leve l vrith an ev en degeneracy in spin. 
(ii) Jahn- Te llcr Thearcm.(6) 
It Y/ill 
This theorem states tho.t , apart f'rom linear cOlT!Plexes , a 
complex w'hich has a degener at e ground state rdll spontaneously 
dist ort, in such a .ray, that the degeneracy is removed. A Kromer' s 
degeneracy will, hcuever, r emain unaffected. 
Whilst the Krnmer ' s theorem is quite gcnero.l inside the limits 
quoted, the J 'D..hn-Tellcr effect is expected to produce larger 
splittings for certaL~ 3d complexes than for others . 
The reason for the distortions is tha.t the regular octahedrnl 
environment is only the most favourable one for a spherica.l 
positive ion surruunded by six negative ions . In the 3d group 
the spherical ions are 3d3, 3d! ( high spin), 3d6 ( low spin), 3dB 
and 3d 10 . Tho r emoval of an electron f'rom ruw of these will 
obviously result in a non-spherical charge distribution around the 
central ion. 
In 3d9 cOlT!Plexes , for example , there are t',:o possible e g 
electron configurations -
or 
In the first configuro.tion the ligands along the Z axis will be 
more strongly attractcd by the centra l at om, tho.n those in the 
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XY plo.ne . A more stable environnnnt will, therefore , rosult 
if' the octahedron distorts so that p = q > r . The second should, 
in the same vray, co.use a. distortion so that p = q < r . The 
symmetry of the resultiLg field is tetragonal . Vfhich uistortion 
will occur in D. d9 complex cannot be predicted by such considera-
tions. Experimentally, havfever, the most common distortion is 
the second . 
The p.:eceding argument for the presence of a Jahn-Teller 
distortion depends only an thore being un odd number of' e electrons . g 
The distortions should be ~xpected, therefore , in the cOlT!Pounds of 
the follOifing ions: 
d4 ( t )3 (0 ) 1 
2g g 
C 2+ r , Mn3i- ( high spin) 
d7 ( t 2g)6 ( eJ )1 
2r 00 , Ni3+ ( lo"l"[ spin) 
d9 ( t
2 
) 6 ( 0 )3 C 2+ A 2+ g g u , g 
Converse a.rgwncnts Gan shoW' tho.t , o.s the two ligands along 
the Z a:.cis tre removed further from the centro.l atom, the energy 
of the d 2 urbito.l goes d.ovm , with respect to the d ? 2 orbital . 
z x:- - y 
Moving the ligands still furt hol' along the Z axis produces the 
limiting case of a square plo.nElr complex, with the d orbita.l 
diagram as shrnm in Figure ( 2.5). 
Finally, the co.sc of ions with t~g sholls , whicI:- ore neither 
filled nor half- filled, must be considered. Since the t 2g orbitals 
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interact much less strongly with the ligands than do e orbitals g , 
their unsymmetrical occupation should produce much smaller 
distortions . Vi1"here there is 1T bonding present, however, some-
what larger distortions might be expected. 
The net result of these t~o theorems is that systems with an 
even number of electrons have singlet ground states, und those 
with an odd number of electrons have doublet ground states . 
This refers to the total degeneracy, spin plus orbital. 
Thua, paramagnetic resonance should only be observed vThere 
there is an odd number of electrons . As an exampl e , the splitting 
of the er3+ ion illustrates several points . Figure ( 2. 6) . 
The free ion has a ~ ground state , that is, L = 3 and S = ~ 
2 
so that 
the orbital degcnorAqy 2L + 1 = 7 
:md the spin d.egenero.cy 2S + 1 = 4 
The total degeneracy is therefore 7 x h·. 
As the stren~th of the crystalline cub ic field increases, 
the fre e icn ground state is split into three : two orbital 
triplets w·ith an orbital singlet lcwrest . The four-fold spin 
degeneracy is then split according to Kramer ' s Theorem to leave 
a minimum even degeneracy, that is, t ilO spin doublets . The 
splitting between these is a product of the combined Jahn-Telle:r 
distortions and spin orbit coupling . Since er3+- is a d3 ion , 
4 F (714) 
FREE ION 
7,000 cml 
I 
17,000 cm. 
C.UBlt AXIAL FIELD 
FIELD I 
S.O. COUPLING HAGNElIC 
FIELD 
J+ 
FIG . 2.6. ENERGY L [VEL DIAGRAM of Cr. IN AN AXIAL FIELD . 
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however, only a very small spl.itting should be produced by tho 
Jahn-Teller effect . In fact, the splitting is only of the 
- 1 
order 0 . 1 cm , Y/hich brings both doublets 'within the range of 
electron resonance mcas'lr'ements. ( 7) 
The three transitions alloYfed between these levels with the 
selection rule, M = ± 1, illustrate the t e:rm, Fine Structure, 
s 
1'rhich is the product of transitions between levels slightly split 
in zero magnetic field . 
As the crystalline electric field increases, it becomes less 
possible for the three ele~trons to enter the e level. 
S 
They 
become restricted to the t 2g level, reducing their orbital 
degencracy to 1, with an effective orbital nomcntum of L ' = o. 
The levels arc not , therefore , split in the cubic field . As 
before , there is 'l. vcry smal:i. splitting due to Jahn-',ileller dis-
tort ion and sp:in orbit coupling, so that the Sa.IID three line 
spectrum results . 
The same orbital splitting in the low field is obta:ined 
also in d7 ions but , since, in this case, there are three holes 
rather than three clectrons in the d shell, the order of levels 
is inverted. 
2 . 3. Electrml ResOlrulce of Ions in ,thc Crystal Lattice 
The discussion, so far, has given a general outline ()f the 
magnetic behaviour and energy levels of the paramagnetic ions, in 
their environment in crystals . It has sh~vn that it is possible 
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to so;s- in which compounds electron resonance should be observed, 
and to explo.in the appearance of fine structure . 
The main feo.tures of the electron resonance spectrum from 
crystals arc the g value, fine structure, hyperf'ine shucture and 
line 'width. The last roll be discussed in the next chapter . 
2. 3 .1 gvalue 
Since the orbital monentum is often reduced to o.n effective 
L I, the g value is no longer that of o.tomic spectroscopy, o.nd is 
called the 11 spcctroscopic splitting fo.ctor" . Moreover, since 
the orbitnl component of i.he g value is dependent on the inter-
action w:lth the crys+:alline field, it vlill possess the symnetry 
of this field . The g value is, therefore, usuo.lly anisotropic 
as o.re the parE\lIlD.gnetic properties o.s a. "hole . 
If an ion iJ situated in a cubic field, the magnetism is 
isotropic; in a tetragonal field, the magnetism is axially 
symmetric about the tetragono.l o.xis, ,rhich, therefore, defines 
an axis of principo.l g value . In the arthorhoffibic field, three 
a.,"{es of principal g vo.lue are defined by the orthorhombic axes. 
In general, an anisotropic g value can be represented by 
three principal values, gx' Sy' gz along the principal axes of 
the complex. If the magnetic field H has the direction cosines 
(1, m, n) rrith respect to (X, Y, Z), the g value lreasUI'ed is 
given by 
2 g = 
2 2 
mSy + 2 2 n g 
z 2.14 
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In the case of axial symmetry, y,hen a g and a g.L are 
I1 
defined as g values parallel and perpendicular to th~ crystalline 
field axis, the fornrula reduces to the form 
2 
g e = 
2 2 2. 2 a 
g 11 cos e + g.L sm 2 .15 
"where a is the angle between the magnetic field H and the crystal 
field ax-i..s. 
This can be derived as foll~7s . 'l'hc rnn.gnetic field H has 
components H cos e and H sin e respectively" alar..g , and normal to, 
the symmetry axis. Figure (2.7). The components of thc magnetic 
n~ment in these directions are, therefore, proportional to 
g H cos e and g I H sin e. 
I1 ...... 
Oompounding these shoYls that the resultant magnetic moment 
of the electron is not paral:el to the magnetic field, but makes 
an angle if; Yli th the Z axis . The g value is proportional to the 
length of this vector and has the value 
2 2 2 
g e = g, I cos e + 
2 . 2 
g.L sm e • 
Since g is not porallel to H, th0 subscript in ga must not imply 
a direction for g . A double subscript geif; is less o.mbiguous, 
in that it implies thn tensor g acting bet\leen e und if; . The g 
values, measured in experirrents on single crystals, arc really 
only the magnitu.ucs of g measured with the field in dire ction a • 
A resonance is obtained with the condition hv = g{3H, from which 
a g value is calculated without any direct ion other thon that of 
gcose --- -- -- --------------------- 9 
11 
Hcose 
x 
FIG. 2.7 
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the field be:ing ascribed to it . 
< . 3.2 Fine Structure 
The example of the er3+- ion showed the e ffect of a small 
zero magnetic fie ld splitting of the spin l ev e ls, on the resonance 
spectrum. The total sp:in of the e? ion is S = ~ . Due to the 
axial ~talline electric field, there is an initial splitting 
b",t Yleen the doublets lvl = :I: i and M = ± ~i the axis of quantiza-
tion i s taken to be the same as the field axis . Applying a 
mag".letic field parallel to the ax:"s the energy levc13 diverge 
linearly, anr. t hree transi'~ions are allowed with the selection 
rule M = ± 1. If t~le oscillating mngnetic field is also 
parallel to the axis, trans::..tions 11 = 0 are allowed. 
i"lh en the magnetic field is applied at an angle to the axis , 
there is competition be~veen the c~Tstalline field and the 
magn etic field~ to determine the axis of precession of the spin. 
I n this case the lines no longer diverge linearly, illlless the 
magnctin field is v ery II'Ulch greater than the crystalline field . 
The first order vari ation of the spectrum ( 8) has been sho.m 
t o follor! a [3 ~ 2 cos2e - 1 J laYr , so that the splittings 
g 1 ( 1 . 
collapse to zero YThen e = cos - - -IL) . The g value of the 
-{3 g 11 
IDles i~ t ake~ to be tha t of the centre line , the +i -~ trans ition 
:in the example . This is lmmm as a true g value , since g r emains 
constant , independent of the radiation frequency use d . The total 
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spin S = i and there are three transitions; :in general~ there 
ure 2S transitions in the fine structure . 
The magnitude of the zero field splitt:ing (2D) oan be 
determined from the separation between the outer transi-:ions, 
y"hen the magnetic field is pa.rallel to the crystalline field 
axis ( 8) • The size of the splitti..."lg varies usual1;y in the range 
- 1 
zero to a fev" cm • 
2.3 . 3 Hyperfine Structurq 
The splitting of the resonance spectrum, due to interactions 
between the magnetic momen';s of the electron and the magnetic 
moment of -the nucleus. has been ment ioned already . A hyperf:ine 
structure can be e=~cted, owing to the nuclear spin of the central 
ion and, in certain cases , from the nuclear spins of lignnd ions . 
In general, ~;he nuclcar magnetic moment produces a lnag11etic 
field ac the electron. This gives rise to the following inter-
actions : -
( a ) Dipolar interaction between the electronic OJ1d nuclear spins . 
The magnitude of the interaction falls off Kith the third power of 
the dipolar seJk~ation . 1'he splitting itself follows as 
2 (3 cos e - 1) variation, "where e is the angle betw"een the magnetic 
field and the line joining the dipoles . 
( b ) The interaction of the nucleus vlith the field pI10duced by the 
orbital motion of the electrons at the nucleus . 
1 as;; 
This also varios 
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( c ) Thc Fermi contact interaction. The interaction r equires 
the electron to havo a finite probability density at the nucleus. 
In the case of hyperfine structure from ligand nuclear magnetic 
morents , the dipolar interaction viII be reduced considerably by 
1 the "3 term. Ho..,vcvcr, for a covalent corrplex, in ..,fhich the 
r 
central metal electron may be said to have a finite probability 
density at the ligand nucleus , this becomes the most important 
interaction. These hyperfine splittings are isotropic, ~hich 
distinguishes them from the dipol~ splittings . 
Since the magnetic mO;:Jents of the nuclei also interact with 
the rnn.gne-+;ic field, t:1e total magnetic interaction with the nuclei 
is given by 
As.I + BiLl 2.4 
If H is not very large , the spacing bet\leen the lines may vary 
Y/ith the direction of the field; also A is usually anisotropic 
whcn g is anisotrO.lJic. In this case , thre0 principal values 
A , A d.."1.d.P. are defined as the values of A along the X, Y and Z 
x . y z 
axes , respe~tively . The interactior. is given by 
A S . I + A S . I + A S . I 
xx x yy y zz z 
ThC"l interaction of the nuclear moment y{ith the magnetic 
-4 -1 field is 0:1:' the order 10 cm , and is usually negligible . 
2 .16 
Horrever , in corribination \/ith the nuclear electric quadrupole 
moment it has been used to determine the relative signs of the 
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zero field and hyperfine splitting parnmeters D and A. ( 8 ) 
Experimentally, the structure constant A is fOIDld to have values 
-1 - 3 - 1 bct"ween 10 and 10 cm for many transition group ions in 
crystals . 
Besides magnetic nuclear inter~ctions , electric interactions 
exist vrith the nuclear electric quadrupole moment . However, 
these y,rill not be discussed here , as they have no direct bearing 
on the results . 
2.4 Spin- Hamiltonian 
The description of the resonance properties of ions has 
been greatly simplified by the use of the so-called spin-Hamiltonian, 
introduced by Abragam and Pryce . ( 9) The spin-Hamiltonian describes 
the rather c omplicated behaviour of the lowest energy levels of 
the ion, in terIIl3 of a relatively small number of parameters , 
which can be dctermined experimentally by electron resonance . 
The form of thc spin- Hamiltonian can frequently be guessed with 
little detailed knm7ledge of the crystalline field . Experimcnt 
is , therefore , oimed at findjng the spin- Hruniltonian, and theory 
at passing :trom a model to a spin-Hruniltonian, or in the reverse 
direction. 
A normal Hamiltonian expresses , mathematically, the various 
interaction cnergics and factors ilhich influence the ion. For 
examplc , the Hnmiltonirul 
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J:f- = {3H. (L + 25) + AL.S 2 . 17 
expresses the interaction b etween the magnetic field and the 
orbital and spin m.c.gnetic moment , and the spin-orbit coupling . 
Using a Hamiltonian of this form, it is possible to calculate 
the splittings of the levels of an ion in a magnetic field . 
Hmvever , it was shmm, by Abragam vnd Pryce ( 9) , that these 
splittin6s are just the srune as those , which would be obtained 
by ignoring the orbital angular momentum, and replacing its 
effect vfith an anisotropic coupling betw'een electron spin and 
magnetic field of the form 
PH.g.S = {3g H S + {3g ( H S + H S ) It ZZ .). xx yy, 2 .1 8 
For a particular ion, there can be derived a relation 
betv'l'een the g value md the orbital angular moroontwn. In the 
tetrahedral environment of Ti3+ , for ex~le , ( 10) the splitting 
of the ground state has been sho\"ffi to be 2f3H. , when the magnetic 
Z 
field is parallel to the t etragonal axis , and 2.f3H.
x
( 1 - :;) when 
it is perpendiculur. This can be expressed in terms of 
= 2 
and 2 .1 9 
( 3A BJ.. = 2 1 - ""6) 
where A is the spin orbit coup ling, and A thc tetragonal field 
split ting . 
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The spin-Hamiltonian can be used even in cases Where the 
~vest level is orbitally degenerate. If trru~itions between 
2S1 + 1 levels are observed experimentally, S' is defined us the 
" effective" or fictitious spin, and is used in the spin-Hamiltonian. 
iith an orbital singlet state lovrost, the splitting of the spin 
degeneracy is usually fairly small; the effective spin is, there-
fore , equal to the octual spin. For nn orbit ally degenerate 
state, however, components of the crystalline field of lower 
symrootry and spin orbit interc.ctirm usually produce a splitting, 
-1 
of the order of 100 cm. In accordance with Krruner' s and the 
Jahn-TelJer Theorems, no resonance would be expected if the number 
of electrons is evan, and the effective spin w·ould be t if the 
number of electrons is odd. 
A sufficiently eenerul spin-Hamiltonian ean be -vvritten in 
the con~onent form as 
w . = a( g H S + g :i S + ~_H S ) + D S - is( S + 1) + E( S - S ) [ 2 J 2 2 .1-1' #J z z Z x x x -y y y z x y 
2.20 
The first term in the brackets represents the splitting of the 
(2S + 1) rnultiplets by the applied magnetic field. In this term 
g.J!ygz are the values a.long the principal ax~_s. The term 
D [ Sz 2 - ¥(S + 1) J represents the initial splittings, in zero 
magnetic..: field, of the spin rnultiplct, by an axially · s~tric 
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component of the ~stalline field . The term E(S 2 _ 8 2) 
x Y 
represents possible initial splitting by the crystalline field 
components of lower symmetry . 
2 .. .5. S state ions 
For ha lf filled shells, the ground state is an orbital 
singlet. This occurs in the iron group for 3d.5 high spin 
complexes, that is Mn2+ and Fe>+- , with a ground state of 68 • 
5/2 
With no orbital cor. t ribution to the magne-cic moment, L<iOtropic 
magnetic properties arc expected yrith a susceptibility corres-
ponding exactly to the spin only val;.le. In most complexes of 
these ions, howevcr, slight departures from the expected 
behaviour are observed, which require explanntion. 
Van Vleck J.110 Penney (11) derived a possible mechanism for 
a splitting of the 6S state. The ~stalline field cannot split 
the S state, nor can spin-orbit coupling alone remove the six-fold 
spin degeneracy. They sho.-rcd, however, thcl.t on going to a high 
order in pe:~urbation theory, the combination of a cubic crystalline 
field and spin-orbit coupling could produce small splittings of 
the spin levels. 
Exact comparison ,n.th eJq)l:lrimental data awaited the electron 
resonance investigation of Mn2+ by Bleaney & Ingram (13) which 
sho.ved that small splittings did exisJti . Abragrun & Pryce (12) 
shcx{ed that these splittings are in fact too lurge to bc explained 
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by the above process . Thay suggested a mechanism depending on 
the distortion of the otheTV{ise b~herical electron-cloud 
distribution by the tetragonal (or trigonal) component of 
crystalline field . If, for example , the distribution is slight~ 
ellipsoidal, the dipole-dipole energy of the spins will vary with 
their orientation with respect to the axes of the ellipsoid. The 
spin levels are therefore no longer degenerate . 
In Mn2+ the small splitting .... 0 . 1 cm -1 leaves thr..:e Kramers 
dO'l:blets . These arc all populat0d at normal temperatures so that 
on applicati0n of a magnetic field, electron resonance transitions 
can occur between thE. six spin levels with the selection rule 
A fine structurlJ of five lines is observed. Supcr-
imposed on this is a large isotropic hyperfine structure, from 
the nuclear spin 5/ 2 of the manganese ion. · This is unexpected 
since d orbita.ls have nodes of zero electron probability at the 
nucleus with the result that the Fermi contact term is zero. 
This leaves only the much weaker anisotropic dipolar interaction. 
Abragam & Prycc sUCgcsted that the origin of the hyperfine structure 
lies in a eonfigura.tional interaction of the form 3s3a.54s with 
3s23d? Since s electrons have a finite probability density at 
the nucleus their contribution to the hJrperfine splitting through 
the Fermi contact term is considerable; only a small amount of 
configucational intoraction may be necessary to explo.in the 
splitting. 
-4-6-
Measurements on Fe}\- show a similar small splitting except 
for ferric haemoglobin and ~oglobin . The g value anisotropy 
in these cOMFlexes indicates a very large splitting of the 
spln states '" 1 0 cm-1 , which requires the presence of strong 
a.symmetric crys t alline fields. This subject will be discussed 
more fully at a l ater stage. 
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Chapter 3 
Mechanisms for the Line Broadening of the Electron Resonance 
Spectrum of Single CEYstals 
3 .1 . Introduction 
All electron resonance lines have a finite width known, in 
the linriting case, as the natural width. 
Heisenberg' s uncertainty principle 
This arises from 
The spins li: all levels e~cept the l~{est one have a finite 
tlifetim~ ' because 01' the probability of spontaneous emission. 
Thus all such levels have a finite energy spread, which gives 
rise to the finite widths of the corresponding trliUlSitions . 
These line widths are quite negligible , compared with other 
factors ut the radiation frequencies used in electron resonanoe, 
however . 
Line widths ore usually expressed us the frequency separation 
between ho.lf-pov/cr points . Since very often it is the derivative 
curve that is experimentally truced, it is much easier to measure 
the frequency separation of the muximum slope points of the 
absorption ou!"Ve and this is frequently quoted as the line width . 
The shape of an ubsorption line , as a function of frequency 
in a fixed magnetic field, can be described by maans of a 
normo.lized function g( v), 'There v is frequency and 
-4.8-
co 
J g( v)dv = 1 o 
For absorption lines of similor shape , the mmcimum value 
of the sho:.J?0 function, g( v) , will be large for narrow and 
max 
small f or brlX'.d lines . The line width can therefore be defined 
us 
L\ ( v) 1 
Line shapes ore difficult to calculate theoretically. 
Generally, different moments are c alculated for oomparison with 
experiment . th The n mom3nt is defined as 
::: g( v - v ) (l/ - l/ ) n d( v - v ) 000
-co 
where v is the frequenoy of the centre of the line. 
o 
Theoretically the expressions for line yvidth ore frequently 
derived on the assumption that the magnetic field is kept const~t 
und the measuring frequency is varied, nhereas experimentally it 
is the field that is varied und the i'req).lency kept constant. It 
is easy to relate the line 'widths when the energy l eve ls diverge 
linearly with mn.gnctic field, but 'where this is not so the relation 
is corr;plicated. The levels o.re kmvm to diverge linearly in 
Haemoglobin and J\tyoglobin complexes but this is not the case 
,;{here resonance takes place, at low field values, bet-Ii'leen levels 
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which arc split in zero magnetic field . 
Assuming that the l evels diver~c linearly the relation 
betvrcen the enc;rgy o..nc1 field is 
LlE = g{3 LlH 
It folloyrs tho.t cven when the actual energy line width L\E 
is constant , if the crystal hD.S on anisotropic g value , the line 
Yridth ( m go.uss ) liH iT):;)usurcd by electron reSOnD.llce will vary 
inversely Yfith g . Line ,ridth> measured by electron resonance can 
therefore be compared either by converting to a LIE or by simply 
multiplymg by g or rig , .. rhere g is the free spin vo.lue. 
c e 
:) • 2 . Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Broadening 
The Imo uidth in electron resonance spectra of single 
crystals is ~us~d by a number of different mechanisms . It is 
customary to classify these into two groups , after Portis (1) as 
homogeneously or inhomogeneously broadened lines . In homogeneously 
br oadened lines the absorbed encrgy is distributed over all the 
spins . Examples of such broadening o..rc di pole- dipole interactions 
be~veen like spins and spin- lattice interactions . Inhomogeneous 
broadening exists Yfhen energy is transferred only to those spins 
,~lose loco.l fie lds satis~ the resonance condition. Exo.mples of 
this broadening are , hyperfine interactions , impurities and eefects 
neur thc poromc.gnetic ion and mosaic structure in nearly perfect 
crystals . 
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~ . 3 . 1. Spin-lattice Relaxation 
In a paramagnetic ion with effective spin SI =~, electron 
resonance is observed when o.bsorptive transitions arc stimulated 
beh{(;;len the t wo larrost spin levels , by the incident radiation. 
It has been sh(xrn by Einstein that in this case both absor..?tive 
and omissive transitions have equal probability for a particular 
electron. However, since at normal temperatures, in a system at 
thermal equilibrium, the l~{er state has a greater population, 
th~re yrill be a greater absorpticn than emission of energy. The 
relative pOI'ulatior~ of the levels at thermal equili'uriwn is given 
by IvIax'-v'e ll-BoltzlIk'UlIl statistics, for a particular temperature of 
the crystal lattice TOK, as : -
n 
1..!PPer 
nlower 
= 
where Lffi: is the energy- difference beb-:een spin leve 15. If, due 
to induced absorptive transitions , the population of the upper 
state :increases , the population ratio bccolT.es equivalent to El 
temperature TS greater than that of the lattice T. This tempera.ture 
is known as the spin temperature . Unless the spin temperature is 
to remain permanently higher than that of the lattice, there must 
be SOIOO form of rcla.:x.ntion rrechanism between the spins and tl:e 
lattice . This relaxation mechanism must allow the spins to 
l i feel" the thermal motion of the lattice, thus inducing transitions 
between the spin levels so that equilibrium is reached. In this 
I 
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way the lifetilID of the spins in the energy levels will be reduced 
and through Hciscnberg' s uncertainty principle the levels rill be 
broadened. 
The time tolccn for the spin temperature to relnx back to that 
of the lattice is lcnovffi as the spin-lattice relaxntion tire 1 
usually given the symbol T1 • An expression for the relnxo.tion 
time in a tyro level system can be derived s~ly as follC1Hs. 
Let the number of spins per cubic centimetre in the upper 
le"ol be N and in the lower leve.l N • 
+ 
Let the upvard nnd down-
yrard transition pI'c,bnbilities be W and W respectively. 
. +- Then if 
the vrhol(. system of ::.pins and lattice is at therrrnl equilibrium 
at temperature T, the number of transitions upnards and do;rrn-rards 
must be oqual and 
W N = Vi N 
+ + --
(1 ) 
But N 
+ 
and N_ are related at equilibrium by the Boltzmann factor, 
so that 
W N IAE) AB 
= 
..-±. 
= 
J~. 1 +- ( 2) 
W+ N ~ 
if ~ « 1 Tihich is the case if £lE tho magnetic splitting is due 
KT 
to fields of less thrul 10k gauss and if T is greater than 20%.. 
Therefore '!_ ond W+ can be written as 
w 
(3) 
where W = mean of '.1 and W 
+ 
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= 
W + "(f 
+ 
2 
The above expressions state that the upvard transition 
probability is less than the dOYll'IW"ard. U~llike the radiation 
stimulate d transitions, the tr~sitions stimulated by interaction 
wi th the lattice do not have equal probabilities up and dovm. 
If the spin system is no longer at equilibrium with the 
lattice~ but has a spin temperature T .; T, the excess number of 
s 
electrons n = N - N in the lower level w.l.ll be reduced. The 
+ 
relaxation process will therefore tend to increase n , which 
changes by 2 ·with each transition. The rate of change of n is 
given by 
dn 2NTT - 2N VI = 
dt + + 
Using the equations (3) above this becomes 
dn 2W( n - n) = 
dt 0 
(5) 
where 
11 = N~ 0 2Icr' ( 6) 
no is the excess nllrober of electrons at equilibrium and N = N+ + N • 
Integrating give~ 
( ) -2V7t n - n. e 
o J. 
where n i is the value of n at time t = o. 
( 7) 
Thus the approach to 
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equilibriwn i s seen to be exponential with a oharo.cteristic time 
... 
-::>f -'- • 
Z:l 
The relaxo.tion time is therefore inversely proportional 
to the meo.n tr,l.nsition probability 
3.3.2. Saturation Factor 
T 1 = 
1 
ZiV 
In the absence of r adiation, the differential equo.tion 
( 8) 
governing the timc variati011 of the excess number n of e lectrons 
in the lower l eve l , is given by a combination of equations 5 and 8 
an 
dt 
= 
~ - n 
o ( 9) 
When r adiation is present, however , another term must be added 
to account for -che upward. trnnsitions which correspond t o t he net 
absorption of cne.rgy . 
dn 
dt 
= 
This gives the equation 
n - n 
o 2nP (10) 
since P is the same for upward and dOW!I'i{ard. trD.nsitions o.nd is the 
probabili ty per unit time of a tro.nsition bc~yeen the l evels under 
the ir1luence of the radiation. A steaqy state is reached~hen 
dry'dt = 0, and in this condition the stea<liY ~tate value n is given 
s 
:£'rom (10) ·uy 
n 
~ 
n 
o 
1 
= ( 11 ) 
1 + 2FT1 
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Since the population of the lower level is a.lways the 
gres.t er at normal temperatures , at thermal equilibrium there will 
be ma.:e upvard radiation induced transitions than dOWl1V'rard. 
Th",refore n will b e less than n by an amount depending on the 
s 0 
transition probability . From r adiation theory and for the case 
of S = t , the t ransition probability is given by 
p = ~~1 2 g(v) ( 12) 
wher e H1 is the high f requenqy ma3netic field which is perpen-
dicular to t he d . c . magnetic field, so that 
ns 1 
-= 
no 1 + t/~ H1 2 T 1 g( v ) ( 13) 
If the spin-lattioe relaxation time T1 is large , and if the 
amplitude H1 of the high frequency magnetic field is large, the 
factor n/no Y{ill be small and since , from equation (6), 
n = NLlE/ 2KT , the s pin temperature T v/ill be high . 
s s s 
In this condition there will be fe-.-ver ltp\1ard radiation induced 
transitions DJ1d the n et abdorption of energy will be reduced; the 
spin system is said to be saturated. For this reason the expression 
n/ no is called the Saturation Factor, given the symbol Z. 
It c aT). be shavm, using equation ( 6) , that the spin temperature 
of the steaqy state is related to the lattice tempeTature by the 
eJlpression 
T = T/Z s ( 14) 
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rmd nlso, by integrating equation (10), that th.J approach of the 
spin system to th~ steady s tate follQlls the exponential relation 
t 
- T Z 
(ns -n) = (ns -ni ) e 1 (15) 
Comp:trison .ri th the approach to thermal equilibrium in the 
absence of radiation shor.,s that the characteristic t:i.Ire is now 
T1 Z ins t ead of T1 . 
3.3 . 3. The Nature of the Sl in-lattice Relaxation Mechani.sm 
According to Kronig (2), the thermal motion of the lattice 
alters the crystalline electric fie lc::. and thus acts on the spin 
system through sp in-orbit coupling . There are two mechanisms 
whereby the spins can exchange energy with the lattice . They can 
either exchange a v:hole quantum with a l at tice vibration or phonon 
of the appropriat-; frequency or transfcr energy by scattering a 
quantum from the lattice and changing its value . Tnis lD.tter is 
lmovm as the Raman process)v/hile the fonner is the direct process, 
und y/ill pr~domino.te at the higher temperatures . 
In the case of S = t the Rrunan process leads to an expression 
. . ~/ 2 7 in vrhich T1 ~s propurt~onal to 6 1")1. T for T smaller than the Debye 
. / 2 temperature , and proportional to 1 T far T larger than the Debye 
temperature . Here ~ is the he ight of the next orbital a.bove the 
ground state in c m- 1 , ")I. is the spin-or"oJit coupling coefficient and 
T the absolute temper a.ture . I t follmvs that in 11 spin-onlY' 
magnetic substances there should b e long relo.xation t l.JmS since 6. 
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is large . This is found to be so for T.l0S·C of the iron group 
t,;omplexes. 
The direct process len.ds to a relaxation time proportional 
to (). Lfj"A, ~I and nrust be of importance at levIer temperaturf's . How-
ever this process is not sufficient to explain the relaxation 
tiIr.es actually obsorved. There YTOuld appear to be too few 
phonons of the appropriate frequency to t::-nnsfl.:r the energy at 
the rate i:ldicated by the rclo.xation tines . 
TO';mes ( 3) has suggested that there are actually tYrO kinds 
of relaxation mechanism at law temperatures , the usual spin-
lattice relaxation and the lattice-bath relaxation. It is 
thought that in ffit..'U1Y crystals the latter mechanism predominatos . 
In order to account for the high energy transport of the fC'l'l 
phonons available y!ith appropriate frequency , TONnes suggested 
that thl.: lattice modes are broadened by the interaction with the 
spins . 
Th0 theory of spin-lattice relo.xation requires special 
treatment when applied to S stn.te ions SlllCL' here th0 orbital 
momantum is zero . It is l1ecessary to introduce a configurationo.l 
interaction betvreol1 the ground state and excited states 'rith non-
zero orbitn.l angular momentum. Theory (4) indicates that reloxa-
tion t:imcs for 1,11121- yrill be onc hundred times longer than for 
non-S-s+ ate iron group salts . 
Although much work is being done on the subject it is at the 
mom:mt impossiblG to predict quantitutively what relaxation t:ime 
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0. given ion vrill he.vc or how it is influenced by crysta l field 
strength or crystal symmetries. 
-11 In gencro.l T1 lTh.'W vory from seconds to 10 seconds for 
various paramagn0tic i0ru3. Experimentally e l ectron r esonance 
measurements are made at t emperatures which arc sufficiently lorr 
for lina widths to b e; duc to interD.Ctior.s other than spin-lut"tice . 
Rclaxation times longer than 10- 7 seconds usual:IJr give a contribu-
tion to line width 'which is negligib le corqpared with that from spin-
spin interaction. If' T1 is lenge'>:, thon 10- 5 seconds , hov/ever, 
1.mdcsirable S.aturation effe~ts appear . 
If srin- lattice r e laxation is the mo.jor source ef line 
broadening the line shape is similar to' that ef cellision breadenud 
lines in gaseeus spcctroscop,y. This broadening has been treated 
theeret ically by vari(lus authers , particularly Van Vleck and 
Vleissk:Qpf' (5) y/ha give an expressian far the line shape . Using 
this expression the spin- lnttice r elaxatien t:i.rre ceuld be oo.loulated 
fram the half width ef the resananoe absarptien lines . 
3.4. Spin-Spin Relo.xation 
Besides their internotien with the lattice, the iens interact 
with ec.ch ather . From a s emi-classicnl peint af view, each ion 
con be regarded o.s 0. gyrascapic magnet i that is , its angular and 
mo.gnetic maments ore parallel . In thc presence of a uniform, 
stcaqy, ~xternal magnet ic field Ho' the magnet will precess around 
this direction at the larmer frequonoy , cqual to' yii The magnet 
a · 
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can +:herefore be regarded as equivalent to a magnet fixed in 
the external field direction, together with a magnet rotating in 
a plane perpendicul...'U' to this. 
In an assembly of such ma&1ets, Q. particular magnet will 
experience not only the external magnetic field ii , but also a. 
o 
small local field HI 1 due to its neighbours . This local 
oca 
field .... fill be of th'3 order of t1/r3 where t1 is the magnetic dipole 
moment of the neighbourLlg magnet and r is the nearest neighbour 
distance . Each magnet then precesses about the resultant field 
H. The value a:'l.d orientation of H will VDr'lJ from one magnet to 
another with the result that there will be a spread QW 0 in the 
preoessional frequencies . This spread in frequency will be of 
the order of yHlocul • If two magnets have precessional frequenoies 
differing by CV{ and are initially in phase, then they will be out 
o 
of phase in a time 1/0Y,o. 
This spread in prec(;ssional frequency will appear as a broaden-
ing of tile r~sonant e..b:Jorption line . The broadening does not 
depend on tr.e magnets 0.11 having the same gyromagnetic ratios and 
may be terred 11 stea:1y fieldll brOildenil'lg . 
The fields set up by the r-.>tating magnets will also have a 
broadening effect . If two nngnets have the same precessional 
frequencies, the rotating field. f'rom 0:1e I"rill be at the ri6ht 
frequency to induce transitiOns in the other . If the processional 
frequencies are different, ho\{ever , the rotating fields vdl1 have 
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littlc effect . The broadening produced by this process is some-
tirres referred to D.S It resonant" broadening . Since the toto.l 
energy of the interacting ions cannot chance , the process may be 
considered as a mutual exchange of energy bef:,,· ... een the ions . The 
correct phasing for the transitions should occur periodico.l~ after 
a time interval of the order of 1/0""" • 
o 
This can therefore deter-
mine the lifetime of a spin state so that using the unoertainty 
r e lation the order of energy spread of the levels will be 
- ( ill) - -h&.. ,." 1'irHl -, = 11 - g HI 1 = -gflfIl 1 o OO"\..L 2mc ooa . ooa • 
The broadening of the resonanoe linc is therefore of the order 
of HI I " oco. The lifetime or phase memory time of the spin states 
can be describec.. by a spin- spin rc:J.axatiol1 time T 2 "I-here 
This relnxation time is more precisely defined by 
the rclatiorL 
and since the line "width is defined as 
max 
the spin- spin relaxation time is approximately given by the 
inverse of the ho.lf'-17idth of the absorption line if this width 
is caused only by spin-spin intero.otions " 
The theory of spin- spin interaction has been developed by 
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Van Vlec~ (6) and by Pryce and Stevens (7) • Vo.n Vleck treated 
.in detail the case of free spins and derived an expressi on for 
the mean-square width of a l:ine due to dipolar interaction be"b.-{een 
the sp:Lng • Writte~ as a field width rather than a fre~uency 
.... ridth, this expression is 
[1 ·· 2J2 -) cos § 
r3 jkl 
Tho transition conoerned is between the levels of ions with spin 
s, ond. spectroscop~_c splitting factor g, r beirig the distance apart 
of th . th ~_.:l 1 th , Th d t t th t 'b e J .... aLl. C loon. e secon erm represen s e con rl. u-
tion to the broadAning by " dissimilar" ions of spin SI and 
spectroocopic splitt:Lng factor g l • The line width will be 
anisotropio folJ.m-Ting a (3 oos26 - 1) variation, nhere 6 is tr.~ 
ongle betvmen the magnetic field and the l:Lne joining the dipoles . 
In the case vrhere there are "b.-ro ident ieo.l iens in a unit cell 
differently oriented vri th I ·espect to the cry stal axes , the contri-
bution from 11 dis::3imilar" ions will be J l/; = ~ that from 
11 similar" ions. The general case of ions other than free spins 
is mare cOD1plicated. The line ,v-:Ldth clep.mds considerably on the 
direction in the crystal along which it i s reasured. The 
o C052 e - 1) variation will no lon~er be true . 
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There are three types of spin-spin interaction which can 
?ccur. These are interactions between:-
(a) the electron spin magnetic moments of neighbouring ions, 
(b) the electron spin of one ion and the nuclear spins in the 
same ion, 
(c) the electron spins and nuclear spins in a neighbouring 
ion. 
The magni t1.ldes of effects (a) and (b) are often of the same order 
whereas that of (c) is very much smaller. 
The mugnitudes of th~ steaqy field broadening can be con-
siderable in the case of para.nagnetic ions. For example, the 
field of a nearest neighbour with magnetic moment of about 1 Bohr 
magneton at a distance of 3A is of order 350 gauss and the sum of 
nearest neighboUl:'s may bo ov~r five hundred gauss . However since 
the magnitude of the interaction varies inversely with the third 
power of the separation of the ions, the broadening will be very 
much reduced in dilute crystals. At 9A the field will have been 
reduced from 350 to 1 3 gauss. 
In more concentrated aamples, the broadened line is made up 
of a large number of lines :rom individual ions each with differing 
local fie Ids. The resonance condition for these is 
hv = g.8(li + Hl ) 
oc • 
The actual resonance absorption curve is the envelope of the 
individual resonance lines so that its detailed shape will depend 
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on the a:'l'angement of the neighbours. If this has high symmetry 
+'he lint: shape may approximate to gaussian. 
Spin··sp in inter act ion is independent to a first order of 
temper ature and fre quency (or magl1.etic field strength). 
~ .5 . 1. Exch.tlIlge In~eract ions 
Line width meD.DUrements in cryst al, with a high concentration 
of para.r!lf'.gnetic ions, rarely agree with widths calculated on the 
v.ssumption of dipolar broadening . One of the main reasons fOl' 
this is the exchange interaction between elcctro~s. Tllese are 
the fictitious forces to which is attributed the exchange energy 
term in, for example, the bonding of the hydrogen moleoule. This 
is a purely quantum mechanical effect ;yhich cannot be explained in 
class ical terrrL3 . 
As a result 01' the ~lcertainty principle it beuames impossible 
in quan~um mechanics, to distinguish be~veen identical particles 
such as e l ectrons . If therefore two atoms, for exampla , hydrogen 
at oms, are s o close to each other that the wave :t'unotions for their 
electrons o'lterl a:p, the e lectrons in .overlapping orbitals b ecome 
indistinguishable . Each electron is then equally assooiable with 
both atoms. In the Valence Bond theory, this situation can be 
described as a resonance between two states of equal probability. 
One, in which electrons (1) and (2) are near atoms (1) and (2) 
respectively, and the other, in which eleotrons (1) and (2) are 
nC<:Ir atoms (2) end (1) respectively. Thc combination of these 
tvvo states produces two new .3 ·~ates, one of '.-,-hich has a higher 
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energy, and one a. lov{er energv, than that of t he original states . 
Theee states differ i n the relative orientation of the electron 
spins . According to the Pauli exclusion principle , electrons 
with parallel spins avoid each other . Their orbitals will there-
fore overlap very little resulting in an anti- bonding state , the 
energy of which is greater than that of the original states . When 
the electron spins are anti- parallel, hO"lfever , the overlap yrill be 
large and a bonding state results . Tl1c lowering of energy in this 
state is due to the fa.ct that t he electrons ore under simultaneous 
attraction to tuo positive nuclei instead of one . This is knmvn 
as the exchange interaction, and the energy decrease as the exchange 
cLcrgy . Using Plank' s relation, E = h v, an exchange frequency 
can be associa.ted with the interaction, although it must not be 
regarded as the frequency of an DoC tual exchange . 
The re l ativo spin orientation of the electrons , governs the 
degree of o .... erlap of the orbital s , which in turn determines the 
magnitude of coulomb interaction between the elec"trons . Due to 
this relati)n, therefore , the coulomb interaction between two 
electrons c,an be thought of as a strung interaction between their 
spins . Dirac ( 8) has shovm that when all spin- orbit interactions 
are neglected, the coulomb int ;ractions between electrons can, in 
fact , be replaced by an interaction bet\/een their spins of the 
form 
The constant term is usually neglected as of no interest . The 
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value of J, the cxchunge integral, depends on the degree of 
overlap of the orbital wave f'unctions of eleotI'ons ( 1) and (2) . 
Applied to ~stals, thc interaction need only be considered 
bctween nem~est neighbO"...lr ions since J depreases very rapidly 
with distance . The soalar product JS1 • 82 is lmovm as the 
i s otropic exchange interaction, its value depending only on the 
reln.tivc orient ation of the spins . The sign of J is a subjeot 
of oonsiderable oOlltroversy but the usual sign is negative as 
is nooessary in order that a ohemical band nuw be found. 
If spin- orbit ooupl~ is taken into acoount , the interaction 
oannot be ccnsidered as isotropio . The orbital wave funotions 
arc rarely spheric~l~ symmetrical in ~stals , and this asymmetry 
is felt by the spins through spin- orbit-coupling . The anisotropic 
exchange ho.s boon shOl'm to g:Lve an expression similar to that for 
dipolc- dipole ( 9~ int cract ion. It is of importance in eA"Plaining 
the ferromagnetic- anisotropy in cubic ~stals but has rarely been 
used in the discussion of line width men.aure~nts in concentrated 
paramagnetic c~stals . 
3.5.2 . Exchange between identical spins with S ' _.1. 
- 2 
The effect of isotropi~ exchange interaotions on the line 
widths in electron rcsonance can be described, for this case , 
sirrrp1¥ as :4:'0110w8. 
In the presence of an external magnetic field, and in the 
aosence of exchange interaction, the electron spins will line up 
randomly, parallel or nnti-parallel to the field direction. The 
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dipolar interaction between the spins results in each spin 
experiencing, in addition to the external field H , a local 
o 
field Hl due to the neighbouring spins. This local field will 
oc 
not b e the same at every spin site because of the random distribu-
tion of parallel and anti-parallel spins . The resonance con-
dition 
hv = g/i..H + Hl ) o oc 
vdll not , therefore> satis~ all spins in che lower spin state, 
together . Resonance will occur (jVer a spread. of external field 
values. 
The effect of exchange interaction is to average Hl • For 
oc 
eXE.IIIple, exchange between two spins at whose sites Hloc is equal 
in magnitude but O2!Posite in direction would mean that the electrons 
concerned sec an average Hloc of zero. The effect of this averaging 
is to increase thc nunU:>er of individual rcsonances occurring ut the 
central value corr~sponfu.ng to Hl = 0, Cllt:..Sing t:1e linc to be oc 
sharper t-t t~e ccntre . This pea.king of the absorption line is 
known as exc.;hangc narro'/ing . The actual line Ylidth, however, is 
difficult to predic.t since exchange narrowing is always accompanied 
by dipolar broadening. The th.;;,ory of Van Vleck (6) shoW's tha.t, 
in this particular case of ident ica.l spins '\o1i th SI = t, the exchange 
contributes to the fourth but not to t~e second moment of 'the lL1e , 
vri th the result that the centre of the line is narrowed. Sinoe 
the area JIlllSt remain constant , the vrings are broadened. 
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3.5.3. Exchange between non-identical spins a.nd bc~C\rcen dissimilar ions 
The theory of Van Vleck ( 6) and also Pryce and Stevens ( 7) 
sha.vs that in all cases but the above, exchange interaction will 
contribute to the second moment and the line will be broadened. 
The co.sc of strong exchange interaction between two ions 'irith the 
same effective spins but different g values, is of special 
interest . in that it provides a direct measure of the size of the 
intero.ctio.n bet1·reen dissimilar ions . In the absence of exchange 
interaction, two trmlSitions will be observed corresponding to 
frequencies h ut = gtpH ond h ull = gllj3H. If hUNever the exchange 
energy is such that 3 » ( S' - Et' ),eH only one transition will be 
observed at a fre~u.cncy given by h u = -Ms' + g" )j3H . With very 
strong exchange the one absorption line -,.,ill be nalTO\yed. This 
effect has been o',)served by Bagguley and Griffi ths (10 ) in copper 
sulphate crystals . The lines from the t\1ro inequivalent copper 
ions per tmit cell were not resolved at a frequency of 0.3 om-1 
- 1 but at a frcquency of 0.8 cm the lines were almost resolved. 
This corresponds to IJ 1 '" ( g ' - g" ){:JH. at D. frequency of 0 . 8 cm-1 , 
giving the value of 131 N 0.1 5 cm- 1 • 
'% 5 I Exch" .... rte interaction between ions with nuclear sp:in 
",. . Lf. . ..... ,.., -
The production of a nuclear hyperfine structure in electron 
resonnnce f:lPcctra has been discussed in the previous chapter . 
The effc.ct of exchange internction on this , can be discussed, 
simply I in the same way as in the case of exchange between 
ident ical spins . 
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If the nuclear spin of eac.l1 ion is I = t , these spins will 
be aligned either parallel or anti- parallel to the magnetic field 
produced by the electrons , at the nucleus. The effect of 
exchange interc..ction, on the system as a whole , is to average 
out the effect of the nuclear spins on the electrons . For 
exrunple, if exchange occurs bei;.-reen the electrons of tyro ions 
whose nuclear spins are oppositely oriented, the eleetrol~ see an 
average field, due to the nuclear spins of zero. The appearance 
of the resonance spectrum will de~end on the magnitude of the 
exchange interactio~. If the exchange energy is smaller than 
the hyperfine splittL~g, the lines ,viII mere~ be less well 
resolved. If the exchange energy is of the same order as the 
rwerfine splitting, the lines vfill be on~ just resolved and 
one broad. line results . Ho.rever, for larger exchange energies , 
only one transition occurs, at the central :f':requency. This 
corresponds to all the local fields due to the nuclear spins 
being averaged out to zero . The line will now appear much 
na..'Tower since it is no longer the envelope of unresolved 
structure. 
3.5 .5 . .::T:.:;h:::e...:.:.:m~['f!ll=~:;.· t;.;u;;;;d;;..;e;......;:o;.;;;f--:;.t.:;.;;h_e_exchange energy 
The direct way of estimating this is to measure the mean 
square lint:: widths and subtract the widths calculated from 
dipole-<lipole intero.ctions . This method has been used by 
. . (11) 
Ishiguro, Karnln nnd Usu~ in the case of nickel fluosilicate . 
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They ass..lJ'I)9d that the exchange intera.ction vdth other thn.n 
nearest neighbours was negligible and found /J/ -1 ,.... 0 . 04 cm • 
A similar procedure has been used for nickel ammonium selenate by 
Stevens ( 12) who found e vo.lue of /3/ "" 0.025 cm-1 vdth a. sign 
usually associated ){ith ferromagnctism. 
Griffi ths (13) et al . have observed an exchange in amnonium 
chloroir::'date . In semidilute crystals, there is a reasonable 
2-
chance tha+. ( IrC16) conplexes occupy nearest neighbour positions . 
There is then 0..'11 exchange interaction be"tYrecn neighbouring pairs 
of iridium iuns because of the transfer of unpaired electrons to 
the intervening chlorine ions . They found an anisotropic exchange 
J = t. 0. 64; y 
- 1 
J = = 0 . 20 cm • z 
Unless thc e'cchange interaction itself is to be determined, 
magneti~o.lly dilute samples must be used for electron resonance 
stucJy . Both dipolar and exchange interactions should then b~ 
reduced sufficiently for the resolution of any structure . 
3.6 . Deloco.lization Narroiring 
This is the motional uurrO/ling due to the delocalization of 
the unpaired electrons in 0. molecular orbital . If the electron 
passes over several atoms with a nuclear spin in its orbit, thc 
zrotion may produce an averaging similar to the exchange inter-
action described above . This possibility has been investigated 
by Walter (1 4) , who concluded that there is definite experimenta.l 
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evidence for this effect . 
3.7. gthe ... • Sources of Broadening 
3. -: .1 . Defec~~ Dislocation and Mosaic Crystal Structure 
At very lnrge dilutions it mo;y be expected that the dipolar 
and 8xchangp, contribution to tne line width will be negligible . 
In practice, however, there is often in crystals a residual line 
'width which cannot be attributed to any of the mechanisms so far 
considered .• This line width is particularly great for crystals 
in which there is l~ge magnetic anisotropy. 
The residual line width can usually be attributed to small 
variations in the parameters of the Lpin Ha.miltonian . Instead 
of the usual sharp values f or g, D and E etc ., there is a distribu-
tion of values . This can happen if the surroundings of the ions 
are not all JGhe s~.le, due to defects and dislocations , or if the 
symmetry axes of individual ions are not all parallel due to a 
mosai c ~stal structure. 
In dilute nickel fluosilicate ( 9) & (1 1), the dipolar width 
should be net more than 6 gauss , but the line width is found to 
be between ~O and 50 gauss , depending on the care with which the 
crystal was grOYffi v It is thought that this is due to small 
variations in D since g is isotropic, E is zero whilst D is between 
-1 0 .1 and 0.5 cm • 
The line width in Ruby (15) is considered to be due to the 
fact that the symrretry axis changes direction in some lUanner 
along the crystal and Im\Y shIJV{ a curvature along the boule . The 
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deviaticn across a crystal about one inch in length zpay be 
several degrees . The angular behaviour of the ± ~ ~ ± ~ 
transition of Cr3+ i n A120 3 is given by 
hI) = 2 gf3H :!: D(3 cos 6 - 1) 
Since g is isotropic, the different ial of this expression is 
~H D 1 sin 26 l16 = 
g{3 2 
where m is the half line vridth and 6 is the anele between the 
rmgnetic field and crystal axis . This should show a maximum 
line width for 6 = 45 0 • At this angle and for an angular spread 
of 0.50 the correSJ;londing half line ylidth is '" 50 gauss . This 
is larger than the spin-spin interaction for all Cr3+ with 
concent rations less than 0 . 2 mole percent of Cr3+. 
Sr.altiel and Lo.,r (15) have discussed this example and in 
the saJne paper derive theoretical expressions for the ::..ine shA.pe 
and width due to a mosaic structure in a single crystal of Th 02 
containing a s mall ruoount (less than 0 . 01 %} of Gd3+. They 
assume that the nearly per~ect crystal consists of a large 
number of perfect crystallites which differ only in that the 
crystal axes point in slightly different directions . A 00-
ordinate s.vstem is attached to each crystallite , in which the 00-
ordinate a.Jres ccincide with the crystal axes . The coordina.tes 
~'l this system are denoted by e and <p . The freCluency of the 
transition between a..YJ:y two I-&.ramagnetic levels in an external 
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magneti0 fie ld H can be described by 
v = F(H, S, rp) 
Assuming a gaussian distribution of crystallite orientations 
about the average, and t hat the misorientation of the crystallite 
is sIljB-ll, they dQri"l)-ed art expression for the half width at half 
intensity 
as 18F a -o aH ~H 1.£.E = '2. 
where a
o 
is the average misorientation of thc various crystallites. 
The calculated line widths were nori~18.lized to give a best 
fit to thc experimental curves by choosing ex = 0.120 i 0.02. 
o 
The effect of the mosaic structure is to cause variations 
in tJte parameters of the spin HamiltOnian, which for Gd3+ with 
8 
an ~7/2 ground state has a number of new terms due to The high spin 
value. Small differences between theory and expe:rilmnt were 
exp14ined by supposing the presence of a small additional axial 
ficld along the principle cubic axes. This is described as a 
dist~ibution of values of D centred around D = O. 
These line wJ..dths will be frequency dependent. 
3.7.2. Unresolved ijypcrfinc Structure 
If there is sufficient line broadening, due to 8l\Y of the 
mechanisms discussed so far, the individual lines of a hyper-
fine structure may not be resolved. In the case of strong 
exchange interaction it has been mentioned that the structure 
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is replaced by a single exchange narrowed line . However, for 
all other mechanisms the overall line width will be governed by 
the splitting of the unresolved hyperfine lines , and will be 
frequency indepandent . 
3. 8. ~eriID:mtal Sources of Line Broadening 
3.8 .1 . Power saturation broadening 
It has been shmYn in Section 3 . 3 . 2 . that in systems which 
have long spin-lattice relaxation ti.IIDs, spins when excited, l1I8¥ 
not return to the ground level sufficiently quick~ for thermal 
equilibrium to be rnz..intainc.d. This happens when the incident 
° h°gh pCJVver ~s O.~ • • It c~ be seen from equation 3 . 13 that the 
saturation will be a maximuw at the peak of the resonance curve , 
where g( v) is a maximum, and falls off on both sides, the line 
will therefore b~ broadened on saturation . 
This is not true of inhomogeneously broadened lines , however , 
because the spin packets will saturate individually and their 
peak heights wj 11 each be reduced by the same fraction. Hence 
the overall resononce curve which is the envelope of individual 
resonances will decrease in height but retain its shape . 
L1 practice , the power d.ensi ty per absorbing atom or mlecule J 
in the solid state is rarely high enough for anturation to occur 
at ordin~ temperatures . Conditions must usually be adjusted 
in order to observe it . 
3. 8. 2. ;!I;.:.:nh~o::.::mo:::.8Q:e::.:n::.:e::;.;0::;.;us=-.:;.Ma=gn~e_t,,-,-ic ...... F_i_e_l...;;.d.;... 
If the magnetic field varies over the sample , the resonance 
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conditi':>!l v:ill not be satisf~ed for 0.11 ions together. A 
broadening of the line r esults. 
3 . b.3 . Modula tion Broaden:L."J.g 
(16) Karplus shov,ed that modulation of the source or of the 
magnetic f~eld o.t the sample are equiyal~nt, and if either is 
modulated sinusoidnlly o.t 0. frequency, v, then aide-bands appear 
on both sides of the true resonance, separated from it by the 
modulatio~ fre quency. Clnssico.lly, 0. high frequenqy modulo.tion 
of the magnet ic field may be thought of as a modulation of the 
Lormor precession frequency which would produce side-bands. 
These would be resolved or contribute to the line width, only 
if v is of the ori1.er of or greater than the line width, and if 
the ir magnitude is sufficient to produce 0. notioeable effeot. 
The phenomenon has Deen noticed experiIOOntally, and accounted 
for, by various 'workers, for example Tm'mes and Merritt (17), vrho 
observed the side-bonds produced by high frequency Stark modt'lll-
tion of a molec~~ absorpt ion. 
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Chapter 4 
The Spectrometer 
4.1. General Considerations 
The requircments for the observation of electron resonance 
8J..~e "uasically very simple. The sample containing unpaired 
electron spins must be placed in a uniform magnet ic field H, 
which will split the spin levels by tho ~ount E'fl.:f. . If an 
oscillating magnetic fir-Id of frequency 11 is then applied to the 
sample , at right angles to the direction of the uniform field 
magnetic dipole transitions will be induced between the levels 
when the condition 
htJ = gBH 
is sat isfied. A net ab"lor:rtion of energy from the oscillating 
field ""ill occur as long as there is a greater population in 
the lower level. This has ah~eady been discussed :in the section 
on spin-lattice relaxation. 'l'he magnitude of the absorption 
will be proportional to the difference in population (n) between 
the levels . This is given by e quat i011 3. 6, if i'.'Ic.JedC 11 
Boltzmann statistics arc obeyod, 
n = N h1l 
2I~~ 
when ~ «1 
ID' 
N is the total number of spins in the two l eve ls and T the 
t emperatur:e of spin system and l att ioo at thermal equilibrium. 
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Since e. large absorption of ene:cgy ",d.ll be easier to detect than 
a small one , it is apparent from this relation that a sensitive 
system must employ a high frequency oscillating magnetic field 
and 10'1·' temperatures . However a limit to the frequency which 
cru~ be useQ, is set by the strength of the magnetic field 
r equired to satisfy the resonance condition. Practical conaidera-
tions SUd1 as t he size of the magnet ru1d power required, at present 
limit the strength of magnetic fields, with sufficient homogeneity 
for electron resonance , to not nruch greater than 15 , 000 gauss . 
This corresponds to frG.qucncies of between 9 and 30 kMc/ s , which 
lie in the microvrave region of the electromagnetic spectrum and 
are easily produce:3. using the klystron valve . Recent developments 
in superconducting magnets ru1d coherent infra-red sources may 
modify this situ~tion in the ncar future . 
TI!e basic units of the electron r esonanco spectrometer are:-
1. Microwave Source . 
2. Absorption Cell. 
3. Detection and Display System. 
4. Magnetic Field. 
<....1 .1. liLi.crowave Sourc~ 
The frequencies most commonly used for electron resonance 
spectromct~rs arc 9, 24 and 36 kMc/ s, corresponding to wavele:"lgths 
of 3 cms, 1.25 cms and 0.8 cms respeetive~ . These are usually 
classified as being in the X, K and Q bru1d.s respectively. The 
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micrO'v"rave source is usually a reflex klystron, which, due to its 
high stability, more monochromatic output and ease of tuning, is 
preferred to a magnetron except when very high power is needed. 
The power output of the klystrons used is most often of the order 
of 20 to 200 milliwatts . The spectrum produced by the reflex 
klystron is highly monochromatic, so that, unlike optical 
spectrometers, no dispersive element is required. 
~. 1 .2 . Absoryt ion Cell 
According to equation 3.12 the transition probability between 
2 
the levels ifs = :!: ~ is prc,portional to H1 where H1 is the ampli-
tude of ":he micra"ravt.. magnetic field . In most spectrometers 
therefore the absorption cell is designed to increase the value of 
H1 at thA sample and, therefore, the magnitude of the observed 
resonance Signal. .\ resonant cavity is frequentJvr employed far 
this purpose , Dnd the extent to which it concentrates the field 
at the sarnplc is d0scribed by the " Q" factor . This can be defined 
as 
Q = 2'IT / Energy st Jred ) (,~ergy Dissipated per oyole 
The energy dissipated per cycle is that lost as heat in the 
walls by the currents y/hich must flow in order to sustain the 
standing 'j::ave pattern plus any lost in dielectrics etc. . Th~ 
heat produced will depend on the electrical conductivity of the 
walls, which are usually made of copper brass or silver, with 
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the result that the " Q" factor may be very large, of the order 
of 104. 
The configuration of the magnetic and electric fields is 
lmm-m for rrost ca\rity designs, so that the sample can be pla(.;ed 
in a position of maximum magnetic and minjmum electric field. 
The last condition ensures a minimum dielectric loss or damping 
in the cavity and I;l. maximum absorption of micro'v,-ave energy by the 
spin system at reSul18l1Ce. The size of the semrle must be such 
that it occu.:?ics as much of the region of maximum magnetic field 
as possible , whllst projecting as lictle as possible into the 
electric field . 
This is oxpressed in terms of the filling factor, F, which 
is defined as tno ratio (1f the magnetic energy in the sample to 
the magnetic enc:.:gy in the whole of the cavity volume. 
Thus 
F 
the integrals being taken over the saJTq:lle volume and the cavity 
respectively. 
~.1 .3. Microvravo Detection 
The l evel of micro.vave POr{Cr leaving the absorption cavity is 
r,p.arly alymys detected with a silicon-tullgsten crystal rectifier. 
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This converts the microvrave radiation into a d . c . signal so that 
it would be possible to observe resonance as the change in deflec-
tion of a sensitive galvanometer . How over it is a general 
principle that a~c . tecnniques are more convenient than d . c .. In 
the simplest spectrometer, therefore, the magnetic field is 
modulated with a small a . c . component so that the resonance condi-
tion is satisfied twice in every field cycle . The output from 
the detecting crystal is therefore modulated with an interIOOdiate 
frf'quency tvvice that of the field modulation, and can be aJl1Plified 
and displayed. on ar. oscilJoscope screen. With a suitably phased 
sweep on the X plater the resonance signal appears as a dip in the 
trace . 
Such an arrangement is known as Crystal Video detection. 
Most spectrorootel:s C'm operate in this way since it is convenient 
for a first examination of \llltried samples . It is not , hovever, 
the most sesitive detection system, and a Jn9an8 must be found of 
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. A simple method of doing 
this with the crystal video spectrometer is to photograph the 
signal trace on the oscilloscope screen. The noise is then 
avera.:;ed over the tilre of the exposure ... rh~ch can be made long, 
with consequent improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio . 
In general to improve the signal- to-noise ratio the signal 
must be made as large as possible and the noise as small as possible . 
Assuming that the conditions of high radiation frequencies and low 
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temperatures have been fulfilled, there is an upper l:i1nit to the 
povrer which ca."1. be absorb l:: d during r esonance by a particular 
sampl e in a given cavity . The signal cannot be increased further 
and the n oise nrust therefore be reduced . 
'Ifi th a good klystron, the largest s:i.ngl~ source of' noiRe in a 
spcct:;."'Ori)3ter, such as the one describecl here, is the detect ing 
~stal . The noise generated in the cr,ystal varies inversely 
with the interIn3diate frequency, so that wherever possible a high 
fr~quency field modulation is usei for the greatest sensitivity. 
The frequency of the fielt modulation which can be used is l:i1nitod 
by the broadening it will produce and by the difficulty of 
producing a large sweep amplitude at the sample . A good compromise 
is found by using a modulation frequency. of 100 kc/ s , whilst to \.:.Se 
higher intermediate ~equencies a superhetr~e detection system 
must be employed. 
The sensitivity of detection can then be improved still 
further by reducing the bandwidth of the system until only noise 
at the intermediate frequency remains . Since the actual resonance 
absorption signal is carried as a slow ~litude modulation on the 
inter:rediate frequency, a very narrow band 8.IJg?lifier , tuned to this 
frequency, can be used without losing an;y information. '].'ho band-
width of the system can be reduced sti ll further by the use of 
phase-s.:lnsitiv0 detection which allal1fs only noise corrponcnts which 
are in phase with the signal to pass through. There is 0.. d . c . 
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output j?l'oportional to the first derivative of the absorption 
curve . After d.c . amplification this is pass'Jd to some form of 
pen r ecorder. The grcat advantage of this method of detection 
is that the si~lal-to-~oise ratio is only dependent on the band-
width of t~lE) last recording stage , the noise component.a of previous 
stages being el:lluinatcd. 
4 ;1 .4.. Magneti<... Field 
SinCA the r esonance conQition is usually satisfied by 
varying the magnetic field strength whilst keeping the microwave 
frequency cunstant, the mngnet is usually an electro-magnet . In 
the study of free radicals , which give signals very close to the free 
spin g value , a pArrnanent magnet is often used , For the most 
general application, however, the magnet must be able to produce 
fields continuoul'lly variable. from zero to those corresponding to 
g valUI..lS of l ess than 2 . The magnetic field must be uniform over 
the sampl e and must not vary with t:i.m:l , This requires that the 
ratio of pole piece diameter to gap width must be as large as 
pOSSible , the n~gnet f ed fronl a good currer.t stabilized power 
supply and the temperature of the coils regulated with water cooling. 
The first requit'cment is, however, frequently a compromise b etvieen 
the need for a hon~geneous field and the necessity for having a 
wide enough gap to accommodatc dewars for low t emperature 
measurements . The actual degree of homoi3eneity and stability of 
luagnctic field required in electron resonance is determined by 
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the min:.:.mum line width expected. Line y/idths of less than 
0 .1 gauss arc uncOJ!liilOn so that a horoogeneity over the sample and 
stability of 1 part in 105 may be needed. 
4- .2. The Spcctromcto:r:: 
4.2 .1. Special Requirements for the StuCly of H~~-Er0teins 
In the study of single crystals of huomo-proteins there arc 
three main considerations which influence the choice of spectro-
meter to be used. TheEe are:-
1 . The small size of the crystals (1 or 2 mms . across) . 
2 . The na"'::ure of the crystal, which is only stable when Yfet. 
3 . The very broad lines obtained (up to 700 gauss peak: to peak) • 
A small crystal makes it necessary to use a small sample 
cav ity in order that there y/ill be a good filling factor . This 
r equires the use of Q or K band fu-equencies . 
The waGer content of the crystal will damp the cavity at 
room terrq:>erature s.::> that all measUt'Cnonts m'.Lst be carried out 
o belmv C C. 
The broad lines observed make i~ in!n'actieable to display 
the absorption on an oscilloscope screen as this requires magnetic 
field modulation lvith an ampli~ude exceeding the total line vvidth. 
A modulation amplitude of between 500 and 1000 gauss is therefore 
needed to display the broadest lines, other" ise only a tilting nf 
the trace will be seen. Because of this it is more convenient 
GEN ERAL VIEW OF SPEC TROMETER 
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to trace out the absorption lino by a pen recorder as the 
magnetic fi eld i s svrcpt slowl y through resonance. This suggests 
the us e of phase sensitive det ection with S~, a field modulation 
frequency of 100 kqI s. Ho rever for maximum sensitivi·~y it can be 
shown (1) that tho modula tion amplitude should be t wice the line 
width, although a distorted line shape results from suoh a 
modulat~on. The optinrum modulation ampl:ituc1e is therefore taken 
to be abo·ut onc quarter of the lino Y{idth, v/hich in the case of 
the haomo-protcins means up to about 150 gauss. 'ro produce such 
a modulation at thE\ samplt ! using a frequency of 100 kc1 s would be 
very difficult and t lle power lost through eddy current heating , 
would bo eonsidor~ble even if the modulation coil were placed 
inside the cavity. In general the modulation amplitude obtain-
able 'With spectrut:lotors working at 100 kc1 s is around 10 gauss. 
For very , ,ride lines, therefore , the full advantage of using high 
frequency modulation is not felt . 
By working at an audio frequency such as 400 cl s it is a 
simple mattor to produce fie l d moCl,ulation E.ll1plitudes of about 
100 gauss so that the dctcction system can work under optimum 
cond:ltions. This partly offsets the increased crystal noise at 
l~v intermediate frequencies. Anothar distinct advantage is tha.t 
the skin uepth in brass at 400 cl s is about 50 thousandths of an 
inch a!:. against 4 at 100 kc1 s, so that the modulation can be 
applicd from outside the cavity and dcwar j edd¥ current heating 
~ 
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...-dll be reduced i-rith n consequent saving in liquid coolant . 
As a result of these urguments the spectrorreter used for 
mst of the mcnsurerrents on haemo-proteins, carried out in this 
work, operates at Q or K band frequencies i7ith 400 cl s 1 ield 
modulation and phase sensitive detection. It can also bc used 
with 50 cl s crystal video detection. 
4-. 2. 2. The Microwave System 
' 2. 2 . 1 . Klystron 
The spcctrometer is able to 7iork at both Q and K band 
frequencies since the electronics including the klystron pmver 
supply a.:-e identical in each case and only the wave guide runs are 
separate . The microwave system is essentially the same for both 
frequencies so t hat only one need be described in detail. 
The K band klys~ron used is the 2K.33 with a frequency of 
24o~-:1I1C/ s and a po.rer output of 40 milliwatts . The Q band 
ldystron is an E. M. I. Type R5146 with a frequency of 36!:°Mc/s and 
maximum porTer output of 60 milliwatts , vrhich varies considerably 
aver the t1IDing range . The frequ~ncy of each klystron can be 
varied by about 1 ~ by Irechanicaliy distort ing the resonant 
cavity and also by a fe'rr tens of megacycles by varying the 
reflector voltage . 
The ~ler supp ly for both klystrons is a conventional series 
stablized type (2) , capable of delivering 2000V (variable) for 
anode-cathode potential, the anode being earthed. Another 
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similarly stabilized 650V supply has its positive line at 
-200OV so that negative voltages of 650V (voriable) for the 
reflector to cn.thode and 200V (variable ) for grid to cathode 
may be obtained t:b.rough a resistor chain in the output . The 
heater supply is a 6v lead-acid accumulator . A diode is fitted 
in the reflector circuit to prevent positive voltage s being 
applied to the reflector which would r esult in its being burnt 
out by the electron bombardment . 
The klystron is air' cooled ~y an electric blower JTX)unted on 
a separate '3tand s,) that vibration of the klystron and "vave-
guide acsembly is kept to a minimum. 
~.2.2.2 . Automatic Frequency Control 
In order to obta in an accurate comparison of results taken 
over periods of up .J;o onc or t wo hours it is necessary for the 
frequency of the klystron to remain constant during that time . 
This is achieved by locking the klystron frequency to an 
external higb !lQ!I reference cavity. At the same time thero 
should be an appreciable reduction in the noise from the klystron. 
The klystron is frequency modulated at 33 kcl s and a dis-
crininator curvc is obtained from the reference cavity . This is 
used te apply error vol tages in the correct phase to the klystron 
reflector. 
1he block diagram Fig. (4.1 ) sha7s the arrangenent of the 
locking system. 
PHASE .. KLVST.N REF . SHIFT ER , CAVI TY 
I \ I '\ 
'\ V 
33 .KC/S. '\. HARRO\l ( P. S.D. / BAND ost. "' / AMP. 
KLVSTROH LOCKING SYSTEM 
FIG. 4.1 
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Th.; oscillator (3) Fig . ( 4 . 2) supplies an adjustable voltage 
for the modulation of the klystron f'requency ~ld a two-Phase 
voltage for the phase sensitive detector . A wien bridge , shmm 
in the dotted square, is driven by two separate amplif~.ers V1 , the 
output beiug app lied through cathode followers V 2 across one 
diagonal of the yrien bridge . The bridge tmbalance signal which 
appears across the opposite diagonal is a.pplied to the amplifier 
input teJnl1linal . 
° 1 
At a frequency f ~ 1/ 217RC , '7here R2 = 2R3 :..: R, 02 = - = 0 , 
2 
this bridge "U.'1.ba.la.'1.ce signal is real and in the same phase as the 
driving v oltage . As the amplifier gain is high only a smn.ll 
amount of tmba.la.nDe signal is re'1.uired to just maintain oscillation. 
The thermistor adjusts itself so that the above conditions are 
realized. The (lscillator OLltput amplitude is largely independent 
of amp:ifier characteristics and depends mainly an the '/ien bridge . 
Variations in the ambient teIIY?erature of the thermistor will 
cause ~luetuations in the oscillator output . To reduce this to 
0. mininrum the Yrien bridge is enclosed in a separate aluminiwn 
box and conoo.cted to the :rest of the circuit by a standard octal 
plug . The svfitch · in the L1.put to the bridge enables the oscilla-
tions to bE; ' stopped' whilst tuning the klystron. This was fmmd 
to be necessary because of an intermittent and untro.ced 33 kq/s pick 
up which tended to keep the klystron locked even when the 33 kc/ s 
TliUdulation Vias cli.sconnect4.d from the reflector. After tuning 
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the klY3tron, the oscillator could be switched on again, oscilla-
tions starting immediately without any warming up period. 
Trro opposito phase volt ages are supplied through cathode 
followers V3 to the phe.se sensitive detectors . A sroaU voltage 
(15V max.) , variable in both magnitude and phase is supplied for 
the klystron reflector modulation. This is arranged by connecting 
both si~es of V2 which have opposite phases , through a phase 
splitting R.e. circuit . A variable resistance is the phase 
~ontrol, the centrc tap going to the grid of a ~riode with cathode 
follo,7er output . 
The modulation of the reflector voltage oauses the microwave 
output to be freqnency modulated at 33 kq/ s . The high II Q" 
r e ference cavity is tuned to the central microwave frequency and 
in this condition the 33 kC¥ s modulation will not b e present in 
the ou;put of the detector ~stal at the cavity . The aIllllitude 
of the 33 kq/ s signal at the det ecting crystal is prol'ortional to 
the de.:;ree to which the klystron frequency has drifted from the 
resonant frequency of the cavity, and the Fhase is dependent on 
the direction of drift . This error signal is first an;plificd 
the n fed through a high pass filt er and into a diode bridge phase-
sensitive- detector via a cathode follo 'rer stage . The bridge ie an 
adaptation of that used by Strandberg (4), using s emiconductc":'s 
because the Whole circuit is floating at 2C1XN' . 
The circuit of the bridge used is shown in Fig . (4 . 3). 
'001 
RH. IN 1 
6000V 
D.C.WKG. 
5K 
D.e. SI G.O/P. 
I· A 8 
51(; . lIP. 
5K 
·001 
REF. IN 
6000 V 
D.C.\lKG . 
F I G.4.3 
DIODE PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR 
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A dufficicntly large rei'erence voltage is able to effectively 
"switch of:r' the detecting diodes, independent:y of the magnitude 
of the signal voltage. Thus the detecting diodes may only con-
duct during every other half cycle . Then, depending on the phase 
of the signal voltage, either diode (1 ) or diode (2) will conduct . 
That is , the potcntial of A will either rise or fall with respect 
to eart!"!, depending on the phase of the signal voltage . This 
change in potential at A is then amplified by a double triode 
in cascode and fed onto the klystron reflector . The voltage 
correction applied is in f'uch a direction as to bring the micro-
wave f'requency back the resonant f'requency of the reference cavity . 
The bridge is notable for its independence from variations in the 
reference voltage amplitude . The phase sonsitive detectOQ~ and 
d . c . amplifier arc muntcd inside the lclystron power supply and 
are fluating at the reflector voltage . Reference and signal 
voltages come in through 6000v d . c . isolatll1g condensers . 
-ir.lel1 locked to the reference cavity the reflector volts on 
the klystron can be varied (Ner a 30 volt range without the micro-
wave frequency changing . The signal to noise ratio is :llnproved 
by a factor of about 3/2 and drift is negligible over long periods . 
This degree of stability could not be obtained "by locking to the 
sample cavity since this has a 10'lY "Q", being of the transmisaion 
type . Once cooled dmv.n to liquid nitrogen or hydrogen temperatures, 
the sample cavity st~ed on tune , since temperature fluctuations 
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arc the chief causc for changes in its resonant i'requency and 
these shovld then be very small . The procedure for locking 
the klystron is -co tune the f'requency to that of the sample 
cavity and then to adjust the reference cavity to resonate at 
this f'requency . 
~.2.2 . 3 •. yvaveguide Components 
Since K and Q band systems are identical except in the size 
of components and since Q band was used for all the nyoglobin 
meMurements , ' only this system w:,_ll be discussed in detail . 
(a) Isolator 
Thi'3 component is a microvrave gyrator so designed that it 
offers practically no attenuation (less than 1 db) to microwave 
pO\ver when flO'~riilg in one direction but over 30 db attenuation 
in the reverse ~e0tion. The isolator is situated just after 
the klystron and in this position prevents reflections f'rom the 
waveguide system reaching the klystron. '.rhe insertion of su.ch 
an elem:m-li should therefore increase the ~litude and stability 
of the lclystron by a large factor. 
( b) Wavemeter and Reference Cavity (5) 
Thc waverneter and re f erence cavity is a cylindrical tran..s-
mission cavity of' 4-. 0 ems . diameter opcratil"g in the H mode 03p • 
It is heavily constructed from brass so that it is insensitive to 
mechanical and therrllal changes. The movable plunger which forms 
one flat face of the cavity is driven directly by a rotating 
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micrometer screw. The microvvave power is fed mto the cavity 
through two holes, m the narrov{ side of the nl8.in guide, which 
A. 
are spaced:::.g apart along the centre line . These two holes are 
2 
situated symmetrically along a dia~eter of the end faca of the 
cavity. The output coupling is located in the same face at a 
distance 0.55r from the centre along a diameter which makes 450 
vii th the line joining the inP'.lt holes. The waverreter is used by 
rotatmg the micrometer screw head until a resonance absorption 
occurs m the cavity at at l east two different positions . The 
guide wavelength A. is measured directly from the micrometer g 
readings . The f'ree space wavelength A. , is then given by the 
r elation 
1 
2 
i\ 
= _1 + 1 
:\,2 f..2 
'g c 
(1 ) 
where f.. il'l the critical wavelength and is given by t. = 0 . 618r 
c c 
for this mode , r being the radius of the cavity in millimetres . 
Thus the f'ree space wavelength far the cavity is 
0 . 0065 
where f.. and A.g are measured ir. millimetres. 
( c) Matching Unit s 
It is necessary to have matching units on either sic:.e of 
( 2) 
the sample c avity to compensate for discontinllities in the guide 
at the input and output coupling holes. These matching units are 
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phase snifters using waveguide ' squeeze' sections . These con-
sist of a waveguide with sl0ts cut in each broad face 6?[1 long 
and ,_ If wide . 
32 
A simple clamping s~v enables the narrow sides 
to be compressed invvarc1s . This alters the width of t~e guide 
and hence t;he guide wavelength and :impedance over the compressed 
section. This effectively alters the phase of the wave arriving 
at the end of the ' squeeze ' section. 
( d ) Samp!..e Cavity 
Tvro qylindrical t r ansmission cavities, operating in different 
modes are used. The dia~am Fig . (4 .4) shows the direction of 
the microwave magnetic f i eld in the two cavities , since it is the 
position of the m'\Y..imum of this field which is of ~ortance in 
electron resonance • The two modes are the lowest order modes 
which can be set up ll1 qylilldrical cavities and the patterns are 
determined as H r.~es . The first two subscripts of the H 
indicate the type of travel ling wave pattern the mode represE"nt s 
and th) third subscript , the number of complete patterns ( i.e . 
the number of half guide wavelengths) vhid are accommodated in 
the length of the cavity. The cavities 8J.~e excited by iris 
coupl ing h oles and are of the transmission type . The diagram 
shows the method of coupling to the guides in the respective modes . 
The black dot shows the position of maximum magnetic field at which 
the sample is placed. Since the microvvave magnetic field in the 
H mode is perpendicular to the d . c . field regardless of the 011 
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rotation of the magnet the t:'ansition probability remains constant 
as ·t:he magnet is rotated. Hovrever for Jche ~ i 1 llX:lde cavity th~ 
transition probability falls to zero when the microwave and d .c. 
fields are pac-allel. 
For c:rlindrica l cavities , the cut-off wavelength A is .aot 
c 
given by a simple formula involving the dimensions of the guide ' 
as in tr.e case of rectangular guide, but depends on the roots of 
a Bessel function. The cut-off wavelength AC in a circular guide 
of radius r for th(;;; t wo modes used is given as 
H11 , AC = 3.42r 
uring the expression 
1 
1..2 
1 1 
= - + 
1.. 2 1.. 2 g c 
gives the r esonant ·wav e lengths of these modes in a cylindric2.l 
cavity of radius r and length d as 
1 
~ 
f..011 
,~here the length d is an integral nurriber of half guide wave-
.Lengths . 
( 3) 
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It has been mentioned earlier that the magnet gap must be 
as narrow as possible for the production of large homogeneous 
rragnetic fields. This requires that the sample cavities be as 
narrow as possible . It is obvious from the equations 3 above 
that the radius may be made small by increas:ing the length, 
hovl"ever the limiting measurement is that of the v{avegllides into 
and out of the cavity. The positions of those guides at the 
coupling holes is chosen so that the correct mode is excited 
preferentially in "the cavity. In the H111 moG.a the guides must 
have their ~road faces to,?;ether and in the H011 mode they must 
have their narrow faces together. The ~ 11 mode cavity can 
therefore be narr0{rer than the H011 mode cavity. 
dimensions of these cavities are for Q band. 
The actual 
H111 0avi ty int ernal diamet er 7.14 mms . 
H011 cavity internal diameter 10.25 nuns. 
Although it '-,-ould 'lJe more convenient to use the H01 cavity 
for si"lgle crystal stud;r, since f'ull 1000 measurements can b e 
made in a crystal plane with only Ol".e Irounting, better signals 
are obtained using the ~ 11 mode cavity. This is probably due 
to the fact that the H111 mode is dominant in a cylindrical 
cavity and a2.so because the H111 cavity has a smaller voluzoo at 
resonance than the H011 cavity. The latter fact results in a 
better fill:ing factor when working vrith the very smn.ll IItY0g lobin 
crystals in the ~ 11 mode cavity. 
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Tpe photograph Fig . (4-.3) shmvs the H111 cavity used. 
The vraveguides , which are of thin german silver for Im'J tcmpera-
"!;ure "fork, arc soft soldered into a circular threaded brass block, 
the diameter of which is only just greater than the diagonal of 
the waveg1.:ide squnre . A thin brass collar screws onto thib , 
holding firmly in place the iris coupling hole diaphragm which is 
of bras':! 0.5 mm. thick. The cavity, also of brass , screws into 
this collar tightly up against the cnd diaphragm to make good. 
electrical contact . The bottom face of the cevity forms the 
top face of a screlV plunger which runs ill a fine sermr thread in 
the lower part of the cavity wall . A choke joint of length 
t..gl2 is used between the plunger and cavity wall so that the 
actual contact betv{ecn them is at a point of zero currE:nt in a 
half-wave shorted line, and the contact 'does not have to be good. 
A mier.,wave leak betvreen the two parallel guides above the coupUng 
holes was stopped by building up the dividing waveguiC1.c wall with 
soft solder "hi ch was flattened on screwing the assembly tightly 
together . The iris coupling holes arc drilled in positions such 
that they arc at the cent:re of the y.raveguide cross section. The 
aptirwm diameter of these poles was determined empirically as that 
which gave the best electron resonance signal. This diameter 
was found to be 2 mm., which resulted in the cavity having a rather 
lo.-{ " Q" but a sroaD.er hole and higher II Q" would result in inslif-
f'icient microwave pov!er reaching the detecting crystal. 
This type of cavity assembly makes it possible to clean not 
Q BAND CAVITY 
FIG. 4.5 
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only the;: cavity but both sides of the coupling hole diaphragm 
and the waveguides . It was found that accUIIll.liated dirt just 
above the couplil1g holes could produce a broad resonance absorp-
"don c..rOunl". ::. = 2, (I.t ]0 •• : tCIlJ>Gratures, vmich f:requent:!..y obscured 
the broad l11Yoglobin lines . Cleaning the whole cavity system 
usually cured this . Dirt in the waveguide outside the magnetic 
field can also absorb microwave power due to dielectric loss . 
The npper ends of the gerl'l1Elll silver waveguide go into a 
dewar head assembly and are vacuum sealed with "transparent plastic 
adhesive tape . The cavity itself is sealed vvith grease on the 
screw threads , a rubber to' ring between cavity and brass collar 
and a coned brnss cup CNer its end. The cavity can thus be 
evacuated to prevent the formation of liquid air inside it at law 
temperatures . 
( e ) Clystal Detector 
The crystal detector is of the ' open' type, G.E. C. SIM 8 
which ::'s mounted across the waveguide, the case forming a con-
tinuation of the guide walls . Both the silicon crystal and the 
tungsten wirc are located in this aperture , the latter being placed 
in a -position of maximum electric field and acting as a pick up 
probe . The rectified current is taken out from the crystal holder 
by co~.::ic.l c n .1JL. 
Th~ crystal holder is insulated f:rom the rest of the wave-
guide run in order to break the low frequency path which could 
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result In 50 cl s pick up. ~'his can make it impossible to use 
high a.n;plification on crystal video detection. 
The end of the wave guide is term:U1.ated in a movable plunger 
wr..ich is used to eliminate the wave reflected by the detector 
back along the waveguide . 
~.2 . 2 .4 . Magnetic Field 
The.: magnetic field is produced by a Newport Type D 8" magnet . 
This magnnt has in~erchangeable pole pieces and is mounted on a 
calibrated turntable for single crystal wcrk. With flat unconed 
pole pieces and a 10 cm. ~ap the field homogeneity is at least 1 
in 105 over 1 crr? but the maximum field obtainable is less than 
8 kilogauss . For Q band, frequencies , fields of at least 14 k:i.lo-
gauss are required and these are achieved using 600 conical tips. 
The face diruruter is then reduced to 10 ems . with a gap reduced 
to 3 CWB . which maintains a homogeneous field over the sample . 
This gap just allows room for a tailed c"i.mrar and absorption c!l.vity . 
T~lc power supply is a Newport Type B Mru.~k II current 
stabilize d unit. '1his has three clIl:'rent ranges which for the 
type D magnet arc (0 . 5 - 12) amps, (2 .5 - 13 . 5 ) amps and 
(5 .0 - 15 . 5) amps. The field ripple produced by this unit is 
quoted as 0 . 25 gauss pen.k to peak for the 811 magnet . 
The field is ID7ept using a Nev~ Type A sweep unit whi~h 
has variable range and tiIre. The maximum sweep possible is 
2. .5 amps the smallest 0 . 25 amps , sweep times are variable from 
4. 2.3. 
~ 
.. 2 . 3 .1 • 
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32 minu~es to 8 secs •• 
Field modulation ut both 50 cl 5 and 400 c/ s is applied 
externally through a modulation coil mo'lIDted on the yoke . 
Tr.is coil is described more fully in connection 'with tl~e 400 cl s 
electronic system. 
Electronic System 
Crystal Video Detection Fig . (4.6) 
Fielc:!. modulation at 50 cl s is supplied from the mains through 
a variable transformer . This is adjusted so that the total sweep 
is greater than the 'width of tho resonance line under investigation. 
Thus when the d . c . field is at the resonance val~ the signal is 
passed through nvicc in every cycle . The output fram the crys tal 
is fed through a wide band amplifier onto the Y plates of an 
oscilloscope . 1. 50 cl s voltage is applied to the X plates and 
adjusted to b e in phase vVith the a . c . compon0nt of the magnetic 
field . Consequently a graph of absorption ugainst magnetic field 
is traued out on the oscilloscope screen. 
The wide band wl1plifier is a normal R . '::: . coupled amplifier 
4 Fig . (4.7) with a gain of about 10 and a reasonably flat 
respo"lSC from 20 cl s to 10 lec/ s • There is a variable input 
impedance of 500 0- to 20 kO o.nd a variable output attenuator. 
~'2.3 . 2 . 400 ifs pr.ase Sensitive Detection 
Th':) advantages of using this method of detection have been • 
discussed earlier una. the layout of the spcctrometer is shoyffi in 
the block diagram Fig . (4.8) . 
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(a) 4{)O cis Oscillator Fig . (4. 9) 
This is an R.O . oscillator of conventional design in which 
"bhe f'requency determining network is a \1ien bridge . A thermistor 
ir:. onc arm of the bridge stabilizes the 8J11plitude of o~cillation . 
Three EF91 valves are used, the last acting as a cathode followcr 
with two oubputs . The fixed oubput serves as the reference 
voltage for the phase sensitive detector and the variable output 
is fed in"';o a 50 watt speech amplifier (Admiralty pattern 12522A). 
The output of the speech amplifier is delivered by two 807 valves 
in push pull to the field modulation coil. 
Cb) Modulation Ooil 
Thc modulatiC'n is carried out using onc single modulation 
coil of 8" internal diameter, 2" thickness and 600 turns of glass 
covered copper 1"i~re (B . S . 40 gauge). The ooil is cast in epoxy 
resin ID order to prevent chaf:L"Ylg due to vibration in the field. 
For crystal video detection the 50 cl s current is fcd tb'l"ough 
the co::'l from a variable transformer . ~fith 50 volts across the 
coil a peak to pea..lc field modulation of 20C gauss is produoed and 
"vith 1 00 volts the modulation is increased. in d.ll-eet proportion. 
For short periods the full 230V can be used, producing nearly 
1000 gauss modulation, but heating in the coil is considerable . 
For .Jpcrc.tion at 400 c/ s the maximum field modulation 
"will only be produced i f the impcclrulce of the load matches 
-rho output irapcdance of the p(J'{rer a:nplifier . This vms 
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fotmd tn be much less than th.3 :iJnpedance of the coil, due to the 
coil' s self induction at 400 c/ s . Matchinr; WM achieved by 
~:hling series capacitance to the coil until there lV-as a maxinrum 
voltage across it . With 2 . 5 J.lF in series with the coil the maxi-
rrrum is 200 volts . A 4DO cl s field modulation of 75 gauss id 
obtained tmder these conditions . Careful selection of the 807 
output vllves in the amplifier is also required to reach this 
value . The series capacitor is shorted out for 50 C/S operation. 
( c ) 4D0 cis Narrov{ Band AII!Plifier Fig . (4 .10) 
The output from the crystal detector is fed into the narrOW" 
band amplifier through c.1 :10 transformer designed to match the 
nominal 350 ohm output imfedance of the crystal to the input of 
the amplifier. 
The amplifier· is ru.rect coupled, to reduce any possible phase 
shifts during aJU.!?lification, and combines a high gain ( of' order 
5 x 104) with a narrow band width ( less than 15 cis) a~ 400 c/s •. 
This band width is achieved by employing negative feedback in 
conjunction with a twin ' T' filter which acts as a rejector 
, 
circuit for 400 c/ s . The gain of the a.rrq>lifier is therefore low 
for all frequencies but 400 ci s •• The nvgative feedhack is variable 
and can be reduced to zero for wide band operation. A small 
positive feedback is provided at all frequencies and the output 
is from a cathode follOllver stage . 
( n.) 400 ci s Phase-Sensitive-Dctectar Fig . ( 4 .1 1) 
The phasc-sensitive-dct~ctor is a modified form of Schuster ' a 
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circuit usiT'.g a double triode: 12AU7 . Apart from this valve, 
the circuit includes one stage of amplificatio!'l for both signal 
and r e f erence voltagos. The r eferenc e phase can be varied in 
a -phase-shift network employing onc half of D.. 12AU7 an0. is split 
into two a.l.1ti-phase outputs by a trioLl.e 604- . In order that both 
outputs have the same impedanoe the anode output is taken through 
a furthE:r cathode f ollower stage using the other half of the 
12AU7 • 
The anti...tphase reference v oltages are fed unto the grids of 
the Schuster valve with sl'fficient amplitude to bias each valve off 
during the negative half cycles . '.rho anode voltages therefore 
fluctuate in anti-phase VQth each othcr . However, this fluctua-
tion is smoothed out by the by-pass condensers on each anode , 
and by adjusting the pott:ntivreters in anode and grid circuits, 
the mee.n potential on each anode may be made equal. There is 
then no potential difference be t\'Veen points A and B in the abqence 
of a sjgnal. 
If a signal is applie d, to both valves simultaneously through 
the strapped cathodes, y.,rhi.::h is exactly in phase with the grid 
voltage on one and out of phase with the other, the system is 
unbalanced. The mean voltage on the anode of the h.-phase valve 
'will decreJi.Sc , and the magnitude of t his potential difference will 
depend on thc size of the signal. If the phase of the signal is 
r~versed, thc size of the potential difference is also revorsed. 
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Tb';) electron resonance tiignal therefore energes as a slo.vJ,y 
varying pot ential difference between the point'3 A and B, and is 
passed through a variable time constant circuit to a d . c . 
amplifier . The gain of this amplifier is made suffici.ent to 
operate th~ pen recording ammeter on vrhich the resonance 
nbsoljption is traced. 
( e ) D.C. Amplifier Fig. (4.12) 
The n.c. amplifier uses two stages of amplification with a 
cathode follovrer output to the recording ammeter which has a 
range of 0 - 5 milliamps fI.nd a resistance of 350 Cl. A jack 
plug socket is so arranged that when the ammeter is disconnected 
a 350 (1 resistancfl replaces it across the output . In series 
with the r ecording ammeter is a centre zero microammcter , with 
variable shunt, which is used when balancing the amplifier . In 
genera2- the Bain of the d . c . amplifier is kept fixed and the 
rra.gnitude of the output signal controlled by an att em...a.tor betY{oen 
narrow band aitrplificr and phase-sensitive-detector. 
If. . 3 • Experimentf'l Teclmigues 
(:.. . 3 .1. Measurement Gf~netic Field Strength 
~he Inagnetic fi~ld streng+.h is measured by a proton resonance 
meter . The protons are those present in a water sample to "'hieh 
a paramagnetic salt has been added in order to reduce the spin-
lattice relaxation time and prevent satut'ation. This is con-
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tained in a small coil which :forms part of the ttmed c:ircuit o:f 
a marginal radio- :frequency oscillator . The coil is oriented so 
that the r . f . and d . c . magnetic :fields are perpendicular and the 
:frequency of the oscillator is varied until the resonance condition 
for proton spin, 
is satisfi~d. Here i3N is the nuclear Bohr magneton and gI is the 
nuclear g factor of the proton. The absorption of energy which 
occurs at resonance is detected and displaJred with 50 cl s field 
modulation on an oscilloscope screen. The proton resonance 
:frequency is related ·t o the magnetic field by the above equation 
which reduces , for protons , to 
H = 234-. 87 x V 
wha..-u H is in gauss and v is in Mc! s . It can be seen from this 
equation that values of magnetic field strength from 2 , 000 to 
20, 000 gause correspond to :frequencies between 10 and. 100 Mc/s •• 
One of the protonrescnance meters, Fig . (4 .1 3), used is , in 
fact , a simplified version of Pound and Knight ' s n . m. r . spectro-
meter. The circuit consists of a cathode coupled amplifier with 
the tunE::d circuit in the grid of the first valve . A positive 
fe.edback is provided from the second anode and the leve 1 o:f 
oscillation can be controlled by altering the amount of negative 
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feedback in the coriltOOn cathode lead. The absorption of energy 
at resonance is detected by rne~s of the change in voltage across 
the resistor in the H. T. lead, and this voltage is passed through 
an audio amplifier on to the second trace of a double beam oscillo-
sc~ . A plug in system is used for the s~le coils which can 
be changed to cover the f'requency range 10 - 60 Mc( s •. At the 
higher :r.-:-equencies , possibly due to its construction, this par-
ticular meter becomes less sensitive and one using a Hopldns 
circuit Fig . C ~. 1~) was built whi0h could cover the range 
50 - 90 Mc/s. 
The frequency of oscillation is measured with a hetro~e 
f'requency meter CU.S . Navy :.. J. 1~) which has an overall accuracy 
of 1 in 105 , this error being mainly in reading the dial . The 
meter is occasional dtecked against the N.P . L. 5 Mc! s standard 
f'requency . 
For accurate field measurements the proton resonance meter 
is used but fo_ less accurate measurements a calibration curve 
of magnetic field against magnetiz~ current is sufficient . 
Using both the meters the magnetic field with 600 pole tips has 
been ualibrated from ~ - 15 kilogauss . The magnetic field was 
taken through a cOlTq?lcte cycle before each JOOast:lr~nt to avoid 
the lwsteresis effects and was set only from one d:irection which 
was chosen to be ..... lith current increasing . The calibration 
showed the field to be far f'rom saturation even at 15 kilogauss . 
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When using the curve , all current readings have to be taken 
with the field increasing after a full cycle . The pole pieces 
were not disturbed once the calibration was made and the curve 
had proved to be quite reproducible . 
4 .3. 2. lA:easurcm:mt of g Values 
In all cases the g value of an abosption line has been 
neasured by comparison with a standard g marker . This is the 
stable frea radical diphen;ylpicrylhydrazyl (d. p . p . h .) which in 
the pcv,'der has the g value 2.0036 . 
The ~ectron r~sonanc~ and proton resonance absorptions are 
displayec sinnllta..J.em.'sly on a double beam oscilloscope screen 
and brought int o c0incidencc by changing the r . f . oscillator 
frequency . In this yray the magnetic field at resonance is 
Imasured for both thE'! d .p . p . h . line and the line under study . 
Since the klystron is locked, the frequency is accurately constant 
over the period of the two measurements , so that the unknOim g 
value can be calculated from the resonance conditions which 
reduce to 
where the sub~cript Ch) denotes the values for d . p . p . h . and the 
subscript (x) the sample . 
In these jroasurenents care is talren to position the proton 
s~le as close as possible to the electron resonance cavity in 
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order tc mini~se any errors caused by difference in field at 
the two positions . 
4.3.3 . Measurement of Line Widths 
Two methods have been used to neasure line widths of the 
~oglobin Grystals. With 'wide lines it is often sufficient:t.y 
accurate to mark magnet current readings on the recorder chart 
and translate thcse into fie ld values using the magnet calibra-
tion chart. 
The magnetic field is swept slow'ly through resonance whilst 
the magnetizing cur-rent is measured on an accurate diagonal 
scale 81llIreter . Precise readings can be made every 0 . 05 an;ps 
( roughly 50 gauss) and markers are put on the recorder chart by 
a 1 .5 volt dry battery connected across the meter and operated 
with a bell- push. Examinat:.i..on of the marker spacings enables 
the lir.earity of the sweep to be checked and interpolation 
betl!reen the markers can then give ·.the actual line widtll . 
W:benevcr necessary the accuracy of line width measureIrent 
can be increased by using proton resonance oalibrated markers . 
This involves the use of a communication> receiver which has 
crystal controlled check po:.nts at 100 lec/ s intervals . The 
frequency of the proton resonance meter is set by beating it with 
one of these check frequencies , ,vhilst the magnetic field i s 
increasing . .As the fie ld passes slowly through the proton 
r esonance value, the absorption signal crosses the oscilloscope 
screen and a mark is put on the r ecorder chart 'irith the bell-push. 
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The proton resonance meter is then turned to the next highest 
0heck frequency and a ~her mark is made at r~sonance . The 
electron resonance line is thus calibrated by a series of marker 
lires corresponding to eccurately knOl"m proton resonancp. f'requencies . 
The line width can be measured this way in terms of proton resonance 
frequency over the Y/hole range of field values 2 - 15 kiloga.uss . 
4.3 .4. :Measureri10nts on Broad lines 
In al'_ the measurements on very broad lines , the greatest 
source of erraL~ lies in determining, precisely, the positions 
of the centres and the peal:s of the derivation curves . In general 
the area under the curve will remain constant as the line width 
changes with direc~ion through the crystal . Therefore it can 
happen that the peak height will be very reduced in the broad 
line and. the sign~l-to-noise ratio made law. A faster sweep 
makes tile pealc sharper but the field markers become less frequent 
or less accurate in proportion. '.1 orking at liquid hyarogen 
tcmpera-';ure ensures the maximum signal intensity for the broadest 
lines but the results in man;y cases have to be the average of' 
several measurements . 
The estimated error in the line width mc asurem:mts was as 
follcms : -
For lines of ,1idth 0 - 150 Gauss about 5% 
150 - 600 gauss about 10'/0 
600 and over a.bout 15'/0 . 
The accuracy vi th which the g value of a line can be 
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ooasure(l. also depends on its .vidth. Using crystal -.'ideo 
detection on line s more than 50 gauss wide the g value cannot 
be measured with less than 0.75% error . Using proton resonance 
markers on the pen chart this error can be reduced to about 
O.~. 
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Chap~er 5 
Myoglob:in - Its Structure and Properties 
5 . 1 . Haemoproteins 
The haemo-proteins are so called be~~ausp. they each consist 
of a globular protein molecule containing one or more haem 
prosthetic groups . The structure of this group varies only 
slightly from one haemo-protein to another and consists basically 
of' a tetrapyrrolic ring ( porphin) surrotmd:i.ng an iron atom Fig . 
The protein molecules , huwever, vary considerably in 
molecular we~ght an~ also ~ amino-acid composition. 
MYoglobin is of ~articular interest because it is onc of the 
smallest protein molecules ~d is closely related to the blood 
pigment h!'\.emoglobin. Because of jts size it was chosen by 
Kendrew for the first detailed X-ray analysis of a protein. It 
is containeo ,vithin the cells of the tissues and its function is 
to combine reversibly with oxygen, brought by the haemoglobin in 
the blood, storing it 1ll1til it is required. As might be expected 
the tissues of diving mammals contain a particularly large propor-
tion of nwoglobin. The nwoglobin studied by Kendrew and that 
used in this work was in :fact that of the Sperm Whale . X-ray 
measuremmts h')wever indicate that the ll\Yoglo"lJin molecules 
obtained from different species are, apart from minOI" difference~ 
in amino acid composition, more or less the same . Conolusions 
drrov.n from the study of anyone , therefore, may be applied to the 
F IG.5.1 
CHEMICAL FORMULA OF HAEM GROUP 
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elucida~ion of the structure of the other. 
Since the haem group is basically the sarn:: in each haemo-
protein it must be the protein which modifies the function of 
the haem group. Conversely since the functions of thp. haem 
groups, Lv . reversible combination 'with oxygen, in II\Yoglobin 
and haemoglobin are similar, the proteins should also be 
similar . The differences in the oxygen binding characteristics 
of the tvro , should reflect the differences in their structure . 
The result of the X- ray measurenents of Ke~ldrew' on myoglobin 
and Perut:z; en haeIroglobin make an interesting comparison. It 
has long been lmovm that the molecular 'weights of nwoglobin 
and haemoglobin arc respectively 17, 000 and 65,000 . 'rhis one 
to four relationship is repeated i n t!.1.c number of h:-.em JO':lPs per 
molecule which is one in myeglobin and four in haemoglobin. 
These :!.'acts , considered vrith the similar £\motions of the 'biro 
prot eins strongly suggest t hat one molecule of hacmoglvbin c01J.ld 
be madp. up of four subunits , each one similar to a lJ1Yoglobin 
molecule . Foetal haemoglobin with a molec'J.lar weight of 34-, 000 
seems to consist of two of these sub"JIlits . X-ray measurements 
shov"{ that the haemoglobin m~leculc is in fact made up of four 
polypeptide chains in two sets of identical pairs, whilst t he 
lllY'oglobin molecule has only one . Models of the myoglobin 
molecule and of the subunits of the haemoglobin molecule, at 
.5 .5A resolution, do show a remarkable similarity. It is there-
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fore surprising that the amino acid sequences of the polypeptide 
chains should be found to be different . The €.xaet ... vay in which 
tnc characteristic tertiary structure of these proteins arises, 
is not fully understood. HO'lrever it is certain that t~e haem 
group plaY5 an important part in providing the nucleus, as it 
were, around ~hich the globin chall1 is folded. 
The structure of ll'\Yoglobin has been determined at 2A resolu-
tion and where possible the amino acid sequence has been fitted 
to the three climensional electron density clistribution. The 
model which resulted Fig . (5.2) ShOl-{3 clearly the course of the 
polypeptide chain, the position of the haem group and how it is 
bonded to the rest of the protein molecule . 
5.2 . The Iron Atom 
The principal bond b etween the haem group and the protein 
is that be"b-reen the iron atom and a nitrogen atom in. a histidine 
ring side chain. Chemi~al evidence had suegestec that this 
might b J so; sume years before the X-ray results . There are no 
other stron3 bmns to the protein. Hydrogen bonds link the 
pt'oprionic acia. groups of the hP.em to side chains extending from 
the polypeptide chain.J on eithe>r side of the haem group . Else-
where t!1e hael.l group rests at the Van der '·{aals distance from 
various atoms in the protein molecule . The haem group il'l in 
this type of contact with about 90 different atoms in the protein. 
The sixth coordination site is the one which combines 
" ..... / --
~-. \\'~~- " .......,~--, 
,~ 
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reversibly vvith molecular 0XY3en. In the absence of oxygen the 
site can be occupied by various other llYJlecules usually water . 
5. 2. 1. State of the Fe ion 
As normally present in the body II1Yogl::>bin contains iron in 
the ferrous state even vmen cC'mbined 'with oXj'gen. On removal 
of JItfoglobin from i t s normal env ironment, the iron atom is easily 
oxidised to the ferric form in which it no longer combines with 
oxygen. This ferric form is lmovm as ferri- or metny-oglobin, 
and in it the sixth coo:rclination point is taken up by a water 
lno:i.ecule or, at high pH, by a hydroxyl group . 
It i s fuunrl that ny-oglobin is converted to metrrwoglobin, 
met Mb . 10r short , during the purification processes necessary 
for crystal grm'iing . Single crystals are found to grov., best 
at '3Cid rS, so that the crystals studied s o far have been of 
.:Jperm whale acid met Mb .. In thes e c.ryst a l s the ll~on atom is 
in the ferric state Fe3+ which has five d e lectrons, whilst the 
ferrous ion has si 1C d eJ ectrons . Application of Kramers theorem 
to Fe 2+ preiii.c·~s that all the degeneracy will be removed by 
fields of Jarr sym;netry and it Yfill b~ difficult to observe 
e lectron resonance . 
rt was sharrn in ~hapter 2 that a 3d5 complex can have a 
spin value of either 5/2 or 1/2 with possibly an intermediate 
configuration of spin 3/2. These cor.figurations corresp0nd to 
5, 1 and 3 unpaired electrons respectively . From magnetic 
susceptibility measurements on the various complexe s it is 
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possibl~ to estimatc the number of tmpaired e lectrons on the 
iron atom in each. 
5 . 2. 2 . Susceptibility ly"easurements 
The results of meaaurements of paramagnetic susceptibility 
are usually represented by Curie's formula, 
Np2 
x = 
3kT 
where N is the n1.lIriber of magnetic ions per unit volume and p 
denotes the absolute magnitude of the magnetic Cipole moment, 
Thus 
/.l = /.lB • {3 
5 . 1 
5 . 2 
where /.lB is the magnetic mo'tEnt measured in Bohr magnetons or 
thelfnumber of Bohr magnetons" . When the magnetic morrent comes 
from the parallel coupling of spins of n electrons, 
= vi nC n + 2) 5.3 
The ust:.al procedure used in the analysis of x is to measure x at 
a certain temperature T. From this result the value of /.l is 
found and then £'rom (2) a value of /.lB . An integer n is then 
chosen, which can give /.lE most closely which is then taken to 
be the number of unpaired electrons . 
These arguments hold only on condition that the magnetic 
IWment (l.ue to the orbital motion of electrons has been completely 
quenched and that the spin of the electrons is completely fre e . 
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If these conditions are satisfied the nwnber of Bohr 
magnetons for 1, 2, 3 etc . electrons ore , us ~ (3) 
No. of eleetrons : 0 , 1, 2, 3, 4-, 5 . 
0, 1.73, 2. 83 , 3.87, 4. 90, ~ . 92 . 
Departures from these values indicate that the above conditions 
have not been satisfied and are usually interpreted in terms of 
orbital contribution. 
A great deal uf work has been done on the '3usceptibilities 
of haemoproteins since the first precise measurements by Pauling 
and Cayell (1) in 1 936 . Much of tiLe "rork up to 1946 has been 
revie\1ed by Hartree ~ 2) . These lIcasurements showed that haemo-
proteins could be expected to have values of magnetic moment 
roughly equal to une of the follO'id.ng :-
PB = 5.80; 5.43 ; 4.47 ; 2.84 
which arc for aeid rncthae:noglobin ( aeid m0t Hb), ferro Hb, 
alkaline met Bb , and Jret Hb azide , respectively . Thc first of 
these indicates the presence of five unpaired electrons with an 
orbital contribution of 0.12. The others hO\,rever differ con-
siderab:i¥ from the va.lues to be expected from the possible 
numbers of spins. The results have been taken to indicate the 
presence of 4-, 3 and 1 unpaired electrons respectively. 
In explaining the 100asured values , Pauling rejected the 
idea of large orbital contributions and attributed both high 
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and low values to a magnetic interaction betvieen the f our 
haem groups in the molecule . Measurements th,m followed on 
nwoglobin which shov{Cd f.lB for acid met and ferro :Mo to be 5. 85 
ard 5.46 respectively . Since the molecules were in s.)lution 
there could be no interaction between the haem groups in II\Yo-
globin. The similar results from haemoglobin and II1Yoglobin 
therefOl'c indicated that there was little magnetic interaction 
b etileen t~e hacm groups in haemoglobin and that departure from 
the spin only values , must be duo to a large oroital contribution 
in these particular deriv~tives . 
It rrrust be mentioned here , how"ever, that an interaction 
between the haem groups in haerroglobin is indicated by the shape 
of the o~gen dissociation curve, which is a plot of the percent-
age of oxy Hb agfdnst th0 partial pressure of o~gen . The slope 
of thi..3 curve increases with the partial pressure of o~gen, 
until about 6~ is converted to oX¥" Hb . This means that the 
o~gen affinity of haemoglobin, up to this point , is dependent 
on the percentage of oX¥" Hb present . Interpreted in terms of 
one molecule this implies that the oxygen affinity of any one 
haem group is influenced by the state of o~genation of the other 
three . The curve for IT(Yoglob:in is quite different , very low 
partial pressures of oX¥"gen resulting in a high percentage of 
oxy Mb , and no interaction is indicated. Since the interaction 
in haemoglobin is not magnetic its actual nature remains unknown. 
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Tho suggestion by Pauling that the magnetic moJrent 
(J.l B = 4.47) of alkaline met Bb indicates a Spi:l of 3/2 has been 
questioned by Griffith (3) His calculations suggest that if 
there is onc corr;potmd with S = y'2, there can be none vrith S = 5/2 
or that tht:rc ca.nnot be cOnn?loxes with all three kinds of spin. 
The magnet ic moment in the alkaline met Hb might therefore be 
due to t.. thermal equilibrium betwecn r,loleculcs with S = 5/2 and 
S = 1/2. This could be tested experimentally by neasuring the 
temperature variation of the magnetic susceptib:.L1i.ty or by electron 
r esonancc . Thcre has beE'n little succcss ydth the latter, hOl{eVCr, 
due to the clifficulty of converting large enough crystals to the 
alkaline form. 
(group attached to Pc at 
6th coordination point ) 
H20 
F 
~. 
N3 
iminazole 
SE 
Table 1 
form 
acid met 
r'1duccc1 
no. of unpaired 
electrons 
5 
1 
4 
° 
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Besides those derivativ~s already mentioned, several 
oth~rs have been studied; the high and low spin complexes are 
listed in 'fable 1 above . 
5.3 . E.Lcctron Resonance Measurements 
No attcll:g?t 'Hill be made, in this section, to exhaustively 
survey all the work vlhich has boen done on the haemoproteins 
using electron resonance techniques . Only tvo examples are 
considered which arc t-ypical of the r esult s from high spin and 
lCil spin conple::es . Those results ar0 discussed only in connec-
tion with t~e info.~tion they can give on the state of the Fe3 + 
ion. 'Ihe structurw. information obtained at the same time will 
bc discussed later :il1. the -mapter . 
5.3 .1. Acid Metnwoglobin 
Susceptibility measurements indicate that in this form, the 
iron atom has five unpaired electrons and that the orbital eon-
tribution to magnotie mo;xmt is not large . The d shell is ·chus 
6 
exactly half ~illed giving a S5/2 ground state . The splitting 
of this ground state in Mn2+ has ~een described in the section on 
S state ions , Chapter 2, and the same ty,PC of splitt:ing has boen 
obse .... --veo. in high spin ferric ions . No hyperfinc structure is 
observed sinQe the most abundant isotope of iron has zero nuclear 
magnetic moment . 
Tne orbital singlet ground state, of the iron atom in 
acid met lvib , might therefore be expeetod to b split into three 
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-1 Kramers doublets separated by rough~ 0 . 2 cm The electron 
resonrulce SpeCtruml should then consist of five lines centred on 
the free spin value of g = 2 . 
In fact only onc transition is observed (4) • Th'7 electron 
resonance dpectrum from single crystals of acid met Mb (5) con-
sists of tvvo lines, onc from each of the differently oriented 
haem groups in the unit cell, Vlhose g value vuries from 2 to 6. 
The value of g = 2 occurs when the ~netic field is parallel to 
the crystalline eleotric field, Y/hich is asS'l.lJred to be perpendicular 
to the haem plane . Thus g ~ , = 2 whilst thc:: g value in the haem 
plane is fO'LUld to be approximately isotropic, gJ,. = 6. This swre 
g value variation is found in all types of acid mt Mb and Hh . 
It is :iJnrn::!dis.tely apparent £'rom the electron resonance 
spectrum that thA splitting betvleen the three Kramcrs doublets 
nn.lSt bw very much greater than that found in most ferric complexes. 
If the splitting is nruch greater than the microoave quanta (rv), 
n.. sing'_e resonance from the lo.vcst lying doublet, assumed to be 
s = ± t as in Mn2+, ,vill be observed. Tr.e result has been 
z 
considered by Grif'fith (3) and more recently Kotani (6). Cal-
culations shO'v7 that a splitting of at least 10 cm-1 b etween the 
Kro.J'OOrs doublets is required to explain a value of g.J. = 5.90. 
A variation from g If = 2 to g.L. = 6 can be explained simply 
provided that the splitting bet¥reen the three Krwrers doublets 
is very much larger than that bet¥;een thc t\,o spin leve Is of the 
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lowest doublet . 
When the magnetic field is parallel to thL axis of quantiza-
tion or z axis , the Hamiltonian reduces to the form 
J..-J .=g{3H S 
.rr 0 Z z 
whera g (3 S is the component of the electronic magnetic momant 
o z 
:in the z direction and thcrefore g = 2 . 
o 
The operation of the spin an the t ~ states gives 
#I~> = tgo {3Hz It ) 
.H~I -~ > = -tgo{3 Hz I -i > 
and hence the difference in energy between the -+-~ and 4 sto.tes 
is g PH • 
o z 
The results of the elcctron resonance rooasurements 
arc Vlritten in the form of a sp:in Hamiltonian 
. 5.5 
so that by cOJ1!)ru.~ison 
g " = = 2 . 
When the magnetic field is perpendicular to the z direction tho 
Hamiltonian has the form 
Sx is expr-essed more conveniently in tcnns of the 11 step up" 
and 11 step doYmll operators as t ( S + 
+ 
S± = [ S( S -+- 1) 
SJ vrhere 
- M (1.1 :t 1 )Jt 
s s 
5. 6 
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No interaction vrith the higheJ.' spin states is included so that 
"dth S = 5/2 and Ms::; ± i the matrix eleJrents a-:,e , 
# It) = gofJ Hx i I - t > 
-# I -i) = go f3 Hx i I + t ) 
and the matrix is therefore 
It) o 
l-i) 
I ~ > 
o 
The <,;}igenvalucs are the roots E1E2 of the secular equation 
det.CH - El) = 0 
where H is the Jet':)]i'.minant and I tne unit matrix of the Sll.J'OO 
order. 
Therefore 
E:±igf3H 
o x 
and the energy difference bet\·reen the spin levels is nov 
which is expressod in the spin Hamiltonian as S.l.f3 H
x
' 
Th'lS 
g .1.. = 3go = 6. 
Any departure from this value of 6 vrill indicate the 
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extcnt tu ~hich the assumption that there is no interaction 
with the higher spin states holds for a particular complex. 
- 1 Thus taking gJ. = 5 . 90 Griffith obtained a lower limit of 10 cm 
to the size of the zero field splitting . An upper limit to 
this parameter has been provided by susceptibility measurements 
made on single crystals of acid met Mb ( 7). The magnetio 
anisotropy in the ab plane of the crystal was measured at 
o tempcratur0s from ~ K to room tempcratUl~es . A Jmasurable 
anisotropy Y{as observed below 1500K incr c.:asing rapidly as the 
temperature VIas lowered. This was co~ared 'with theoretical 
curves calculated for various values of D. Tho cxperimentnl 
-1 
values l ay between D = 2.5 and 5.0 cm and an upper limit was 
-1 
sct at 7.5 cm , Y/hich corresponds to a splitting between the 
- 1 Kramers doublets 'Jf 15 cm • 
Thc origin of this large zero field splitting is as yet 
unexplained but a frrN possibilities have been put faMmrd by 
Griffith . 
The splitting may be due to admixture ef excited states 
with S = 5/2, in particular 3d44s and 3d44p, by the crysto.lline 
field and spin orbit coupling . Alternatively it may be duo to 
bonding d Md d orbitals being partially delocalized into the yz zx 
empty 1T- orbitals on the porpl'wrin ring system. 
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5 . 3 . 2 . Acid met Mb azide derivative 
Susceptibility measurem:mts have indicated that this is a 
I lov-v spin I complcx. The five d electrons must all be in the 
t 2g orbitals which suggests a largc value of~. The o,,:,bital 
degeneracy is thus rcduced from 5 to :5 mD-king the effective 
orbital moment LI = 1 • The total degeneracy of the ground 
state is therefore six, and this should be split by the 
crystallin~ field into a quartet and a doublet . Electron 
resonance trunsitions should be observed from this lowest 
doublet giving a single li."1e with g factors spread across the 
free spin value. 
The expcrimcn~al results ( 8) agree with these predictions 
and from the g values obtained Griffith (9) has been able to 
deduce the splittings between the t2 levels ond their order • 
. g 
A full account of these measurements is reserved until it can 
be given in conjunction ,nth a discussion of the present work. 
5.4 . Crysta l 8trt'.cture 
Sperm whale nyoglobin is found to crystallize r eadil;y in 
either of two for~~ (10) depending on the salting out process . 
From ammonium sulphat~ solutior. the crystals are monoclinic and 
lmovm ad 'rypo A, whilst from concentro:ted phosphate buffer they 
arc orthorhombic and known as Type B. The crystals whicr have 
, 
III 
o 
-0 
o 
" 
.-_ --J __ ,11 IQ... 
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been st1..4died in most detail are Type A and it was cxystals of 
this type which were used in the present work. 
These crystals normally form flattened four-sided prisms 
y{h0Se axis is b : at pH values below 7 they are flattened on 
[001 J, that is to sEW 
pH they tend to become 
are know.t as Type AI • 
in the ab plane , but if grown at higher 
flattened on [100 J or the bc plane and 
For electron resonance studies it is better that the 
c~stal should be as compact as possible for its volume and in 
the c~stals used, the ab and bc planes were alxoost equal~ 
developed. In both cases the prism is terminated by dom.9 
faces [ 11 0 J. A perspective drawing of the unit oell is given 
in Fig . (5.3) with for comparison a dravdng of the crystal in 
the same orientation. 
Tr.e space group of the unit cell is P21 • This implies 
that a screw diad axis runs thrcugh the cell parallel ~o b . 
The me?ning of this is that , aqy unit of structurc S Fig . (5.3) 
if rotated through 1800 about the axis and then translated 
through a distance 1/2 pa.r<l.llel to it , must come into ooincidence 
with an identical unit of s~ructure SI. 
The X- ray analJrsis of the three dimensional structure of 
ntY0globin has so far been completed at a resolution of 2A . This 
is too coarse to resolve individual atoms but sufficient to s how 
the haem group, the configuration of most of the polypoptido chain 
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and the shape of the majority of side chains . 
Figure (5.4) shows two sections through the three 
dim::msional elect ron density distribution of the haem grcup, 
one parallel and the other perpendicular to the haem plane . 
The mown chemical structure is superimposed upon these pattt.rns 
and by careful fitting, the positions of the various atoms have 
been esti.mated. The position of the iron atom is fixed to 
within -kA and of the other atoms to 'within -!A. 
The coordinates of the positions of the atcms in the haem 
group, the histidine ring and water molecule are listed in 
Table ( 2) as supplied by the M. R. C. Molecular Biology Unit , 
Cambridge. These coordinates are given as fractions of the 
unit cell edges . The dimens ions of the unit cell and the 
oonoclinic angle {J are aJso 3iven in this table . The distance 
bety{eep. two atom..; in a monoclinic unit cell is given by the 
relation 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
a ~x + b!sy + e L\z + 2ae L\xf.\z cos f3 
where thc coordinates of the two a";ams ( x, y , z)( x', y ', z ') 
are such that X l - x = L\x etc . 
S'rom the coordinates of the iron atom (r ) given in Table 
( 2) it is posRiblc to calculate the coorclinu+es of all ot her 
iron atoms in the crystal and hence t he d~ stance of the nearest 
neighbO'l.lr iron atoms . For example if the coordinates of the 
Table 2 
atom x y 
Hae. section 
iron (I) 24.05 43.76 6.93 
nitrogen 23.59 41 .64 8.85 
It 23.69 41.45 4 .95 
It 25.30 45.58 5.21 
" 
2.5.19 45.77 9.12 
Hi.tidine 
nitrogen 18.38 46.09 6.96 
carbon (1) 20.33 45.60 7.80 
nitrogen 2.1.12 44.n 6.45 to iron 
carbon (2) 19.61 44.67 4.75 
carbon 17.87 45.53 5.04 
Water Molecule 
oxyg n 2.7.00 41 .75 7.00 (accuracy 
doubtful) 
x is in 96th• ot unit ell edg 
y is in 48ths of It 
" 
It b 
& i8 in 48th• of It ft 
" 
C 
a = 64.5. b = 30.86A, c = 34.7A, ~ = 106°. 
, 
, 
01234 A 
FIG. 5.4 
CROSS SECT IONS THROUGH 
HAE I~ GRO UP 
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jron at0m in Table (2) are (x1, Y1' z1) the coordinates of the 
other iron atom in the unit cell (x4 , Y4' z4) can be calculated 
in the follCNring Yra;y . 
In Figure (5.5), atom (1) is related to atom (2) by the 
screw axis so that the coordinates of (2) arc (-:x;, t + Y l' -~) . 
Atom (2) is related by translation a.long a to atom (3) and atom 
(3) is related by translation along 0 to atom (4) . The 
coordinates of the other atom in the unit cell are therefore 
G 1 - x1 ), (t + Y1)' (1 - ;)] . The coordinates of all the 
nearest neighbour iron atcms have been worked out and the dis-
ta.:nces between the iron atoms are given belovr. 
Thc two nearest neighbours are related to (r) by a 3600 
,rotation along the so.me screw axis . They are therefore 
seporated from (J) by a tr;)!'lslation through the distance b , 
which is 30. 86A. 
The next nearest neighbours are thos~ related to i by a 
1800 rotation of the screw axis . At the SarJl9 distanee are two 
atoms related to (r) by translation along t~e c axis . Thus 
there are four iron atoms at a clista..,"lce of 34. 70A. 
The other atom in the '..mit cell is at 38 .01A and so is the 
atom relnted to it by a 3600 rotation and upr{ards translation 
of b along the sorer. axis . This atom i~ denoted by the number 
(5) in Fig. (5) . 
Two atoms r al D-ted to r by a translation in a positive 
o 
_0 
.. 
o o 
oS 
o 
o 
a --~----------------~--~ 
°6 ,~ 
, 
\ 
01 , 
, 
\ 
0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 3 
2 
k 
o 
FIG.S.S 
HEAI\E ST IiEIGHBOUR 
IRON ATOM S 
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diroction along c and thence 1y a 1800 rotation, up and dDwn, 
of tne screw axis are at a distance of just ove!:' 3BA. These 
are positions (6) and (7) in Fig. (5). 
In the haemoglobin molecule , t he smallest distance betvv'ecn 
the iron at')InS is f01.IDd to be 25 . 2A. Others are at 33 .4 and. 
36.0A. 
The or ientation of the haem plane with respect to the 
crystal axes can also be calculated from the X- ra:y results . 
The orientation so walculated was found to agree c l osely with 
that workcd nut sometime previously from the sy1Jllretry of t he 
electron resonance result on acid met Mb ( 11). The large g 
value variation from g l! = 2 to g ,J.. = 6 makes a very precise 
determination possible . 
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Cha·27er 6 
,Experimental Results and Discussion 
6.1. ,,9;ystal Mounting 
The crystals used in the electron resonance study v~ 
considerabJy in size, the average having a maximum length 
along the b axis of about 2 rrnn. with a 1 nun. cross section . 
They arc dark r eddish brown, almost black in colour and have a 
loose water filled structure which is extremely fragile . If 
allONed to dry the .;rystals frequently disintegrate , so that 
when ID01,mting, a small drop of buffer solution is allvays allowed 
to r emain 'with them. The faces are well defined, but crystals 
from the same bat ch have been found to bc flatt ene d in either 
tho ab or bc planes, so that they must be carefully examincd 
before mounting. 
In general ncasurcments arc made Yrith a particular crystal 
plane mounted parallel to the face of the electron resnnance 
cavity plunger. These crystal planes arc usually the ab , bc* 
and ac p:.anus, ,{here (a, b , c*) are mutua lly perpendicular axes . 
Of these , only thc ab plane is parallel to an actual face of the 
'1.'0 mounc the crystal in the other planes requires the 
use of small wedges of a non absorbing material such as polystyrene 
or p . t . f . e •• The cryst a l is then oountcd so that the ab plane is 
vertical with either the a or b a.."Cis r.orizonta.l . Since 'the two 
haem groups in the unit c ell make the same angles with the ab and 
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c* axes, the electron resonance signals from them coincide 
along t~ese axes. This can be used as a check, since if the 
crystal is rrounted correctly in a plane, such as the ab plane, 
thw lines should coinciue at points exactly 900 apart acound 
the plane . These 11 cross over' points can be quickly determined 
Tfith crystal video detection and the mounting checked. If the 
cross over points are 900 apart at least onc crystal axis must 
be paralkl to the face of the plunger. If the crystal is 
accurately mounted in the ac plnne the lines from the two haem 
groups should coincide ovec the whole plane since they make 
equal angles with the plane. 
The crystal has also been mounted in such a way that the 
haem plane is parallc 1 to the face of the plunger . The correct 
angles for a wedf,3 were c::U.culated from the haem plane orientation 
in acid met Ivfu ond a check on the accurn.cy of the mount ing is 
given by the constancy of the g value of the signal . The c:rj'stal 
l~as bee:l mount cd in the same way w.i.. th the haem plane perpendicular 
to the face of the plunger . A check is pr..)vided in this case by 
the fact that the signal should go through g = 2. 
~he normal w~ of tuning the electron resonance cavity of 
the Q band spectromcter is to adjust the klystron, mechanically, 
to give m9.ximurn porl'er before bringing the cavity into resonance 
'with thJ.t i'rcquency . This is necessary because the output of 
the klystron is not constant over its entire frequency range . 
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BecD-use of the water present in nwoglcbin crystals, however, the 
cavity cannot bo tuned in the normal Hay at rOCim temperature. 
This would be ver-y D.wkv;,-ard but for the fact that the crystals do 
no"; appreciably detune the cavity once frozen . The cavity 
tuning can therefore be I calibrated' in the absence of thc sample , 
in the following way. 
The tuning plungcr was scre'led up to the end of the threads 
in the cavity wall and the klystron tuned to the resonant 
frequency . All the Y/aveguide ele~ts were then tuned at this 
frequency for maximum crystal current reading. This procedure 
was repeated every t vro turns dovm of the plunger and a curve of 
crystal current against number of turns . shcxrcd two peaks . A 
more careful calibration over these peaks gave t he exact positions 
of their centres in ter~ of the number of turns from the end of 
the tlu'ead.s . Optimum tuning is still possible after two whole 
turns of the plunger up or davm from the centre of a peak. 
Once the CL""'Ystal is mounted on the face of the tuning 
plunger, where it is held partly by stu~face tension and part~ by 
silicone grease , the plunger is screwed to the end of its thread 
D.l1d then back the correct n..l.lIlber of turns to bring it to the oentre 
of a peak in, the ttming curve . Allovmnce of half a turn is made 
far contraction :in the cavity d:iJnensions at lo.y temperatures . 
The cavity is then sealed and iIruoorsed in liquid nitrogen just 
cofore pumping &mv.n. 
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With the H11 mode cavity measurements around the f ull 1800 
in a crystal plane cnnnot be made without rotating the crysta l 
relative to the micrOl/ave magnetic field . This can be done by 
wa...--ming the cavi ty until the grease becomes plastic, r c;.moving 
the coned cup over the cnd of the cavity and rotating the plunger 
a quarter of a turn up or dovm. The method of tuning of the 
cavity ensures that it will still be within a peak pOliOr range 
of the kl;} stron. The cap can be replace d and the ev.vi ty cooled 
dO'.-m ...-lithout the crystal \7arming above oOe. This is neeessmy 
because thE.: crystal tends to disintegrate upon repeated f'reezing 
DJ'ld unfrcezing. Remounting a frozon crystal in another pllllle is 
therefore difficuJt , but can be accomplished by working quickly 
DJ'ld occasionally cooling the plunger with liquid nitrogen. 
When mcasurC'mcnts are to be taken with the azide derivative, 
onc m1 ~70 acid met crystals are seperated out along with a little 
arnm::>nium sulphate solution lllld to this arc added about 10 mgm'3 . of 
rodium azide . This dissolves r apidly ond pcrncates through the 
crystal e The azide ion reo.cts with the ir:m atems to form 
. met Mb azide . If the crystals are remJvcd after about 10 mins • 
the electron r esononec spcmiruro has tY{Q sets of lines, onc from 
the azide and the other from the still unconverted acid met . 
Because of the large g va lue variat ion in the a cid met it is 
eMier to check the aricnt a.tion of the crystal with these lines 
tnan those of the azide . 
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Thl'oughout all the measurem:mt s the frequency of the 
klystron was determined by noting the field ar magnet current 
at which the signal fro.ll d . p . p . h. occurs . A small quant i ty of 
d .:;?p . h ., just disccrno.',)le with the naked eye , is put tctwcen the 
iris coupling holes in the roof of the cavity, and in this position 
can bc left undisturbed for several days . It is then useful far 
comparing the day to d....-W sensitivity of the spcctroretcr . 
6. 2. g Value Measuremcnt~ 
6. 2.1. Azide Derivative 
The g vo.lu; variation in the th!'ee crystal plnnes of the 
azide derivntive has been reported ( 1 ) and discussed previously ( 2) 
HC';,rever , it uns considered necessary to check these measurements 
Dnd compare the results of their a'1o.1ysis viith the structural 
information now o.vo.iloble from X- ro.:f mco.surcm<.:nts . 
Wha"li i3 wanted is the g value variation with respect to the 
surrOlUldingS of tha iror. atom. The crystalline Alectric field 
defines the direction of a principal g value g ll ' and in general 
there will be a maximum and a minimua g value , at right angles 
to each other, in a plane perpendicular to the crystalline field 
direction. These three princ~pal g values when oriented in an 
unlOlown direcl;ion in the crystal 'would be difficult to measure, 
however their magnitude and direction~ can be determined -f:'rom 
i£ 
measurements in the ab , bc , and ac planes . 
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Tht: method used here is described by Schcnland and requires 
the maximum and minimum g valu0S in the 'ab , bc* and ac planes 
together with the angle be~veen the maximum g value and one of 
th-; axes in the plane . 
The curves in Fig . (6 .1) shO'lv the g value variation in the 
various crystal planes as determined by Gibson (3). The numbers 
on the CLlrVes have been added to relate the curves obtained from 
the same raem grouEs in the unit cell. The normal to the plane 
of haem group (1) lies inside the quarter hemisphere formed by 
the positive directions of the three coordinate axes . 
The actual values of the maximum and minimum g value are : -
Table ( 1) 
Plane gmax . Smn. 0"+ 
._---
ab 2. 79 2.1 9 300 , (1) 0" 
+ 
';)c* 2.4-3 1 . 73 72 .5, ( 2) 0"+ 
ac 2. 67 1 . 71 79 .5, (3) <r 
+ 
Here (1) (j is defined as the a.1.g1e between the ma.ximum g 
+ 
value and the a ruris in the ab plane , whilst ( 2) <r and (3 ) 0" 
+ + 
are the angles betv1ee.1 the m~.ma and the c K axis in the b cK and 
nc planas r eSEcctivcly. Since there is only one line in the ac 
plane and no cross over points to def~ne the a and c axes the 
ii 
position of thc c ~~s must be deterndned from its g value 
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measure~ in the bcx plane using proton resonance. 
The actual calculation of the princip al g values and 
principal axes is rather long and involved and will not be 
de.3cribed here. Briefly, however , the problem can be defined 
more clearly as follOvYs . 
If the magnetic field has direction cosines ( 1 , rn, n) with 
respect to the (a, b , c*) axes , the square of the corresponding 
g-value is given by an expression of the form 
where A .. = A ..• 
~J J~ 
This expression is in faet a central qundric 
which when referred to its prinCipal axes reduces to a sirq?le 
form involving no cross turns . 
222 ? 2 2 2 
g = gx cos Cl + ~ cos {3 + gz cos Y 
where g makes angles (Cl, (3 , y) with the principal axes . When 
the coefficients A . . arc mown, the principal g- values and 
.LJ 
principal axes are found by diagonalizinc the matrix A in the 
usual way . Scho~lland' s paper dcs.Jribes how the coefficient A . . 
~J 
m8iY' be determined from the date. in T ab le (1) . 
~he results of t~e calculation are given in Table (2), the 
angles are re-ferred to the axes as sham in ::lig. (6 . 2) and thus 
apply to haem group (1) . 
a 
FIG. Ci .2 
'* c 
b 
6.2.1 .1 • 
&.] = 1 .71 
g2 = 2.19 
g3 -:: 2. 82 
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Tar-le (2) 
et (3 
84°33' 75°42' 
122°20' 33°35' 
33°13' 59°42' 
y 
164°40' 
81 °54' 
77°40' 
The est imat ed crror in these g values is 0.75~ . 
The g values agree well with those found by Gibson suggesting 
thnt the actual error is very much less than that estimated. 
Discussion 
-
The principal values uf the g tensor in the azide derivative 
have been analysed by Griffith (2) • In this paper the g values 
1, 2, 3 are denote~ by the subscripts X, Y, Z, respeetive~ . 
These subscripts refer to a set of coordinate axes X, Y, Z for 
which the Z axis ~.s defined as perpendicular to the haem plane 
nnd the X and Y axes as parallel to the iron-nitrogen bonds in 
thc haem plone . 
Any mod-cl must be able to give the observed g values as 
close ly as possible . For the theoretical aetermination of the 
g values it is necessary tu calculate the magnitude of the 
splitting of the levels of thc lowest Kramers doublet in the 
presence of an external magnetic field . Griffith does this 
by considering the effect of the spin-orbit coupling, magnetic 
field energy, and a rhombic distortion along the cartes io.n axes . 
F:.tting the theoretical g values to the observed g values deter-
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mines a parameter which by wJrking back gives relations bet'wean 
thc encrgics of the t 2g levels . The result s are that c lies yz 
2.26t.. above d , and 4.45t.. above d , where t.. is the spin orbit 
xz xy 
coupling porarnJter. The value of t.. from the f'ree-ion data is 
-1 (C) 't' 80 -1 435 cm b-.rt in for example "'{~3Fle N 6 ~ ~s 2 cm • 
In discussing the order of the lovels so derived, Grifi'ith 
suggests that the energies of the d orbitals are raised by 
1T-interaction. The least stable orbital d Should therefore yz 
be that vrhich is most exposed to ~interaction . 
The nitrogen atom of the histidine ring bonded to the iron 
atom at the 5 tt. coordination point should. therefore tend to 1T 
bond with the d orbital so that the plane of the ring should yz 
be parallel to the xz plane . It folla·-rs therefore that the 
minimum g value in the }:lanc should be parallel tc the projection 
of the histidine:: ring in that plane . 
Since the coordinates of the atoms in the histicr.ne ring are 
knam it is possible to check the above suggestion. The iminazole 
ring of histidine is shann bonded to the iron atom in Fig . (6.3). 
If the nitrogen atom ma.ke~ CJ' bonds with t yro carbon atoms and the 
:iron atoffi1 using an sp2 hyhridized orbital, the carbon atoms can 
be assUl'OOd equidisJcant from the haem plane . A line jOining them 
should therefore be parallel to the projec'~ ion of the histidine 
ring on the haem plane . The coordinates of the cCU'bon atoms (1) 
And (2) given in Chapter 5, Table 2, are referred to monoclinic 
9max. 
N ------ Fe 
I 
---------- N
J 
FIG.6.3 
THE DIRECTION CICz IN THE HISTIDINE RING 
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* axes . These were changed to refer to the axes a, bs c and 
the direction of the line joining 01 and C2 was calculated. At 
the same t:iJne the directions of the lines joining the four nitrogen 
atoms in the plane were also calculated. These directions are 
given in Table (3) below where they are cOIllp.u-ed with those of th~ 
principal g values . The numbering of the atoms is shown in Fig . ( 6 .3). 
Table 3 
(l {3 y 
°1 °2 85°30' 74°23 ' 163°43' 
Ni N2 72°43' 87°32' 162°32' 
N1 N4 11,:;°37, 21 °16, 95° 2' 
Nt N3 118° 4 ' 51 °22, 51 °26 ' 
N2 N4 92°15z 46°48' 136°51 ' 
g1 84°33 ' 75°42 ' 164°40' 
g2 i220~O ' 33°35' 81 °54, 
83 33°13 ' 59°42' 77°40' 
tilt line 117°16' 53°23 ' 48°19' 
The re:mlts shoYI that the minimum g value is indeed 
parallel to the plane of the histidine ring . Honever, the basis 
of this prediction y{as a calculation in which the minimum g 
value was ass\ll'OOd to be parallel to an :iron-nitrogen bond in the 
plane . These are the directions Ni N3 , N2 N4 in Table (3) and 
it can be seen that the minimum g valu.e is not :r:;orallel tu eith~r 
of these but makes an angle of approximately 29° with N2 N4" 
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These directions arc shown related to the haem plane and the 
b ar!d c* axes in Fi g . (6 .4-) . 
It is difficult to see , in the light of the above results, 
how the histidine ring can 1T-bond ;-lith the d orbital . Hov{-yz 
ever, sincp- the direction C1 02 is closer to N2 N4- than Ni Nj 
there is likely to be unequal interaction between the histidine 
ring and the dxz and d orbitals, causinG one to have a lower yz 
energy than the othcr . 
The situation is complicated still further by the fact that 
the maximum g value is not parallel to the haem normal as calculated 
from both electron resonance and X-r8J' measurements on acid met Mb . 
o There is an angle of 9 betY{een the two directions . Ther e are two 
possible explanations for the change in the direction of the axis 
of qU~"1.tization . 
1 • The haem plat"1.e has tilted and remains perpendicular to the 
axis of quantization. 
2. The azide molecule at the 6th coordination s~te has dis-
torted the crystalline field . 
1 • The manner in "irhioh the haem group is held in a "pocket" of 
the protein molecule has been discussed in Chapter 5. From an 
examination of the molecular model in Cambridge it appears to be 
quite possible for the haem plane to adapt various attitudes in 
the prvtein provided that this is al10wed by the bonding 0f the 
iron atom to the histidine ring . 
_----- -c* 
b 
FIG.6,4 
HAEM PLANE AZ IDE DERIVATI VE 
9=1 '71 1 
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Till s possibility has a1I0aay been considered by \/ atson (4) 
in an attempt to explain the ability of mlecu) cs to ap:r,roach 
the sixth coordination site of the iron atom. This sitc is not 
e~osed at the surface of the protein as was once tho~ht to be 
the case but is completely surrounded by various end groups uf 
the amino acid side chains . Any approaching molecule would 
therefor'3 have to go within the Van der V{aals distance of the 
atoms in these groups in order to react with the iron. It is 
suggested that the plane tilts to alIOl'[ the approach of thc azide 
molecule and. tilts baek after the reaction. The shape of the 
azide mlecule is different from that; of the water molecule it 
r epln.ces and the hacm pln.ne does not r eturn to i.ts oriGinal 
position due to steric effccts betw'cen the azide nnd the protein 
1OOlecule . The differenr.e i'1 the t rm orientations is the 
o 
observed 9 • 
Figure ( 6.5) is an enlargement of the haem group from a 
photograph of the molecular model . This pnotograph is taken 
from the" entrance" to the "pocket" containing the haem group, 
shooing haw the plane blocks a.ecess to the water molecule . 
There is no part of the protein molecule directly between the 
cClllCra and the iron a.tom over t;he area enclosed by the broken 
line . The n'l..lIlbering of' the nitrogen atoms in the plane is the 
same as that alroaay used. 
Assuming that the plane has tilted the direction of the 
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diameter a.bout which it does .30 can be calcula.ted. This is the 
simple geometrical problem of thc equation to the line of inter-
section of ~vo planes defined by the angle cosines of their 
normals . The direction of this line referred to as the "tilt 
line" is given in To.ble (3 ) from which it can be seen to be ulmost 
parallel to the direction N1 N3• 
Suc'I-J. 0. tilting of the plane would have an effect on the bond 
be~voen the iron a~am und the nitrogen atom in the histidine ring . 
If this nitrogen atum is to remain in the same ~osition relative 
to the iron ~tom, the histidine ring as a whole must move . 
This might well in turn distort part of the helix of the poly-
peptide chain, transmitting the movelOOnt throughout its length . 
A movement of this type could possib~ be the nature of the haem-
haem interaction in the }-Iaemnglobin molecule . 
2 . The possibi:ity t hat the pl ane does not tilt , poses the 
~uestion as to what is defining the direction of the mAXimum g 
value . The effect of the ligand at the sixth coordination point 
is norma:ly considered to be electrostatic and molecular orbital 
calculations made on the electronic structure of iron porphyrin 
complexes (5) show that a g00d model con be basad on this assump-
tion. 
The azide molecule would not be expected to find the position 
of minimum " energy anywhere but along ihe normal to the haem plane . 
The nnximum g value would then be expected to lic in this direction 
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also. The fact that it does not, DUGscsts that the azide 
molccule is prcvcnted from taking up this exact position by the 
prescnce of thc protein molecule. The maximum g value might 
thvreforc indicate thc Jircction of the first nitrogen atom in 
the azide molecule relative to the iron atom. The direction 
of the movement of t hc axis of quantization suggests that the 
azidc molecule misht be displaced from thc 6th coordinateion 
si te of tr.3 iron atom along the Fe - N2 bond direction v/hich InD,y 
indicate therefore the direction of approach of the azide molecule, 
A third possibility is that the presence of the azide molecule 
in changing the vro.ve fUnct ions of the iron at om allows a small 
distort ion of the "laem plane. 
~.2 .. 2. Acid Met 
Thn g value ').round the haem plane in acid net Mb is taken to 
bc isotropic with a g value close to 6. An opporttmity of 
checking the i so-crapy of the g value wo.s p:;.'ovided by b.nc vrid-l::h 
~easure~cnts aro~u~d the haem plane . 'rhe crystal "was mounted on 
a carefully cut YTedge , the nngles of "hieh ".'ore considered 
t 10. accurate 0 The mouming was checked from the crystal video 
resonance signal which remalned stat 'ion~ on the oscilloscope 
screen as the magnetic field was rotated. The signal from the 
other haem group in the unit cell camc into coincidence with this 
line on l.y once in 1 800 • The linc widths around the plane were 
ITi<Jasured by placing current morlrors r ather than proton resonance 
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markers on the pen recorder trace . 
The centres of the derivative etrrves at different orienta-
tions of the magnetic field were found to vary with respect to 
th'l current markers in a uniform w8?:f and this variation was 
plotted. The curve is shown in Figure (6.6), where the angles 
refer to the rotation of the magnet from the position in which 
both line s coincide . It can be seen that the angle between 
mn.ximum ar.d. min:i1num g value is approximately 900 • The g valuos 
measured from this curve are not absolutely determined but the 
variation is such that if the maximum is considered to be 6 the 
m:i.nirnum is 5.9. 
The direct ion of these maximum and minimum g values in the 
haem plan~ is rather difficult to define since it is not kn01vn 
from which of the tyro h v.em gl'Oups, in the unit colI, the signal 
comes . A direction is , however, defined by the cross over point 
of the two lines . 1/11en the plane of ono group is parallel to 
the face of the plunger the signals from both haem groups coincide 
YThen the me.gnetic field is p£'I'allel to both planes at onco . This 
occurs when the field is ptU'allel to the J.ine of intersection of 
the planes contai.."'ling the hEl.em groups . This line makes the angles 
o 0 60 ). j£ (a , 71 57'; {3, 90 ; Y, 1 1 57' WJ.th the abc axes , which is thus 
very close (within 2 . 5 0 ) to the direction N1 N2 in both haem pIanos . 
The diroctions in t he plane of maximum and minimum g' V1!l~e 
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can noyr be referred to this d:i.rection and the minimUJll g value 
is s een to lie at 15 0 to the dire et ion N1 N2 • This is an 
interesting coincidence since the minimum g v D..lue in the azide 
o do ... ·ivativc also lies at 15 to N1 N2• HOVfCver, the minimum g 
value in the azide derivative i70uld oceur an either side of N1 N
2
, 
'when motUlt ed in the haem plane, depending on which of the haem 
groups in the unit eell was horizontal . The plan of haem group 
(2) is the. mirror image of haem group (1) Fig . ( 6.4) reflected 
in the a . c pIano . The t wo g miniJna can only be parallel i f the 
signal comes from h1l.em group (2) and this cannot be verif i ed. 
The observed g variation eould be due to the plane being 
not DCeurately paro.llcl to the faee of the plunger . The angle of 
misalignment required to produee the variation can be calcula.ted 
from the eqUD.tior: 
222 2, 2 
ge = g fI cos 6 + g..l.. sm 6 
using the values g = 2 , g = 6 and Se = 5. 9. This shovrs that 
" .J... 
o 
the plane must be misaligned by 10.5 to p::,'oducc the obsorved 
variation. 
Assuming then that the plane vrus correctly mounted o.nd that 
there is a varia.tion m g , this should be nppa.rcnt from the va luc 
u 
of lIlL'.ximum g " alue in the ab und bc·· planes . Thc 3e are g values 
in the haem plane Yrithin 160 and 60 respectively of the supposecl. 
nl8.XimD. and min:iJn.!:>. . The maximum g value in the ab plane should 
therefore be greater than that in the bc* plane . 
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Tho mo.ximum g v alue s in t hese plc-.J1es vrere therefore 
IOO D..Surcd very carefully by recording the reson"lnce signals 
with proton r esonnncc morkcrs ut 200 kc;/ s or 48 gauss intervals . 
Tre centre of the line could be determine cl to '.{ithin a tenth of 
a marker sep~at ion or to v ithin 5 GI:'.USS . This is an error of 
about 1 part in 700 . The measurelJent of the field at the 
d . p .p.h . resonance is very much more precise because of the 
narrmy li"1.e and al'l accuracy of 1 part in 104 may be expected. 
The g values measured in this way are therafore accurate 
to vvi thin one part in 700 and are:-
ab plane g = 5. 98 ± 0 .01 
ma.x 
}£ bc plane g = 5. 86 ± 0 . 01 • 
max 
These measurenents thus confirm that there is a g value 
variation in the haf>m plane of acid met Mb , with maximum and 
minimum roughly equal to those above and oriented relative to 
the haem plane in the same V'iay as those in the azide derivative . 
rhey ~'e therefore parallel and perpendicular to the projection 
of the plane of t he histidine rine; on the l~aem plane . 
6 - Line '"(idth ¥ieasur.::rnents . ) . 
All measurements of line width Y/ere made at eit her liquid 
nitrogen or hydrogen tel11J?eratures and no change in width was 
observed on gOll1g from one temperatUl~ to the other. Q band 
frequencies were used throughout but the frequency dependence of 
the line widths was checkeCl, by repeating certain measurenents at 
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X band frequencies . 
6. 3.1. Acid Met Mb 
Line width measurements in acid met Mb were made around 
tr.e (ab) plane and 'the haem plane . Since the haem nOlmal is 
mown to make 8..'1. angle of 170 with the ab plane , these two sets 
of measurerer!ts determine the line y·ddth variation around the 
haem plane and around a plane at 73 0 to it . In order to deter-
mine the ':ariation around a plane perpendicular to the haem 
plane, a single measurement was also made with the crystal 
mounted so that a haem no:.-ma.l Vias parallel to the face of the 
plunger . The line ,idth was me asured at g = 2 that is along 
the haem normal . 
The line yridth variation in the (ab) plane and in the haem 
plane is shorm i'1. Figures (6.8) and (6.7). The general f eatures 
of the variation arc that , the line Tidth is a minimum i n the 
haem plane and increases out of the pl8.l"lc towards the haem nC'rmal. 
In the (ab) plane the nearest approach to the normal is 17° at 
230 to the (a) axis and here the line widtr, is 800 gauss . How-
ever the line width measured along the he.em normal is 175 gauss , 
In a plane perpendicular to the haem plane , therefore , the line 
width increases to a maximum close to the normal and decreases 
very rapidly towards the normal. 
In the haem plane itself there is a line width . rraximum at 
45° on either side of the cross over point , marked 0° in the 
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Figure,. The question of direction in the haem plane has been 
discussed already in connection Yrith the g value variation. At 
the cross over point the magnetic field is very close to the 
di~cction N1 N2 in t he plane. The line width maxima ~ust there-
fore be along the directions N1 N3 and N2 N4 which are Fe - N 
bond directicns . 
6.3 . 2. Acid Met Mb, azide derivative 
In tl:e azide derivativl;} the [!, value measurements show that 
there is sone doubt as to the orientation of the haem plane . 
It was therefore not possible to mount the crystal ~vith one haem 
plane parallel to the face of the plunger as in acid met , and the 
measurements v7ere carried out in the ( ab) and ( bc*) planes . It 
is not possible to truce measurements in the ac plane because here 
both lines coinc~.de and a slIght error in mount ing the crystal 
will Cbuse an unresolved sep..'1.ration of the lines and consequent 
line width variation. 
The line width variat ion in these planes is sho,m in Figures 
( 6 Q 9) and (6 .10). The widths of the lines from both haem groups 
o 
were measured over 180 • In connection 'vith the g values in 
the haem plane , it has been rentioned that one haem group is the 
mirror imago of the othor reflected in the ( ac) plane . Tho line 
width curves in the ( bc*) plane shC1JV t his fact c learly, since if 
one curve is traced out I turned over, and placed on top of the 
~Gher , they agree closely over their entire length, Fig . ( 6.11). 
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In discussinr.; the line width variation :L.'1. ·~he (bcil) plane , the 
mean of these tyro curves vfill be used. 
In or der to relate the line Yfidth variation to the surround-
ings of the iron atom, the directions of the principal g values 
and of the (Fe - N) bonds projected onto the ( bc*) plane , arc 
marked on the curve . 
Ma:dmum and minimum line widths in the (beit) plane are 
650 and 2'50 gauss respectively . In the ( ab) plane they are 
300 and 200 gauss respectivel y . 
6.4- . Discussion 
6. 4 .1 • General disc~sion d.' the effect of various line broadening 
E-Cchanisms in !!Jloe;lobin 
The unusually large line ·widths found in nwoglobin, make 
it possible to disc~d many of the line broadening mechanisms 
descr ibed in Chapter 3 on the basis of simple order of magnitude 
calculat ions . The experiroontal sources of lino · broadening 
re'luir'3 no fu::'JGher discussion other thc.rl ·co m:mtion that the 
line vd.dth was found to be indepo:J.dent of Uli.erowave pOiler level . 
The contribution of spin-lattice relaxation to these line 
widtns nrust be very small sinee no change in line width Vias 
o 0 detected on Jooling from 77 K to 20 K. 
Thore will be a contribution to the line width due to 
dipolar interaction between the electronic spins of neighbouring 
iron atoms . The magnitude of this interaction can be calculated 
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using Van Vlecks formula, Cha?ter 3, page 60, for each of the 
nearest nei ghbour iron atoms . An upper l:i1nit for the broaden-
L'lg, can be found by swnming the individual contributions . For 
the six iron atoms within 35A, the max:bnum possible contribution 
to the linE' 'width is 14 gauss . 
From the description of exchange interaction given in 
Chapter 3, it will be seen that the phenorrenon is unlikely to 
occur between neighbouring iron atoms since these are separated 
by morc than 30A. . 
If the ~bscrved line "ddth variation is due to unresolved 
hyp;lrfine struc'ture, the structure must be due to interaction 
betl7een the magnetic electrons and the magnetic moments of the 
surrounding nitrogen nuclei since the iron atom has no nuclear 
magnct ie mOlDJnt . The l~ne "/idth should be frequency independent . 
Tl1e line wiJ.t_1B in the ( ab) plane acid met and in the (bc*) 
plane , azide derivative Y{(;re therefore lOOasured at X bf\Irl.frequencies 
und found to bo decreased in proportion to 'che decrease in 
frequcncJg It folla.vs that the line Yridth variation crumot be 
dut: to an unresolved hyperfine structure . However , molecular 
orbital calculations (5) do show t" at there is an appreciable 
probability of finding magnetic electrons at the nitrogen atoms 
part of the time, in both acid ret and azide derivatives . An 
isotropic ~rfine structure is ther~fore to be expected but 
ImlSt be obscured by the line broadening process . 
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6.4 . 2. Proposed Mechanism for the broadening or t he electron resonance 
lines 
The mechanism proposed here for the explanation of the broad 
lines fO\.ll1d in single crystals of ll\Yoglobin , is a result of the 
peculiar crystalline structure of these proteins . Essentially 
it supposes that the principal g values of the haem groups con-
tributing to the resonance line are not strictly parallel to 
each other but are scattered about a mean orientation. The 
resonances from individual haem groups therefore occur over a 
range of ma&~etic field values, resulting in a broadening of 
the line . 
The poss ibility that the haem group may change its 
orient ation relative to the surrounding protein m::>lecule has 
alread;y been considered. If this does occur then it is only 
necessury to assume that the haem groups do not all have the 
same orientation with respect to the proteL'1 molecule . Oilever , 
if there is no change in orientation of the haem group on going 
fram acid met to azide derivative , the scatter in the directions 
of the principol g values 1l1L1St reflect the degree of disorder in 
the c~~stal structure as a whole . 
The gene"':'al features of a line width variation produced in 
this "lay are easily predict able , If the g value of the line 
is changing rapidly, as it does between principal g values , small 
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variations in their orientation will cause large changes in g 
and a broad line . Conversely at a tUl~ning point of the g value, 
the line will be narrow. 
In acid root Mb therefore the lili.e Ylidth should be a minimum 
around the haem plane . Out of the plane the line Width should. 
increase with the rate of change of g , rising to a maximum and 
falling again before t he normal to the plane is reached. The 
variation in thc azide derivative is rather harder to imagine 
due to the three principal g values . The theory thus predicts 
at least the basic features of the line 'width voriation in acid 
met IllYoglobin. 
6. 5. Ca lculation of Line -:ddth Variation 
6. 5.1 . Acid Met Mb 
In acid met Mb the g value at any angle e to the princ ipal 
g value g t l ' assuning g .L isotropic, is given by the equation 
2 2 2a 2. 2a ga == g 1/ cos + gJ.... sm 6.1 
The line vridth AH is pr'oportional to the rate of change of g 
with a so that 
ARa .2g = 
de 
2 2 ( g - g ) cos e sin e 
J,. 11 
g 
6. 2 
Consider naif t yro haem groups whose normals make angles of 
a + 6a and e - Aa --rith the magnetic field direction . The 
difference between their g values in this direction is given by 
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2 2 6 + 1::.6 (g..1. - g) 
fa -Aa sin 26 d6 t1!, = 2g 6 
or 2 2 Cg..J. - g) 
Ag = . sin 26 sin 2u6 + const . 
2g e 
but since 
hv = gf3H 
flH = hv 
{3 
ancl therefore 
.. 
6.3 
2 2 
I::.H = hv (g. '3 g ,,) sin 26 sin 2Ae + const . 6. 4. 
{3 2g 6 
If I::.H is measured in kilogouss and if 21::. 6 is small the 
expressicJn can be written o.s 
2 2 ( g.l.. - g.,) 
3 2g6 
AH = 26 . 76 sin 26 • 21::.6 + const . 6.5 
when 2116 is in r acliam: • 
Yhen instea.d of tvro ho.em groups there are lllO.l1y, their 
various orient at ions will be dist rib utecl. ab out a mean vo.luc of 
6 . Since the r esommce line widths are measured betT/een the 
maximum slope points of the absorption line , 21::.6 is the 'width 
of i:;he angulo.r distribution curve also measured betl'feen the 
IMXimum slope points . If the angulo:. distribution of th'J 
haem group oriento.t ions is o.sSl..lIOOd t o be Gaussian, 266 the 
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distance bet"'-feen thc mD.ximum slope points of the Gaussian curve 
is tvnce the standard deviation . 
Equation 6. 5 can be used to predict the line width variation 
ll. a.I\Y of the crysto.l ~lanes so long as the angle e is known for 
every direction ~l that plane . 
Using this equation the theoretical line width variation in 
the (ab) pL~lo hus been plotted. The angle e was calculated 
using thE; equation 
where 11 and 12 etc . are tho direction cosines of the haem 
normal and the fil.D.gnetic field . This VIas done at 100 intervals 
a:.:"ound the (ab) pbne , over 1800 • Once e is maim ge can be 
c~culatcd frcil equation 6.1. 
The shape of the curve obtained is shown in Figure (6 . 1 2) 
in which t:1C (a) and ( b) axes are marked. By an appropriate 
choice of 266 thc curve, has been made to a~ce qllite well with 
the eX'peri-:lent[\.l~r determined vru.~io.tioi1 . l\.djustment of the 
constant in eq~,\"i;ion 6.5 does not p:..~oduce a better fit and the 
lack of agreement at the minim-..ml can be taken to represent a 
residual line broadening, the nature of which cannot readily be 
explained. 
The value of 2~e required to IDSl.tch the curves is 0 .055 
di dO ra ans or ..J,3 • The standard deviation of the angular distribu-
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tion of the haem group orient:l.tion would therefore have to b e 
1.6° in order to ncc01.mt for the lh .. e broadening in aeid met 
ITtVoglobin. 
If the line width variation in the haem plD..ne were due to 
the same process, the line width peaks would occur mid-w~ 
be"b."feen maximum and minimum g in the plane . Hem-ever, since the 
difference in g vulue is only 2% be"b.'leen maximum and minimum, 
the angular scatter would have to be large to produce the observed 
variation. The aotual value of 268 required ";0 produce the 
o 50 gauss variation observed, yTOrks ou~ to be 27 , so that the 
standard deviation of' the principal g values in the plane would 
o have to be 13.5 • Such a large scatter in this direction would 
seem r o.:cher h1!probn.ble , especially in view of the fact that a 
scatter of only 4° is requir";)d to explain the azide results . 
I t therefor~ seem~s that the above process is insufficient 
to account for the observed line 'width variation in th~ haem 
plDlle, aIt ough thc li.'1.e width peo.ks occur at the correct points. 
6.5 .2. Ac:i.d Met Mb Azide Derivutive 
The application of this method to thc azide derivative is 
rcther mor~ difficult, but thc procedure is essentially the same. 
The line width variation has been calculated for the (bc*) plane 
and compared "ith the exper imentally deterrnil1ed curve . 
If the principal g values are denoted by gx '7 and gz' the 
g value along row particular direction CDll b e calculated from 
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the following equation 
22222 2 2. 2 . 2 6 6 
g = gz cos e + gx sin e cos ifJ + ~ s~n e sm 1; . • 
Here e is the angle between the maGnetic field and the z 
axis and rj> is thc angle betwet.;n the pI'ojection of the magnetic 
fi~ld direction an the X(f plane and thc x axis . The coordinate 
axes and the (bcit) plane are shovm in Figure (6.13). The angle 
ex , in this diagra:n, represents the position of the magnetic 
field in the ( bc*) p1an0 and is zero when the magnetic field is 
parallel to the xy plane, that is when e = 90° . The values of 
e and 1> were c:llculated for vario~ values of ex f:rom 0 to 1800 
* around the (bc ) plane . 
The angle e was determined as in the acid met Mb and the 
unsle~ ' calcuJatAd by simple geonetry . The angle bemeen 
.pt = 0 (that is the direction of ex = 0) and the x axis was 
calculated ~y finding the direction of the line of intersection 
of the (bc*) und (xy) p::.anes . Once this YrIlS lmo'm the angle 
cp was 0.18 0 lmOlTIl . 
The l:..ne width in the azide derivat ive can be considered 
to be the sum of two line width3 , one caused by variations in 
e , and the other by variatiOl13 in ifJ . The latter corresponds 
to small rotations of the xy plane about the z axis . Equation 6 
cun be differentiated with respect to e and cp und a line "rldth 
variation calculated for both. Thus, 
9y 
~-~--
xyPLAN£ 
F I G.6.13 
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~ er (2 2 ~ . 2 2). e 6 7 g ~ = ~ cos 1> + ~ sm 1> .- 8 z sma cos • 
aa 
and 
aD'. 2 (2 2) . g = = SJ..l1 a &y - gx sm 1> cos ~,) 
a1> 
6. 8 
The onalogous expres sions to equation 6. 6 are therefore 
AH 26 . 76 (2 2 A. 2. 2 2) . ( 2 ) 
u .. 1 = 3 gx cos 'I"' + ~ SJ.n 1> - gz sm a cos a Aa + const . 
g a1> 
26 .76 s:in 2 a ( 2 
3 ~ ~e1> 
2 
- 8 ) x 
6. 9 
sir 1> cos 1> (2 Aa) + const . 6. 10 
These expr0s sions are sholrn plctted for the (bc*) plane in 
F 19 . ( 6.14) . Since 1> cnn ho.ve the values 0 and 900 in this 
pj.ane~ tili2 will fo.ll to zero twice between IX = 0 and 1800 • How-
ever, e never leaches zero and ~ fo.lls to zero only at IX = 0 and 
1800 • Inspect:i ::m of these curves shows that if they are added to-
gether with the appropriate v a lues of £la and £l<p , the resulting 
curve will shorT the lllD.in features of the c)..perime .. 1tal curve . 
Name J,y , twc large peaks , one on either side of the b axis and 
t wo sharp t.lips in the curve near the cH o.xis . Figure (6 .15) 
shows the two eur'\cs summed with Art> = 2 e . 
This curve looks similar GO the experimental eurvc , but 
differs from it in one important vmy. If the two dips in the 
>= 
experimental curve nenr the c-~ o.xis d.J in fact correspond to 
the points at which cp = 0 and a = 900 then t hey are not in the 
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positions eA-pected for the (be:i ) plAne . This can be explained 
if :n is ass1..1II)3d that the crystal was not mounted exactly in thc 
(bc*) plane whilst the mcasurments YfCrC being taken. Calculo.tion 
shows that if tho orystal mounting is such that the b axis is 
horizol}-ta.l, y,hilst the oif. axis is 100 from the horizontal, tl.1J 
point corresponding to e = 900 in the nCNT plane will be 100 on 
the othc~ sidc of cn , as is observed in the experimental results . 
The cross over points in this plane will still be 900 apart . The 
position I)f if; = 0 or the minimum g value will rE-main fairJ,y 
constant v'Tit~ respect to the CX axis . The experimental curve 
shows that one dip is in fact in this position. 
A better fit should therefore be obtained, if the dips in 
tH1 and &12 are positioned so as to coincide with those in the 
e:x;periu:cntal CUl.~(, . Th.';.s m~n.ns that the values of e in 6H2 
o.nd of if; in ~ .).I'e no longer correct but the errors do not alter 
the overall shape of the curves . Figure (6.16) shows the curves 
added in this fashion, with the r at io 66 : 6 cl> aqua.!. to 3 : 8, 
compared wi·tjh thc c}..'Pcrimental curve . 
'rho major divergence between the experim:mtal and ca.leulated 
curvcs is non in the region marked N1 N3, ".,hore the actual line 
ylidths ore very much less than those c o.lculated. A possible 
explanation might be given in terms of the tilting of the plane 
about the direction N1 Ny If this :cepr sents a preferred 
direction of tilt for the haem plane, thc line width lIDasured 
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with th0 rmgnetie field pa.r~.llel to Ni N3 should be reduced. 
The values of 68 und 6~ necess~J for Ficlure (6.16) are 
o 
268 = 3 and 2 so • tlif; = 
The s-4;undnrd deviation in the angular distribution of £, is 
therefore 1 .50 i .. '1 ~ood agreemont Yrith that found :in acid met . 
That fo!' if; is hovrcvcr surpris:ing1i;r largc at 40 • Since the 
d:iroctions of the principal g values in the xy plane are found 
to bc purallel a.nC. pcrpendieul:l.r to the plane ef thc histidine 
ring, this :::,esul'c suggests 0. movement of 40 in the oriento.tion 
of the histidine ring . 
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s~ and Conclusions 
A thorough analysis has been undertaken of the electron 
resonance rreasurements on the IllYoglobin derivatives and 
previous results have been considered in conjunction with the 
structural ini'ormation now availD.ble . The g-value variaticn 
has been re-rreasurcd in acid met Mh. and its azide derivative . 
The res,llts suggest that what yras previously taken to be an 
isotropic g-value of 6 in the haem plane of acid met Mb . is 
very slightly anis'.Jtropic, with g-values varying from 5 . 86 to 
5 . 98 . The maxinn..un and minimum g values in the plane seem to 
be parallel to those in the azide derivative . 
The dircctions of the principal axes in the azide derivative 
have been related to the molecular structure as determined by 
X-ray measurements. The Ill'x:imum g-value is found to make an 
angle ~f 90 with the haem normal as ealculated from electron 
resonance and X- ray measurerrents on acid met Mb •• Tee pass ible 
implications of this fact have been considered in conjunction 
with a theory to explain the ability of molecular groups to 
react with the iron atom P.t its sixth coordination site . This 
site is shmm by X- ra:y looaEurements to be 3creened from such 
reactions by the surroundll1g protein molecul e . 
The two other principal g- values in the azide derivative 
have been found to lie parallel and perpendicular to the plane 
of the histidinc ring at t he fifth coordination point of the 
I 
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iron atom. The histidine ring thus appears to determine the 
directions of two principal g- values in both acid met and the 
azide derivutive . The pl.D.ne of this ring is not parallel to 
one of the iron- nitrogen bond directions in the haem plane, so 
that the splitting of the d , d orbitals cc.nnot be due to yz xz 
straightfoIward 17 .... internction with the histidine ring . 
ThE' very great: line width variations in both acid met Mb 
and the azide derivative have. been measured in various crystal 
planes . These lme vddths have been explained in terms of a 
scatter in the ori(.ntatiOll of the principal g-values of each 
iron ato:.}, due to sale form of disorder in the crystalline 
structure . On this basis) curves of the line width variation 
in certain crystal planes have been constructed and fitted to 
the experimental curves . Values for the s tandard deviation 
in the orientation of the g- values have been determined in this 
way . 
The line rddths obsurved in the haer.1 plane, where there 
should be no broadenmg due to this process , have not been 
explained. Considering the magnetic dilution of the crystals , 
the line wi dths of from 4-0 to 120 gauss are very large and it 
would be of jnt ercst to discover the nature of the broadening 
process here . If the effect of the process could then be 
reduced it should be possible to observe any hyperfine structure 
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which might be present due to interaction dth the nitrogen 
lignnds . 
If the line vd.dths out of the haem pla.J."1.e are due to 
g..):r:ernl disorder in the crystnl structure , it would be 
interesting to makn the same measurements on crystals con-
taining the heavy elements used in solving the phase problem 
of the X- ray analysis . The presence of these heavy elements 
might well stabilize the si:iructure and produce narrower lines . 
Vlhen the X- ray analysis is taken to a higher resolution 
it should be useful to r epeat this work for haemoglobin and 
compare the result s with those from ~oglobin. The effect 
of t he closer packed structure might then be apparent . 
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